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ABSTRACT

Landscape is about the relationship between people and place and can be defined
and interpreted in several ways according to the objectivist or subjectivist point of
view. The former considers the landscape as the area where ecological patterns and
processes might be identified and therefore measured, while the latter supports the
theory that landscape is in the beholders’ eyes thus there are many landscapes
according to human preferences. A possible compromise between these two different
ideas of landscape might have been reached by the European Landscape
Commission (ELC) that in 2000 stated that “landscape is an area as perceived by
people whose character is the result of natural and human actions and interactions”.
In the 70s the reason for studying the landscape was because of the necessity of
attributing a value to it; nowadays the motivations behind managing, conserving and
enhancing the landscape is because the landscape is the place where people belong
to and, consciously or not, recognise themselves. In addition, people identify different
landscapes on the basis of the particular combinations of the elements in the
landscape. As a consequence a landscape can be distinguished from another on the
basis of its character which, according to the Landscape Character Assessment
(LCA) guidance for England and Scotland (C. Swanwick and Land Use Consultant,
2002), is defined as “a distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements in
the landscape that makes one landscape different from the other rather than better or
worse”.
This definition was the starting point of a PhD research project aimed at developing
and implementing a methodology able to identify and quantify the character of the
Scottish landscape through the application of GIS and statistics. The reason for doing
this research was to provide the landscape architects, who are the main end-users,
with a tool that could help them to overcome the main weaknesses of the current
process of LCA and define the landscape character types in a more consistent,
objective, and scientifically robust way.
The GIS approach considers the landscape as formed by physical and
cultural/historical elements. No aesthetic and perceptual attributes of the landscape
are taken into account, despite an attempt to quantify enclosure, diversity and
dominance conducted for the Cairngorms National Park (CNP).
The research selected eleven areas of study distributed across Scotland so that
various and different landscapes could be represented. The data collected for the
analysis came in part from official sources: BGS (geology bedrock and superficial),
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CEH (land-cover 2000), RCAHMS (historic land-use assessment), OS (DEM and
Mastermap), and in part were derived from official data, for example landforms and
settlement types were respectively obtained from DEM (calculation of the
topographic positioning index) and OS Mastermap (calculation of the density of
buildings).
Overall, the data about the eleven areas of study presented the same
characteristics, and it was both multivariate and geographical; in other words the
landscape of the sample areas was on average described by 50 variables and each
one was related to a geographic reference (easting and northing coordinates).
One of the objectives of the analysis was to identify the spatial patterns formed by
the landscape elements (the variables) by taking into account the influence of the
spatial location. Space was recognised as important for the analysis on the basis of
what is stated by the first law of geography: everything is related to everything else
but near things are more related than the distant ones (W. Tobler 1970).
Fundamentally the idea that supports this statement is that proximity facilitates the
relationships between objects. However, similarity also contributes to the association
between landscape elements, and this is taken into account with the assumption of
the presence of spatial autocorrelation amongst the data. The null hypothesis is that
the landscape elements are randomly distributed, while the alternative is that they
are spatially correlated. Thus, if two geographic objects that are close to each other
and similar (both show similar positive or negative values), then they are spatially
autocorrelated and form detectable patterns.
As mentioned the data were also multivariate, thus the analysis required a method
of calculation able to deal simultaneously with multivariate and spatial autocorrelation
issues. After several attempts a spatially constrained multivariate technique was
adopted and was revealed to be the most suitable tool for the data analysis. This
technique allowed the identification of the spatial patterns (landscape characters)
within the dataset by maximising the product between the variance and the spatial
autocorrelation of the variables. Therefore, contrary to a standard principal
component analysis (PCA), which maximises only the variance, the spatially
constrained multivariate analysis (MULTISPATI-PCA) includes the effect of the
spatial autocorrelation. In other words, the geographic location of the elements in the
landscape, as well as their distribution, contributes to the character of the landscape.
Once

designed,

the

GIS/MULTISPATI-based

methodology

for

landscape

characterisation was tried for each area of study, and the results showed that with
the methodology it was possible to detect the spatial structure of the data and that
each single pattern corresponded to a distinct landscape.
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At the end of the process of landscape characterisation several tests simulating
different situations, for example the effect of the boundaries and the change in scale,
number of data input, and size of the units of analysis, were performed to verify the
robustness of the methodology. The outcomes revealed that the identification of
strong spatial patterns was not affected by the simulated situations.
Finally the outcomes and the methodology were presented to a selected group of
end-users, largely comprised of landscape architects but including also members of
the Cairngorms National Park, Historic Scotland and the RCAHMS, who provided
useful comments and feedback. The maps of landscape character types were
considered overall plausible and it was acknowledged that the methodology achieved
a more quantitative and consistent landscape characterisation.

LIST OF ACRONYMS:
BGS: British Geological Survey
CEH: Centre for ecology and hydrology
CNP: Cairngorms National Park
ELC: European Landscape Convention
GIS: Geographic Information Systems
LCA: Landscape Character Assessment
OS: Ordnance Survey
PCA: Principal Component Analysis
RCAHMS: Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
SNH: Scottish Natural Heritage
COPYRIGHT AKNOWLEDGMENT:
The maps derived from GIS analyses carried out in the context of this thesis are
based upon Ordnance Survey material provided by EDINA Digimap with permission
of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office. This thesis was
licenced to use the original maps by Ordnance Survey only for academic purposes. It
is acknowledged the Crown copyright and that all rights are reserved. Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceedings.
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CHAPTER 1
The landscape and its character between philosophy and practical
applications

The Blackwater reservoir with Buchaille Etive Mor and the Aonach ridge on the
background (I.Marengo).
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1.1 The importance of landscape and its character

Landscape is about the relationship between people and place. It provides the setting
for the day to day lives. Landscape is an urban area and its surroundings, as much as
a mountain range or an expanse of lowland plain, as showed in figure 1.1.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 1.1. These three pictures depict a) Scottish highlands b) Stirling and Wallace monument
and c) fields of barley in Aberdeenshire and they are all a form of landscape. Usually and
mistakenly landscape is associated with wild and remote areas but in fact landscape is the
place where people live everyday (© I.Marengo).

A landscape is made up of different components, both natural and cultural, and how
these interact together and are perceived by people. On this basis it appears that
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people’s perceptions turn land into the concept of landscape, and perception is not only
visual but also related to the other four senses, the feelings, the memories and the
associations that they evoke (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
Moreover behind its appearance a landscape is a source of livelihood. From a
landscape we can understand much of the history and economic conditions of a
society, as if landscape is a kind of genetic code of a geographic area. With this idea in
mind landscape becomes important because it is a fundamental element of individuals
and communities, and a well looked after landscape is an indication of civilisation
(Berengo and Di Maio, 2008).
The idea of the importance of landscape and the need to recognise, protect, manage
and renew it, because landscape is of great value for our life, has become more
widespread in recent years. However, the majority of people are not aware of the
landscape and its importance until a noticeable change, which disturbs or modifies the
landscape, occurs. Thus in order to make society more aware of landscape 19 member
states of the Council of Europe on the 20th October 2000 in Florence signed a
convention1 which represented a revolution because the landscape moved from being
considered a pretty postcard to being officially “an area as perceived by people whose
character is the result of natural and human actions and interactions” (Berengo and Di
Maio, 2008).
Briefly each state that signed the European Landscape Convention (ELC) recognises
that landscape is a basic element necessary for human life, similarly to the air that we
breathe. The importance of landscape is in the concept of “sense of place”, and namely
in the fact that people, consciously or not, recognise themselves with an area rather
than with another one. What people perceive as a landscape is basically what makes it
different from the surrounding areas, and precisely the character, a unique and distinct
1

A convention is an agreement between two or more states which decide to tackle a certain important
issues or problems in the same way. The states that are part of a convention are then obliged to create
laws based on the principles of the convention itself. 19 member states signed the convention in 2000, but
the number grew throughout the years and at the 8/4/2010 the agreement has entered to force for 30
states.
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combination of elements. However, making people more conscious of the landscape
and of its importance as a natural resource and repository for cultural values and
memories (Ahern et al., 2005) is a first step on which local authorities, landscape
managers and conservationists should focus. Fundamentally by acknowledging the
character of the landscape and by assessing it, local communities are empowered in
activities such as planning zones, site reviews, establishing partnerships and having
ideas for the landscape conservation (Ahern et al., 2005).
In addition, as clarified by the ELC, landscape is not only an area of special values,
such as national parks or historical sites, but also an area of everyday life, the most
“normal” and ordinary place (Berengo and Di Maio, 2008). On this basis all landscapes
are equally important since their character reflects the individuals and the communities
that live there. Thus the ELC adopted three principles to follow when tackling the
landscape: protect what is a world heritage and of great value; manage the everyday
landscape from a perspective of sustainable development; plan anew those areas
where there is need for improvement and reorganisation (Berengo and Di Maio, 2008).
Those who are involved in making decisions about the landscape and in setting
policy in planning and environmental management, restoration, conservation and
enhancement have a useful tool, called Landscape Character Assessment (LCA), that
allow them to know which character in the landscape is present, distinct/unique and
threatened. Decisions should be taken so that changes do not revolutionise the local
character in such a radical way that people no longer recognise themselves in their
landscape. A substantial change in the original character, which occurs without
consultation, is likely to make people lose part of their identity (Swanwick and Land
Use Consultants, 2002). For instance the massive quantity of oil spill which has been
spreading on some of the US coasts in the Gulf of Mexico for months is causing not
only an environmental and economic disaster but also a psychological wound for the
people living in that geographic area. The oil spill is now depriving people of their
familiar sceneries and places that are changed and hardly recognisable.
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The ELC convention and the LCA programme were not intended to halt the planning
and development strategies of an area, rather to make it more sustainable and in
favour of everyone. A landscape in its nature is dynamic and in evolution and will
continue to be so, but there are “durable” landscapes that resist a change for long time
and “weaker” landscapes that are easily threatened by human activities. The aim of
both ELC and LCA is to make people aware of these realities and allow them to take
the most suitable decisions about the way their natural and cultural resources should
be managed, conserved and enhanced.
A question might rise at this point; on what basis does a local authority decides to
protect, manage or plan a landscape? First of all it is essential to identify the number of
landscapes that make up an area and their characteristics. Only the analysis of the
association of the elements that form a landscape, namely geology, landforms, landcover, historic remains and land-uses, settlement and field patterns, allows the local
authority to have a better and comprehensive insight of the landscape of its area and
subsequently understand what the best solution is for it. The landscape character
assessment is the programme that in the UK and in other countries has been adopted
in order to first identify the character of the landscape and second make judgements
and decide about plans, strategies and policies that involve the landscape.

1.2 The objectivist and subjectivist paradigm in the landscape analysis

Scientific research usually starts with framing the subject, identifying the issue(s),
stating the aim(s), listing the objectives, and formulating preliminary hypothesis. This
study can be framed in the bullets points below:
TOPIC: landscape characterisation.

ISSUE: the current LCA lacks of scientific and quantitative basis.
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AIM: to develop and implement a methodology that enables landscape architects to
carry a consistent, objective, easily updatable and flexible landscape characterisation.

OBJECTIVES: to identify the spatial structures/patterns within the landscape; these will
constitute and determine the landscape characters.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: “Can the GIS analytical capacities be applied successfully
to identify the character of the landscape and provide a support tool for the landscape
architects and practitioners?” “Can a computer based device read layers of maps,
whose data is numeric, and detect different landscapes without seeing, feeling,
perceiving them?”

From the definition of landscape provided by the ELC it is clear that landscape is the
interaction between human activities and natural/physical elements as perceived by
people. From the literature it emerges that landscape can be either analysed
scientifically or experienced emotionally; in fact landscape researchers could be
divided into two categories: those who defend a more reductionist and quantitativeobjective approach to landscape characterisation and those who use artistic and
psychological descriptors (see figure 1.2). The former look at the landscape with more
scientific eyes the latter turn their attention to the aesthetics of the landscape (Pastor et
al, 2007). The research focus of this thesis belongs to the first group.
Science and aesthetics recall the concepts of objectivity and subjectivity that gave
birth to a long standing debate about their role in dealing with the landscape. According
to Lothian (1999) the objectivist and subjectivist terms refer to the physical aspects of
the landscape and to those that are product of the mind/eye of the beholder (Lothian,
1999).
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OBJECTIVIST/PHYSICAL PARADIGM

SUBJECTIVIST/PHYCHOLOGICAL
PARADIGM

- Landscape quality is an intrinsic
physical attribute

- Landscape quality is in the eyes
of the beholder

- Assessments are field based

- Surrogates (photos) are used for
assessments

- Empirical

- Experimental

- Differentiate landscape quality on
the basis of implicit assumptions
- relatively easy and inexpensive to
undertake

- Differentiate landscape quality on
the basis of human preferences
- Difficult and expensive to
undertake

Figure 1.2. Summary of the main differences between the objectivist and subjectivist paradigms
(source: Lothian, 1999).

Lothian observes that the objectivist paradigm, which can be summarised as viewing
the landscape and its special quality in the physical scene in front of one’s eyes, is not
objective

as

it

claims.

Establishing

classification

based

for

example

on

high/medium/low or numerical scales or making assumptions, e.g. mountains and
rivers have a higher quality than a plain, are subjective and personal preferences.
Whereas, the subjective paradigm is paradoxically objective as it measures the
preference of a community without the influence of the researcher’s personal biases,
although these may occur in framing the questionnaire and in the evaluation of the
results (Lothian, 1999).
Similarly the LCA guidance points out that surveying the elements that make up a
landscape, mapping and describing landscape types, which many might consider to be
wholly objective, can still involve subjective judgements. For example a surveyor could
record that there are 20 hectares of woodland in an area and this assessment would be
quantitative and an objective fact. However, if the surveyor records woodland as a key
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characteristic of the area, necessarily he introduces an element of subjectivity into
characterisation (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
The debate about the way landscape is conceptualised is probably endless but from
the literature emerges that there is a clear division between those who conceive the
landscape as an object and a “material thing” and those that consider the landscape as
a “form of visualisation” of product of “our senses”. The landscape ecologists are
almost unanimously interested in the study of spatial variation in landscapes at a
variety of scales and in general are concordant in defining landscape as an area within
which ecological patterns and processes might be identified.
On the opposite, amongst those who consider the landscape in visual and qualitative
terms, a greater variety of point of views is registered. Cosgrove (1984) suggests that
landscape is not merely the world we see but it is a construction and a composition of
that world. In other terms landscape is a way of seeing the worlds. Abrahamsson
(1999) for example uses the term “inner landscape” to address the idea that landscape
derives from our way of attributing a meaning to things and features around us by
interpreting them and considering them as symbolic resources. Consequently, when
people are asked to clarify and describe “what is the form of the landscape? Then the
replies can be varied and dissimilar. People can understand what is meant by manmade and natural elements of the landscape such as “trees”, “hill”, “river”, but they
have trouble in quantifying them. For example, a “steep slope”, “narrow valley” or
“rolling hills” can have different interpretations. More complex definitions of concepts
like “naturalness” or “wilderness” occur because people will tend to represent them
mentally with different meanings and symbols. In other words, people “charge” the
surrounding space with signs which reflect their cultural identities. Similarly, Palang et
al. (2000) and Keisteri (1990) outlined the influence of the cultural background on the
way people perceive the landscape and on the fact that a same physical object
acquires a different meaning and a different symbol according to the cultural group.
Ingold (2000) and Lorimer and Lund (2003) shift the attention on different senses and
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state that landscape is part of us; it is felt. According to these authors the landscape is
felt through the action of walking and it is incorporated into the bodily experience.
The conclusion that can be drawn is that the uptake of the different meanings of
landscape depends on disciplinary and professional affiliations as well as on research
goals (Macpherson and Minca, 2006). Brabyn (2005) recognises that landscapes are
both physical realities and social and cultural constructs. Therefore he is convinced that
the separation between “material” and “cognitive” definition of landscape has led to
numerous contrasts between disciplines and schools and has resulted in research that
is largely polarised either towards the observer or towards the physical landscapes.
The author indicates that people’s perception of the landscape should be taken into
account while the characterisation and classification processes are still in phase to be
defined. However, he agrees that “people’s minds” are significantly more difficult to
capture, than the physical landscape components.
Understanding how people perceive the landscape and how they conceptualise
terms such as “naturalness”, “wilderness” or “harmony” is a time consuming approach
and it can lead to questions relating to the types of people who should be considered,
the sample size and the nature of their perception, since it is known that cultural
background affect the way of perceiving the landscape. The difficulty in providing a
realistic representation of space that corresponds with human conceptualisations is
widely recognised. Thomson and Bera’ (2007) show that knowledge can be modelled
by an ontology which explicitly states how relevant concepts and their constituting
objects relate to each other and manifest themselves in reality. The two authors
developed a top-down model capable of representing the knowledge of the reality as
acquired from people through a process of inner conceptualisation of the reality (see
figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3.

A top-down approach used by Thomson and Bera’ to explain how a person may
conceptualise the category of land-use, which in the specific example is represented by the geographic
space occupied by the university (© Thomson and Bera’).

As illustrated in the Thomson and Bera’s model (see figure 1.3) layers,
representation and granularity are the three key concepts. Layers represent the steps
through which the knowledge of the reality is achieved; representation is the inner
conceptualisation of the reality and granularity the different scale through which the
knowledge about the reality takes place, and precisely from a general to a specific
idea. The goal is to observe how people understand “university” as a category of landuse. The first layer is represented by the topography on top of which facts and contents
are overlaid. With regard to representation the authors notice how people define the
land-use category first of all in a generic terms, such as campus, refectory and
residential, and then describe them further according to their purpose and role, spatial
relations and physical properties. The authors conclude that the land-use category
“university” is defined from the land-cover and by separating man-made and natural
elements which have got specific properties and relations to each other.
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On the basis of the papers reviewed it emerges that the landscape analysis is not
only a difficult task due to the complexity of the landscape itself, but also it assumes the
form of a philosophical debate. Thus in order to simplify the approach of landscape
analysis, to make it feasible for GIS and to meet the aim of an objective and scientific
based landscape characterisation it was decided not to consider public perception in
landscape analysis, although this is an extremely important component for
understanding the character of a landscape.
Following observations by many consultants and practitioners, in the characterisation
phase of the LCA the influence of subjectivity could be generally avoided if the whole
task is reduced to that of measuring attributes from maps and analysing the data
quantitatively (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). Hence, for the time being
this research is addressed to the analysis of those measurable and objective
landscape elements. Nevertheless it is suggested that in the future GIS-based
landscape analysis could be enhanced by adding public perception amongst the
explanatory variables of landscape character.
At this point, given that only physical and cultural elements of landscape in the GISbased landscape characterisation are considered, someone might object that the GISbased landscape analysis is partial and not holistic. Below it is suggested that in fact
the GIS approach is far more comprehensive than other studies about landscape
carried out until now.

1.3 Landscape as a whole

It is universally recognised that landscapes are complex and dynamic systems
where natural and anthropic components are in continuous transition. These traits
make them a difficult topic to deal with. Evidence that landscape analysis is more
centred on the single elements and not on the whole is provided by the literature
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reviewed. The majority of the articles tackle the elements of the landscape singularly
but offered interesting background and indications on how to carry quantitative
analyses. Nagendra et al. (2004) integrated GIS, socio-economic and remote sensing
techniques and from the analysis of images of land cover they explored the ways
landscape pattern can be used to gain more information on land use process. The
authors concluded that since landscape has heterogeneous and dynamic properties
(characteristics), the integration of the temporal dimension would improve the results to
their research (Nagendra et al., 2004).
Bocco et al. (2001), Giles (1997), Thompson et al. (2006) and Deng et al. (2005)
focussed on the quantification of landforms, geomorphic signatures, topography and
terrain attributes. Their studies were linked by a common thread since all provided
examples of a similar method of analysing complex realities. Basically the approach is
to simplify the calculation by facing the various components of the reality separately.
Instead of separating the landscape into its elements and analyse them separately
other authors such as Antrop and Van Eetvelde (2000), Palang et al. (2000) reminded
us that landscape should be viewed from a holistic point of view, as the result of the
sum and interaction of its singular components and therefore geology and soils,
landform and topography, field and settlements patterns should be linked to each other.
From the holistic point of view the identification of the landscape character occurs
through the collection of the landscape elements and the analysis of their unique and
distinctive association which is revealed in form of a spatial pattern. Hence, the
objective of this research is to identify the spatial patterns within the landscape by
using GIS and appropriate statistical techniques.
So far terms such as landscape characterisation and landscape character
assessment have been widely employed but without any mention to their meaning,
thus an exhaustive explanation of them is required and provided in the next
paragraphs.
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1.4 From landscape evaluation to landscape character assessment.

During the first half of the twentieth century, the need to incorporate landscape into
the environmental decision making process was recognised, however, it wasn’t until
the 1970s that landscape became increasingly important as the emphasis on
sustainability grew (see figure 1.4). Landscape Evaluation was born and the landscape
started to be evaluated on the basis of those elements that make it better than another
for particular purposes (C. Swanwick, 2002). These initial attempts at evaluation of
landscape didn’t succeed because many believed that it was inappropriate to reduce
something complex, emotional and intertwined in human culture, to just a value
expressed in number.
In the mid 1980s a different kind of tool emerged, known as Landscape Assessment.
Contrary to the previous approach, this was based on an assessment which classified
and described a landscape in two separated stages and on the basis of the elements
that make a landscape different or distinct from another. As noticeable, the new
approach did not distinguish the landscape in qualitative terms like “better” or “worse”,
but used words such as “unique” and “distinct”.
Local authorities as well as practitioners in public and private sector became
increasingly active. Both were encouraged in assessing the landscape in a wide range
of applications and were assisted by a first model of guidance (C. Swanwick, 2002).
Since 1993 increasing emphasis has been placed on the role of the landscape
character and the landscape assessment has been addressed to the characterisation
of the landscape and the description of the forces for change on the basis of existing or
derived data such as, land cover and land use, geological and topographical maps (Ho
Kim and Pauleit, 2007). As a result Landscape Assessment turned into Landscape
Character Assessment (LCA) and the Warwickshire landscape Project was the first
application of LCA in the UK. From that moment the definition of character, as distinct
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and recognisable pattern of elements in the landscape that makes it different from
another rather than better or worse, was set out explicitly (C. Swanwick, 2002).

Figure 1.4. The evolution and change in approach to the study of landscape throughout the
last 40 years. Assessing landscape instead of evaluating was the most determining change
because landscape wasn’t considered “good or bad” but different according to the elements
characterising it. Recently landscape character assessment is aiming at making stakeholders
more actively involved in the phase of making judgements and taking decision. (© SNH and
Countryside Agency – LCA. Guidance for England and Scotland)

In the UK the concept of LCA has been continuously developed and refined in the
light of experience. On one hand the approach to LCA is common to England and
Scotland where it has been carried out by the Countryside Agency and the Scottish
Natural Heritage respectively, which in 2002 published jointly the “Guidance to the
Landscape Character Assessment” that provides suggestions on how to carry out a
LCA. This guide was accompanied by a second important reference entitled
“Guidelines for landscapes and visual impact assessment” by the Landscape Institute
and Institute of Environmental, Management and Assessment (2002).
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On the other hand, Northern Ireland and Wales have undertaken a similar work but in
a slight different way, especially Wales where the initiative is called LANDMAP
(Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).

In Scotland, the information available for Scotland’s landscapes was poor when
compared to other aspects of the natural heritage, such as habitat or species. This
imbalance became a problem when Scottish Natural Heritage, after its establishment in
1992, wanted to advise planning authorities on development control cases and
strategic planning issues. It was evident that SNH needed to develop a methodology
for making people aware of the landscape as a natural resource and heritage and for
understanding the processes that constitute a landscape (Swanwick and Land Use
Consultants, 2002).
With this premise, in 1994 SNH promoted a national Landscape Character
Assessment involving 29 local authorities and other organisations such as the Forestry
Commission, Scottish Enterprise, Historic Scotland, the Scottish executive Rural Affairs
Division as well as small local groups. These various partners were involved either in
the consultations or in the steering group.
Each study was carried out by landscape architects or landscape consultants who
referred to the above mentioned “Guidance to the LCA” by C. Swanwick and Land Use
Consultants. However, despite LCA is a systematic analysis of the landscape once
completed it appeared widely dependant on the professional but personal judgement of
the landscape architects. Additionally not only the different modus operandi of the
landscape architects interfered with the outcomes of the 29 assessments but also the
diversity of uses for which they were intended and the aspirations of the individual local
authorities had a strong influence. Finally the scale adopted during the characterisation
phase, which was mainly 1:50000 and in some cases 1:25000, contributed to make the
29 assessments fairly independent but each comprised of a description of the
landscape character types and areas.
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The descriptive work covers different contexts such as geology, landform,
hydrology, land use and land cover, settlements and field patterns. Information on
landscape experience and forces for change are added to the rest of the landscape
description. GIS was used more for visualising the geographic data than for the
analysis and identification of landscape characters.
When the national LCA programme was completed (with the exclusion of the Loch
Lomond and the Trossachs National Park) the data from the 29 assessments were
pulled together and since the number of landscape character areas totalled 3967, it
was decided to create two more levels of landscape in order to aggregate areas having
common features in types. As result of this, level 2 was created which is comprised of
366 landscape character types, and level 3, which is comprised of 106 more
generalised categories of landscape. The full range of the three different levels
represents the hierarchy of landscape character in Scotland based on a bottom-up
grouping method (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
The geographic database that was prepared allowed the three levels of landscape
character to be mapped for the whole country and it is currently available to the public
on the SNH website; in this regard figure 1.5 illustrates the map of Scotland’s
landscape types at level 3 of aggregation (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants,
2002).
Figure 1.5

In Scotland, the relevance of LCA in decision making was recognised in various
elements of planning legislation. For example the National Planning Policy Guideline
(NPPG) 14 makes explicit reference to SNH’s programme of LCAs and underlines the
use of these assessments in the planning processes in providing guidance on the
capacity of the landscape to accommodate development, and in informing policy
development and development control processes. A year later, in 1999 another NPPG,
number 18, stresses the relationship between historic buildings, cultural features and
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Figure 1.5. Level 3 of the LCA as carried out in Scotland. The landscape character types have
been aggregated on the basis of common traits in a “bottom-up” classification system (© SNH
and Countryside Agency – LCA. Guidance for England and Scotland).
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the natural environment and highlights that this combination provides an area with its
particular identity and character. In 2000, the Planning Advice Note 60 states that
safeguarding and enhancing landscape character is an important planning objective
(Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).

In England the Countryside Agency (formerly the Countryside Commission) began an
innovative programme of work oriented to the analysis of the wider countryside in the
early 1990s. A pilot study was carried out in the southwest regions in 1993/1994 which
helped to develop a robust methodology that combined map analysis of the different
variables that give the landscape its character, GIS data handling and computer
classification methods.
In parallel English Nature launched its own Natural Areas programme to provide a
similar framework for setting nature conservation objectives. Because both
organisations were working on a similar subject they joint their forces to produce a
single map underpinning both landscape and nature conservation measures in future.
This was the Character of England map, illustrated in figure 1.6 (Swanwick and Land
Use Consultants, 2002).

Figure 1.6

The map is accompanied by descriptions of the 159 character areas which include
key characteristics, physical, historical and cultural influences, building, settlement and
land cover patterns. The influences determining the character and the pressures for
change were also noted. The methodology involved compiling a list of attributes of the
different influences on the landscape and each square kilometre was coded with the
relevant attribute, e.g. geology, soil type, settlement or field pattern. The coded
database was then statistically analysed using a program called TWINSPAN which
sought to organise typologies of landscape in a hierarchical structure.
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Figure 1.6. The Character of England map illustrates the 159 character areas identified with
the LCA (© SNH and Countryside Agency – LCA. Guidance for England and Scotland).
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After several iterations of the program were carried out using different thresholds of
classification, a map was produced that broke the sample area down into a range of
types at a regional scale (Bell, 2002).
However, the Character of England map dealt only with landscape character areas
and lacked of a national landscape typology. Therefore, the Countryside Agency in
collaboration with English Nature and English Heritage developed a new approach
called National Mapping Project.
Typology has been derived by map analysis of the main physical, biological and
cultural factors that determine the landscape character and GIS have been used for
manipulating data. The resulting national typology is an intermediate level between that
of the Character of England map and that of the local authority; hence it can inform
work at both of these levels (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).

In Wales, the tool for analysing and studying landscape is called LANDMAP, which
started in 2003 and ended in 2009 and is the results of a partnership between the
Countryside Council for Wales and the Unitary and National Park authorities of Wales.
LANDMAP takes a whole landscape approach that covers all landscape designated
and not designated. It includes the natural, rural, coastal, inland water and peri-urban
areas (excluding Cardiff and Swansea). Many of the European Landscape
Convention’s principles are reflected in the LANDMAP programme together with other
landscape work by the Countryside Council for Wales (J. Bullen, LCN issue 34, 2010).
LANDMAP separates the landscape into five aspects and evaluates them: Geological
landscape, Landscape Habitats, Visual and Sensory, the Historic Landscape and the
Cultural Landscape. Each of the five spatial layers are divided into discrete
geographical units (polygons) referred to as aspect areas which are distinctly defined
by their recognisable landscape characteristics and qualities recorded during a field
survey by specialists and local authority officers (J. Bullen, LCN issue 34, 2010). Data
is recorded on a standard form in order to ensure transparency and consistency and
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allows comparison of the content and value of the landscape between areas. The main
outcomes from LANDMAP are thematic landscape maps of Wales that can be
produced to depict how landscapes are identified and classified for each of the five
layers,

illustrating

landscape

patterns

and

their

distribution,

diversity

and

representativeness. The maps and the survey information provide a consistent core of
baseline information onto which any additional geographic detail can be added.
Of crucial importance to LANDMAP is the accessibility of the data through the
LANDMAP website which can occur in two ways: the data can either viewed or
downloaded and then used in people’s own GIS system (J. Bullen, LCN issue 34,
2010).
In Northern Ireland the Environment and Heritage Survey started in 1997 and was
completed in 2000. The LCA identifies 130 unique landscape character areas across
the region. Broad descriptions of regional landscapes and more detailed descriptions of
individual character areas are provided in a series of 26 LCA reports organised by local
government district. These reports describe landscape character, analyse landscape
qualities and features and provide guidance on accommodating development and other
land use change. The classification and description is consistent across Northern
Ireland because the assessment was undertaken as a single exercise and by a single
firm of consultants. The level of detail is intermediate between that of the Character of
England map and the Scottish LCAs. The results are available internally on GIS and
externally on the web of the Environment and Heritage Service. Additional research
included information on biodiversity and earth science for each landscape character
area (Julie Martin Associates and Swanwick, 2003).

1.5 The role of history as a contributor to the character of the landscape

As the number of LCA initiatives increased throughout the years and across the UK
other programmes, which were thought to reveal the historical and archaeological
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dimension of the landscape, emerged. Human actions in the past and their evidence in
the landscape are without doubt highly significant to the present day landscape
character. Thus, two free standing programmes were embarked upon by English
Heritage and Historic Scotland: the Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) and the
Historic Land-Use Assessment (HLA) (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
In contrast to the English HLC, in Scotland the HLA adopted immediately GIS
technology from that outset which allowed a more dynamic and articulated analysis.
Not only subtleties and changes within the landscape could be recorded more sensibly,
but also data entry and metadata creation was more rigorous. As result the
methodology of historic land-use assessment was adapted to respond better to GIS
technology (Dyson-Bruce, 2003).
Conceptually, the HLA is meant to provide an understanding of the historic dimension
of the modern landscape that should empower people to make more informed
decisions about the future development of their landscape. Thus, as far as the aim is
concerned the HLA does not differ from the LCA and it is interesting the way both
programmes

aspire

to

provide

outcomes

applicable

to

practical

landscape

management and conservation policies and decisions. HLA and LCA hope to
disseminate information which can be translated into plans and strategies by decision
makers,

environmental

conservationists,

planners

and

developers,

landscape

managers and so on.
HLA methodology is a broad-brush and desktop based approach that assesses
historical information related to the current land-use through the interpretation of aerial
photographs, old maps, text, books and other documentary sources. The scale of the
data capture is 1:25.000 while maps are digitised at 1:10.000. The format of the
dataset is shape file which was then converted it into raster with a resolution (cell size)
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equal to 50 meters. The HLA is an on going programme and therefore is only partly
completed. The attribute table of the HLA consists of the following main fields2:

Historic land-use category, which is the historic land-use grouped into 14 broad
classes;
Historic land-use period, which reflects the current archaeological and historical
understanding of that land-use;
Historic land-use type, which is the historic land-use classified into finer classes
according to the period, form and function of that land-use;
Relicts (1,2,3), which identifies the number of historical evidences still
visible/recognisable. Relicts have been classified into category, period and type
as well.

In contrast to the LCA, the single ownership of the project emerged as an advantage
of the HLA because it assured the use of a uniform method and a high standard of
consistency in mapping and in interpreting data. However the differences between HLA
and LCA became an obstacle. In fact despite everybody acknowledges that a
landscape is both natural and historical heritage (figure 1.7 illustrates it clearly)
operationally the LCA and HLC/HLA have such a different approach to characterisation
which makes their integration difficult.
It is a personal opinion that the lack of collaboration between the two programmes is
not beneficial. A better knowledge about the variable “time” in the process of landscape
characterisation should help to answer questions like “Which areas are the oldest?
Which areas are derived from prehistoric and medieval patterns? Which areas have
changed the most, indicating high dynamism?”

2

More detailed information on each field can be obtained from the Royal Commission on the
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland which is the body undertaking the HLA
http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk/
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Figure 1.7. Despite the wide agreement on considering the landscape as formed by natural and
cultural elements, HLA and LCA proceed more in parallel than together. This research aims at
incorporating information from HLA more efficiently, so that the landscape analysis result more
holistic (© I.Marengo).

Whereas questions like “Which areas are the rarest or provide particularly significant
evidence of history? Which areas have a greater diversity of types? Which areas show
more evidence of the past and can tell us more about the history?” can be answered by
investigating the relicts (another way of referring to evidence from the past) and the
diversity in which they occur.
From the facts and experience gathered at the end of this PhD it would be desirable
to see a more effective collaboration between landscape architects and historians since
the synergy is likely to enhance the final results of landscape characterisation
enormously.
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1.6 European approaches to landscape character assessment

The differences in the approach to LCA showed by England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland have their counterparts at European level. In 2005 a report was edited
by the European Landscape Character Assessment Initiative (ELCAI) on the typology,
cartography and indicators for the assessment of sustainable landscapes. The report
captured 54 national LCA works within the European countries which adopted the LCA
and are listed in table 1.1.
Austria

Czech Republic

Italy

Denmark

Belgium

Slovakia

Netherland

Hungary

Germany

Norway

Switzerland

Estonia

United Kingdom

Portugal

Ireland

Spain

Table 1.1. List of the European Countries that adopted the LCA ( source: Wascher – European
Landscape Character Areas)

From the reports it emerged that each country ended with a different LCA and the
reason was the variety of objectives each country wanted to achieve through their LCA
programme (Groom, 2005). The outputs differed mainly because of the scale used, the
number of hierarchical level, and the identification of the landscape character into types
or areas. Table 2 illustrates the factors that are considered relevant to different
countries, providing an insight of the way LCA has been used and interpreted. Overall
biophysical factors are those that almost every country has used for the LCA; however,
cultural factors are also prevalent and mainly represented by land use, historical
development, field and settlement pattern and heritage. As far as the methodology is
concerned, the interpretation provided by experts is the most widely used method.
Highly automated derivation of LCA is not as common as it might be expected given
the widespread use of GIS. It is likely this computer device has been exploited more for
its mapping facilities than for its powerful analytical functionalities (Groom, 2005).
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Table 1.2

The ELCAI report investigated also the period of time that the European countries
undertook LCA initiatives and it emerged that few examples can be inscribed between
1950 and 1990 (Groom, 2005). The reason was likely due to the fact that the first half
of the last century coincided with the transition from landscape evolution and landscape
assessment and with the application of model-based and reductionist works to
geographical issues. Therefore, geographers were engaged more in a “conceptual
battle” than active in practical studies and works. On the contrary, from the 1990s
onwards almost all the countries started LCA programmes, and were also supported by
the development and availability of technology for handling, visualising and analysing
large spatial datasets. At that time, detailed guidelines for the production of LCAs were
published, contributing to the dissemination of LCA practice and providing a helpful
support for regional and local applications (Groom, 2005).

1.7 Examples of LCA in the rest of the world

Not only in the UK or in Europe was LCA undertaken and in the 90s it rapidly became
the common method of landscape analysis. Amongst the literature reviewed there are
many examples of LCA initiatives carried out in different parts of the world and
examples of case studies are provided below.
Ho Kim and Pauleit (2007) adapted and tested the UK approach to LCA in order to
identify the landscape character types in a region of South Korea and to provide
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Table 1.2. Results from the review of the factors and methods used in each LCA work
undertaken by some of the European countries. (© Wascher – European Landscape Character
Areas)
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quantitative information on the potential biodiversity occurring in each type (Ho Kim and
Pauleit, 2007). Strong pressure on landscapes in South Korea due to extensive
urbanisation is leading to severe environmental problems, changes in landscape
character and the loss and fragmentation of woodland which threatens biodiversity.
Using land cover data and aerial photographs, four landscape metrics were customised
for the landscape analysis and the results provided the useful information required to
support sustainable land use planning for nature conservation. In addition Ho Kim and
Pauleit demonstrated that the UK approach for LCA was efficient when transferred to a
completely different reality such as that of the Korean region (Ho Kim and Pauleit,
2007).
In Hong Kong, the planning department in 2001 commissioned private consultants to
map the value of the landscape, which across the country reveals large undeveloped
and natural tracts that support native plant species, a varied wildlife, a long history of
human settlement and a variety of cultural relics associated with the settlement.
Previous studies had been carried out but none had considered the landscape as a
whole. The LCA carried out in 2001 sought to fill the gap due to the absence of
comprehensive information on the existing conditions of landscape resources in Hong
Kong. The information provided by the LCA helped to establish indicators for
monitoring the landscape conditions and is available on the web and accessible to the
public.
(http://www.pland.gov.hk/pland_en/p_study/prog_s/landscape/e_index.htm)

In the United States, Ahern et al. (2005) illustrated another application of LCA to the
case of a landscape which was facing a rapid transformation. The American
researchers conducted a landscape character study with the aim of making the local
community of Cape Cod in Massachusetts aware of the radical transformation that was
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seriously threatening their landscape. In order to achieve their aim, the authors pointed
out the links between place, character and people’s memories and ended with
stressing the point that for the local community the need to preserve the cultural
landscape was as strong as the need to conserve the physical environment (Ahern et
al., 2005).
Ahern et al. also demonstrated that the pressures on Cape Cod’s landscape, due to
the ongoing changes, influenced both the perception of the landscape and the lifestyle
of the local people. Thus in order to turn their research into action Ahern et al.
suggested three scenarios for the area of study and promoted their results in a
conference involving the local community (Ahern et al., 2005).

In New Zealand, in the Coromandel Peninsula of the North Island a study was carried
out by Brabyn (2005) who aimed to identify the naturalness of the area using three
datasets: land cover, utility (roads, railways and transmission lines), density, and
cadastre. GIS solutions along with fuzzy set theory were applied to the analysis of the
three datasets; the results were compared to each other in order to understand which
one provided the more satisfying and valid classification of naturalness (Brabyn, 2005).
The findings showed that the methods of analysis applied to the three datasets
identified the natural and developed areas quite consistently despite different
representations, whereas, for the classes in between it was hard to provide a definition
of naturalness. According to the author the reason was due to the fact that naturalness
is a fuzzy concept as it involves human conceptualization. Therefore where forms of
development or naturalness were not sharply defined and separated it was difficult to
classify them and reach a consistent agreement. Brabyn’s conclusions were that it was
possible to use GIS for the landscape analysis but in order to achieve better results he
recommended collaboration between GIS analysts and cognitive researchers, so that
quantitative and more abstract concepts could be taken into account in the overall
landscape analysis.
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1.8 Principal objectives of the PhD

From the overview of the LCA initiatives taken at UK, European and international
level a common thread emerges quite clearly, and namely that the LCA in first instance
is addressed at finding the difference between one landscape to another, categorising
them into types and/or areas and describing them. Maps are tools to distinguish
essentially the different landscapes and indicate their distribution, extent and exposure
to major influences (Mander, 2010).
Then, on the basis of the knowledge about the landscapes and the information on the
maps, the LCA supports and guides planners and landscape practitioners in the
judgement and decision making. More broadly the LCA can be seen as the bridge
between scientific knowledge and socio-economic issues that are needed to meet the
demands of sustainable planning and management.
Aims of this research are to make the landscape characterisation a more
quantitatively and scientifically based process and, in order to achieve so, demonstrate
whether or not GIS can be successfully applied as analytical support tool. The
objectives are:

to exploit the capacities of data storing and data analysis that GIS have showed
to have throughout years and diverse fields of applications;
to make the landscape characterisation more comprehensive by attributing
more relevance to historical and cultural aspects of the landscape;
to create a functional link between more powerful statistics and GIS.

The scheme illustrated in figure 1.8 exemplifies the way of proceeding followed by this
research.
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Figure 1.8. The way the PhD unfolded: started from the general concept of landscape
character assessment and ended with a focus on the definition and identification of the
character of the landscape.

The structure of the thesis can be summarised in brief. It started by understanding
the structure and purposes of the LCA, secondly it concentrated on the characterisation
phase and looked at the different steps of which it is comprised, third it moved on the
key point of the investigation, and namely the character.
At that stage the methodology was firstly designed by considering the elements not in
isolation but in association to each other. Then the first law of geography, stated by
W.Tobler in 1970, and the theory of spatial autocorrelation were taken as main
reference concepts on which to develop the methodology. Basically both ideas implied
that the landscape elements can form geographic patterns which can be recognised as
spatial structures within the data.
The identified patterns corresponded to landscape character types and the
methodology was applied to eleven case studies selected all over Scotland in order to
cover a large variety of landscapes and check its consistency and repeatability.
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Finally the research concluded with a series of tests for verifying the robustness of the
methodology under different situations.
Task of the following chapters is to describe clearly and comprehensively how the
methodology was designed, developed and implemented. Thus the starting point is to
understand the conceptual model of the LCA and its repartition into the characterisation
and making judgment phases.
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CHAPTER 2
Structure and concepts that support the Landscape Character
Assessment

Lismore island, looking south towards Appin from the main road (I.Marengo).
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2.1 The conceptual model of LCA

As explained so far, LCA is concerned with landscape character, rather than with
landscape quality or value and understanding this point is vital because often the
tendency is to associate character and quality while the difference between the two is
conceptual and philosophical (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
According to the LCA guidance for Scotland and England (which is the main point of
reference for this thesis and for LCA in general) LCA is primarily a tool to help
understand what a landscape is nowadays, what it may come to be like and how it may
change in the future (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). With this in mind
some of the common applications of LCA are found in practical fields such as planning
and landscape conservation, management and enhancement. For instance LCA may
be applied because it informs development plan policies at regional and local levels;
contributes to landscape capacity studies; provides input to Environmental Assessment
and it is basis for landscape management strategies; helps the identification of areas
for designation and guides land use change in sustainable way and so on.
LCA is organised in two parts in the following order: first a relatively value-free
characterisation and second the judgements made on the basis of the knowledge of
landscape character (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). Then each part is
divided into a series of steps that come in a specific order and are summarised in figure
2.1.
Characterisation involves the identification of the character of the landscape into
types and areas. The former are relatively homogeneous and generic types of
landscapes which occur in different parts and geographic areas of the country.
Landscape character types of the same class basically share a similar association of
landscape elements, such as geology, land cover, land use, landforms settlement and
field patterns and so on.
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Figure 2.1. Characterisation and making judgments with their several steps form the LCA. The
phases are chronological and each step needs to be taken in the illustrated order. However, at
the start the purpose, the objectives and the sort of judgements are required from the LCA
process, should be clarified (source: SNH and The Countryside Agency – The LCA. Guidance
for England and Scotland).

Conversely landscape character areas are unique and refer to a specific geographic
location, therefore they have their own identity and are named after the geography of
the place. For instance the Stirling and Grangemouth LCA identified a landscape
character type called “Lowland river valleys” to which the landscape character areas
“the Carse of Forth West of Stirling” and “the Carse of Forth East of Stirling” were
associated to (see figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2

As it emerges from the map, the landscape character types and areas after being
identified are classified, mapped and described so that it is possible to locate them
geographically and to gain more knowledge about them. For example the LCA for
Stirling and Grangemouth describes the “Lowland river valleys” as “flat, open, largescale carseland forming the floor and former floodplain of the River Forth…”
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Figure 2.2. Extract of the LCA map for Stirling and Grangemouth. In the table on the bottom
left there is mention of the landscape character types and the landscape character areas (here
referred as units), (source: LCA Stirling and Grangemouth – David Tyldesley and Associates
1999).
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The LCA guidance invites the landscape architects or people involved in the
preparation of the LCA to provide a clear and concise description of the landscape
character types and areas. This description is important because not only it informs on
what the landscape is but also it mentions which “forces for change” are likely to occur.
Here the term “forces for change” refers to the key development pressures and
trends in land management that can affect and change a landscape character type or
area (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). In the above mentioned case of the
“lowland rivers valleys” some of the identified forces for change are the urban
expansion of Stirling, Falkirk and nearby centres; the lack of architectural composition
or relationship with settings already present; flood prevention and other engineering
works on rivers and burns; new or improved major and minor roads and so on (Julie
Martins Associated and Swanwick, 2003).
It is evident from this brief introduction that the characterisation phase of the LCA
aims at providing the necessary information for having a general but comprehensive
picture of the landscape of a given area. Understanding the physical and cultural
aspects of the landscape and the possible developments that can occur and modify it
are meant to provide the basis for a sustainable and better landscape planning and
management.
The making judgements part of the LCA formalises and makes operative the results
obtained from the characterisation by informing different types of decisions to be taken
regards the landscape. As previously mentioned, LCA comes to be a useful and key
tool for local and national authorities when dealing with planning and landscape
management and conservation issues. Indeed there is not one approach of making
judgments but different ones according to the type of issue and objectives of the overall
landscape assessment and as mentioned in the guidance the main approaches are:
landscape strategies;
landscape guidelines;
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landscape capacity and
attaching status to landscape.

The outputs associated with the making judgements phase should ensure first of all
that the judgements are clearly linked to the results of characterisation; secondly that
there are specific reasons and criteria of adopting an approach instead of another; and
finally that it is unambiguously stated who made the judgements and took the decision
on the basis of the information from the characterisation.

This research is addressed to the development and implementation of a GIS-based
methodology for landscape characterisation, therefore from now the attention and the
emphasis will be drawn on the first part of LCA. The objective is to describe in more
detail the current approach to landscape characterisation and analyse it briefly through
its four steps depicted in figure 2.3.

Defining the scope of the LCA is the first action to take since it will influence the way
of carrying out the assessment, the approach to judgements needed to inform
decisions, and finally the use and dissemination of the results. Briefly, stating the
ultimate purpose of the LCA allows people to clarify the scale and the level of detail of
the assessment, the individuals or institutions that should be involved in the preparation
of it, the skills, expertise, time and economic resources required, and finally the types
of judgements needed to inform the decision.
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Figure 2.3. The four steps of the landscape characterisation phase in detail. As it appears each
step requires further analysis and also a possible input from the stakeholders, which it is
recommended but about which the local authority or the promoter of LCA can decide. (source:
SNH and The Countryside Agency – The LCA. Guidance for England and Scotland).

Scale is an essential concept in both natural and social sciences and becomes a
common issue when dealing with geographic data and landscape is not an exception.
Scale can be expressed in spatial or temporal units and may be associated as the
viewing window size of the observer or the broader framework in which diverse
ecological phenomena take place (Wu and Qi, 2000).
The LCA process identifies three main scales: national, regional and local. In general
an assessment at national and regional scale is carried out on the basis of 1:250000
scale. While at local authority scales it is preferable to adopt scales such as 1:50000
and 1:25000. For very small areas, for example country parish, estates or proposed
development sites, a detailed landscape assessment is needed thus a 1:10000 scale
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should be preferred. Accompanied to scale is the concept of level of detail which
translates into amount of information necessary to conduct an appropriate and
exhaustive assessment. A GIS analyst and any other landscape assessor are well
aware that the data collection is a very time consuming task, which often leads to the
discovery that some important data is missing or only partially available. Nevertheless
the advantage of a clear scope is that people can focus the investigation on the
datasets that are needed for the overall assessment.
Strictly related to scale is the process of extrapolating or translating information from
one scale to another. The opportunity of transferring information between scales is
indispensable, particularly in a hierarchical process such as LCA where landscape
character types at local level can be aggregated to constitute broader landscape type
at regional or national level. This is the case of Scotland; as mentioned in the previous
chapter landscape characterisation followed a bottom-up approach so that the “level
three” results from the amalgamation of landscape types identified at finer scale.
In theory, both bottom-up and top-down approach seems as easy as assembling or
disaggregating a Russian doll. However, when working with geographic data and
above all with GIS, the scaling operation requires that the analyst bears in mind some
issues with respect to the size of the study area defined as landscape, the level of
spatial resolution and aggregation of the data. Extent, grain, detail of the data and area
of study contribute to define the structure of a landscape in a way that a change would
lead to different conclusions in the landscape analysis.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the same area but at different scale; it is noticeable how
zooming in or out tends to reveal or conceal attributes of the map; as a consequence
the aspect of the map varies. A similar situation occurs while the analysis of the
landscape is carried at national, regional or local scale; for each level the outputs of the
characterisation differ so that in order to be precise the scale to which a landscape
character type/area belongs should be always mentioned.
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Figure 2.4. Information is more detailed every time it is zoomed in, moving from regional scale
1cm = 50km to sub regional scale 1 cm = 10 km to site scale 1 cm = 0.5 km. (© USGS – Land
use History of the North America).

In the field of geography there are many examples on how researchers faced and
dealt with scale as mapping and analytical issue. For example Weiers et al. (2004)
applied a satellite data and raster GIS approach to assessing habitats at different
scales. Patil et al. (2000) used a more complicated synoptic multivariate spatial data to
provide a multiscale assessment of landscape and watershed. Gaucherel (2007)
proposed a method to capture the local and scaling variations of the landscape. He
started from the fact that the Shannon diversity index, which is widely used to quantify
landscape diversity, provides different results according to scale. Thus the method by
Gaucherel combines a multiscale diversity map, with a diversity profile averaging at
each place and scale, to give the spatial information contained in the landscape. The
results show a map of landscape diversity with directional trend and local information.
Similarly Purtauf et al. (2005) tried to quantify the variation of patterns of land-use
composition parameters through a multiscale analysis and multivariate statistics. Their
conclusions highlighted that there is not an optimal scale for characterising and
comparing landscape patterns but a range of sub-optimal ones. The results from
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Purtauf et al. were interesting given the similarities with those of this current research,
namely that each scale used for landscape characterisation leads to different
outcomes.
Landscape however, doesn’t have only a spatial dimension; in fact being dynamic
and in continuous evolution it exhibits heterogeneity and changes throughout the time
(see figure 2.5). In other words the landscape shows different aspects at both spatial
and temporal scales. Even details like season and timing are not minor because a
landscape responds differently to the cycles of the nature. As suggested by the LCA
guidance, more than one season should be covered while assessing the character of a
landscape (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).

Figure 2.5

The literature provides again a series of examples of studies about landscape
change (in particular land-use change) based on the use of satellite images or
interpretation of aerial photo. Apan et al. (2002) used two sets of LANDSAT imagery,
dated 1973 and 1997, and classified them independently in order to obtain land-cover
and land-use maps. These were subsequently utilised as input to GIS-based landscape
pattern calculation software to generate landscape structure indices. The use of two
different

temporal scales allowed the authors to gain information on the

changing/developing state of the studied landscape. Awareness of the change in the
landscape structure and its quantification, e.g. loss of 20% of woodland converted into
pasture, provided land managers with the essential information to think of plans and
strategies and make appropriate decisions (Apan et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.5. Spatial scale provides a different detail of information whereas as showed in the
picture temporal scale helps understanding dynamics and changes occurred to the landscape.
In this case the land cover change in New Jersey has been analysed from 1972 to 2001 using
remote sensing and digital geospatial technologies (© Rutgers University – New Jersey).
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Van Eetvelde and Antrop (2004) referred to aerial photographs covering a period
from 1960 to 1999 with the intention of analysing changes at settlement level. The
aerial images were scanned and then imported in GIS where could be analysed. The
authors concluded that when it was possible to assess quantitatively the change in the
overall landscape character, it was hardly feasible to measure the change in the
different structural components of the settlements. This conclusion confirmed that the
temporal scale helped revealing changes in the landscape but that the spatial scale (of
the aerial photographs) was not appropriate to answer all the research questions posed
by the authors. Ayad (2005) proposed a combined use of remote sensing and GIS in
order to model visual landscape change in the north-western arid coast of Egypt
between 1950 and 1990. The author wanted to provide the local land-use planners with
valuable information on how the changes in the scenic characteristics of the landscape
could be related to badly planned activities and could compromise the tourism of the
area.
From the literature it emerges quite clearly that the temporal scale allows us to gain a
better knowledge of the dynamics and interactions between people and resources. As
mentioned in the first chapter, besides LCA two other independent programmes started
in the mid 90s and were centred at the assessment of the historic landscape character.
These are the English Historic Land-use Characterisation (HLC) and the Scottish
Historic Land-use Assessment (HLA). The main concept at the basis of both
assessments is time-depth which can be defined as the long sequence of events and
actions (both natural and human) that have produced the present landscape (see topic
paper 5 LCA guidance). In this research the past as explanatory variable of/for the
present landscape character was taken into account in the analysis by using the HLA
map. Therefore, the rich database of the HLA filled effectively the gap due to the lack of
available satellite images and aerial photographs.
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Another essential part during the definition of the scope of LCA is to judge people,
skills and time needed for completing successfully the work. In general the people who
undertake the LCA are professionals both landscape architects and landscape
consultants; nevertheless it is good practice to include input from stakeholders. The
European Landscape Convention stresses particularly the importance of people’s
perception in the definition of landscape and the introduction of new tools and working
practices in public sector organisations (e.g. exchanging good practice, e-government,
and local communities’ action groups) has corresponded to a growth in importance of
stakeholders within the process of LCA. Therefore as illustrated in figure 2.3 for each
step of landscape characterisation there is space for a possible input from the
stakeholders. Indeed, the public participation has to be planned while defining the
scope, and it is necessary to clarify which range of stakeholders has to be involved, at
which stage and with which method they will be active participants to the LCA.
If the scope of the LCA is stated clearly it is easier to recruit people with the
necessary and appropriate skills, thus for instance the recently completed LCA for the
Cairngorms National Park was carried out by a team of experts in geology, history and
by landscape architects. The importance of having people with complementary skills
also emerges and this to some extent is not a surprise since the landscape is a
complex entity which requires different experts in order to be analysed. In addition, the
last 20 years have been marked by an improvement in access to software such GIS,
mainly employed as mapping tools since they are very helpful in handling different
layers of mapped information. Although everybody recognises the importance and
effectiveness of GIS, these modern and advanced tools do still look “unfriendly” and
the amount of time required for training people to a correct GIS use and application is
considerable. Furthermore, GIS so far are applied only as mapping tools and very little
of their analytical capacity is exploited. This is a reason why the current PhD was
conceived and funded by the Scottish Natural Heritage and the references amongst the
literature reviewed were so extraordinarly scarce that the ideas for the investigation
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came mainly from landscape ecology, genetics or econometric rather than from
previous works on landscape character assessment.
To summarise, the definition of the scope is the essential first step of landscape
characterisation since it helps to identify two pivotal points for the assessment, such as
scale and detail of the data, and to make a cost analysis in terms of human and
technical resources and time needed. This preliminary step ends with a brief which
should serve as a summary and reference text/note throughout the assessment
(Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). In addition the guidance suggests a field
visit to the area where the landscape is to be assessed; this sort of familiarisation to the
area of study should help those involved in the assessment to learn more about the
character of the landscape.

The second step of the characterisation is the desk study and this involves a review
of data and literature available about the area of study which fundamentally should
enable the team of landscape assessors to gain a better understanding of the
landscape of the study area.
The analysis of relationships between different landscape elements, such as geology,
land cover and settlement patterns, is central in order to identify, classify and describe
the landscape character types/areas both with the standard and with the GIS approach
(see figure 2.6). The landscape elements are basically spatial data represented by
maps either in digital or paper format; indeed where the collected maps result in digital
format then the process of storage, manipulation, analysis and presentation is
facilitated by using GIS (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). Archives and
other documents such as historic photographs, literature on local architecture, approval
of designation areas, statutory development plans, countryside and forestry strategies,
provide another useful source of information.
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Figure 2.6. The desk study is mainly focused on the collection of data available. The figure
illustrates an example of layers used by the Countryside Council for Wales to compose
LANDMAP (© Countryside Council for Wales)

It becomes evident that the amount of data that should be collected and analysed for
the landscape characterisation is quite remarkable. The guidance suggests that at the
beginning in case the resources are limited and the time is short, it could be sufficient
to retrieve data on geology, landform, land-cover and settlement distribution. These
datasets should be then integrated at least with the historic land-use information as the
resources and time become available (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
As previously mentioned history plays a fundamental role in the landscape
characterisation because it offers a valuable background of information on the past
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land-uses. Nevertheless understanding the historic dimension of the landscape is not
straightforward and it requires an expert analyst, possibly an historian or archaeologist.
The HLA map comes with a glossary that is very useful and rich in explanations, in
addition people who are in charge of the HLA, and namely a team of cartographers and
surveyors at the RCAHMS, are available to provide clarification and more details about
their work and the way of interpreting it.
Regardless the amount of data collected it is crucial, above all if dealing with GIS, to
evaluate the quality of the data and the common criteria in use are:

actuality,

completeness, consistency, accessibility, accuracy, precision and source of errors
caused by data entry and manipulation (Burrough and McDonnel cited in Antrop and
Van Eetvelde, 2000). It is worthwhile remembering that checking data quality is
essential since it might happen that the available data layers differ in several of the
above mentioned criteria and some of the criteria might assume more importance than
others. For example strongly dynamic and heterogeneous landscapes such as urban
fringes require a high level of actuality and accuracy or, if using satellite images, high
spatial resolution (Antrop and Van Eetvelde, 2000). Hence it is important to invest time
in considering the characteristics of the data collected, and an inventory (a note) of the
information available in digital or paper format is strongly recommended.
Moreover, the guidance suggests that it is useful to have a good aerial photograph of
the area of study since it adds a “bird’s eye” of the whole area of investigation.
Nowadays aerial photographs can be retrieved from Google Earth and photograph of
Britain for every grid square are available at the website www.geograph.org.uk. In the
first case it is good practice to double check both the year and the quality (pixel
resolution) of the images.
If the scope of the LCA requires the presence of stakeholders then it might be
possible to add their input at this point of the characterisation, because their
observations and opinions can provide a significant contribution in understanding which
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unique and distinct association of elements makes a landscape different and makes
people feel the “sense of place”.
In the literature reviewed there are several interesting works that try to define the
character of the landscape on the basis of what people feel and think. For instance, De
la Fuentes de Val et al. (2006) focussed on how landscape preference is related to
landscape spatial patterns using a sample of 98 people and 8 landscape photographs.
For each photograph, 11 visual attributes were evaluated and 3 windows were defined
to cover the different areas corresponding to foreground, mid-ground and background
visual fields. Then the landscape spatial structure of the windows was analysed using
spatial metrics and the correlation between each dimension and the spatial pattern
indices of the landscape were calculated (De la Fuentes de Val et al, 2006). The
results suggested that heterogeneity and a certain level of complexity (calculated as
diversity and composition of elements in the landscape) influenced positively people’s
perception of the landscape. On the contrary scenic beauty showed a limited
correlation with landscape pattern indices because beauty is more a concept and it is
hard to find an index that quantifies it. An attempt to define in spatial terms the concept
of wild land in Scotland is provided by Habron (1998) who based its research study on
people’s perceptions of the landscape. Habron used a photographic questionnaire in
order to gather public perception of wild land both from people living in the areas where
the pictures were taken and from potential visitors. The photographs represented a
range of characteristic landscape attributes of the Cairngorms and Wester Ross which
were rated for their wildness. The extent of visible landscape attributes was quantified
using GIS.
Another example of the involvement of people in landscape analysis is given by Scott
(2002) who worked on the development of a methodology to identify the public
perception of landscape in Denbighshire (Wales). His results demonstrated that
people’s perception can allow particular landscape types to be evaluated in qualitative
and quantitative terms. In addition the strong attachment to managed rural landscapes,
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which was revealed by people, was interpreted by the author as very useful information
that can help planners and policy makers to rethink their approaches to conventional
landscape management strategies and planning.

Ode et al. (2007) explored the

relationships between landscape preference and three indicators of naturalness that
were identified by computer generated visualisation of landscape containing pastures
and broadleaved woodland. In total, 27 different visualisations were showed to 703
respondents and the results highlighted a high correlation between preference for
number of woodland patches and level of succession, while a weak correlation was
found between preference and the shape index of the edges.
Because people were not involved in this research, the developed GIS-based
methodology characterises the landscape only on those elements that can be
associated to digital maps. More precisely, GIS extract information from maps that
metaphorically function like our eyes. In fact while we can observe a landscape and
feel it through our senses, GIS can read the landscape through information that is
stored digitally.
Consequently it is understandable that only data that can be measured or quantified
with indices or other criteria can be mapped and used by GIS. This aspect of GIS can
be both a disadvantage, because it limits the landscape characterisation to a smaller
range of data, and at the same time an advantage since it ensures a quantitative
analysis.

Once the digital information has been collected, the different layers can be overlaid;
this operation facilitates the detection of the correlations between the various map
elements and consequently the identification of the areas of common character.
Nowadays maps overlay is achieved by using GIS, because most of the data is in
digital format; however there might be cases that a manual or judged by eye analysis is
required.
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The level of information about the character of the landscape achieved at the end of
the desk study depends entirely on the quantity and quality of the data collected and
indeed on the brief written after the definition of the LCA scope. If the identification of
areas of common character is a hard task and difficult to achieve, then the guidance
suggests to prepare a map of areas for survey that are supposed to have a distinct
character and verify the assumption with the field survey, which in any case is going to
be the fundamental and unavoidable third step of the characterisation (Swanwick and
Land Use Consultants, 2002).
Independently of the level of knowledge about the landscape reached with the desk
study, the field survey is essential and plays a central role because is the best
opportunity that the surveyors have to collect all the information necessary to:
describe the character;
identify aesthetic and perceptual qualities;
assist in the final decision about the division into character types and areas;
update and expanding the data gathered during the desk study;
contribute to the process of making judgements about the future of the
landscape (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).

The field survey to some extent helps to validate the data collected during the desk
study, particularly if satellite images or aerial photography had been used as reference.
According to the guidance for each area, that is assumed to have a distinct character,
at least three points of observation of easy access and well representative of the
landscape should be selected, and the information collected from the visual
assessment should be annotated on a field record sheet which is exemplified in figure
2.7.
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Figure 2.7. Examples of field survey sheets used by the surveyors, generally two, during the
observation carried in the field. It is noticeable the distinction made between the objective and
subjective part of the assessment (source: East Riding of Yorkshire Council).
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Amongst the LCA reports that have been consulted for this PhD it emerged that the
field record sheets did not have exactly the same layout; nevertheless all of them
showed approximately the same scheme and reserved the space for:
a written description of the character observed at particular points or in certain
areas, that should capture the overall impression of landscape character;
an annotated sketch, that should draw how the different elements of the
landscape interact together;
a checklist that includes both landscape elements, their significance and
aesthetics and perceptual factors. The list should act as aid memoir for the
surveyors;
a place for observation about the condition, sensitivity and management needs
of the landscape.

In this way, as specified in the guidance, the surveyors were encouraged to make
systematic observations of the landscape and to record them in a consistent way
(Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). However, the consultation of several
LCA reports revealed that the field survey could not be wholly objective and value free.
Aesthetic and perceptual factors inevitably involve subjective judgments and
evaluation, and in fact, as noticeable in figure 2.7b, they form the “subjective”
assessment. In some occasions field record sheets were found asking the surveyors to
quantify the physical and cultural elements of the landscape, for example in figure 2.7a
the surveyors are asked to assess the percentage of woodland coverage, and in figure
2.8 there are terms such as “shallow valley”, “undulating”, “rolling” that are neither
quantitative nor add more objectivity to the assessment.
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Elements of objectivity can in fact be introduced only by incorporating criteria that
measure mathematically and unambiguously the elements of the landscape. The GISbased methodology aims at achieving this result and the fact that GIS work with maps
which represent quantitatively the geographic objects is a promising starting point. In
any case, the aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape represent the most
difficult challenge for GIS because defining indices or parameters that quantify
concepts such as remoteness, unity, texture or form it is far to be straightforward.
However, details about the way the GIS-based methodology has tried to tackle them
are provided in chapter3.

Figure 2.8. Example of field record sheet specific to the assessment of physical aspects of the
landscape. Terms as rolling, undulating or small, medium and large(S/M/L) river are attempts
made in order to quantify the landscape elements. However, these terms are
disputable/arguable and do not make the assessment more objective (source: Land Use
Consultants).
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Photographs are other recommended recording tools available to the surveyors:
these supplementary databases of information can result very useful in case the
landscape is particularly subjected to forces for change and likely to be modified. In
these specific situations it appears quite evident how photographs and the other
outcomes from the field survey contribute to the making judgement phase. For example
data on the condition of the landscape elements, the evidence and the causes of
change can be relevant and inform subsequent decisions (Swanwick and Land Use
Consultants, 2002).

Once the field survey is completed and an exhaustive set of information about the
landscape has been put together then it is possible to move to the last step of the
characterisation which comprises of classifying the landscape into character
types/areas, mapping their extent and describing their content (Swanwick and Land
Use Consultants, 2002).
For landscape researchers it is important to classify the landscape character in order
to have a frame of reference for communicating and comparing their research.
Generally classification is a difficult task because of the complex nature of landscapes
and because it is meant to be explicit (Brabyn, 1996). On one hand the field survey
helps the surveyors to retrieve information about the way the elements occur and are
distributed in the landscape. On the other, the classification implies the identification of
patterns in the landscape and the definition of a set of criteria upon which to base their
recognition and recording. In this regard, the word “patterns” indicates the way the
natural and cultural elements interact to each others and form the character of the
landscape.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the character of the landscape is
classified into types and areas; the former can be repeated in an area as the types
show broadly similar patterns of geology, landform, soil and vegetation. In contrast, the
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latter have a unique and individual identity and appear only once in a geographic
location.
On this basis it emerges that a classification method is required more for the
landscape character types rather than the landscape character areas and it is a
general rule that the former are identified using terms like for example “rocky
moorland”, “upland glens”, “open farmland”, whereas the latter are named after
geographic place names like “Strathspey”, “the Trossachs”. For instance figure 2.9
illustrates the way the early Cairngorms National Park LCA classified the landscape
character into types and areas.

Figure 2.9

From the map we gather that there are three character types, namely plateaux,
straths and upland and glens which comprise of several character areas. For example
“Badenoch”, “Strathspey”, “Muir of Dinnet” are areas associated to the type strath.
Then, as far as the Scottish LCA is concerned, the description of each landscape
character type covers context, geology, landforms, water, land-use, land-cover,
settlement, other features, landscape experience and pressures for change. As
suggested by the guidance the description should capture the essence of their
character and recognise the forces for change such as key development pressures and
trends in land management. Usually the description is written and accompanied by
illustrations.
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Figure 2.9. Maps representing the landscape character areas of the Cairngorms National Park
(numbered from 1 to 21). The landscape character types can be derived from the legend and
are written in bold (©LCA of the Cairngorms National Park - 1999 edition).
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In order to clarify what a description looks like figure 2.10 is an example of landscape
character type and area of Aberdeenshire local authority.

Figure 2.10. Extract from the South and Central Aberdeenshire LCA report. Description and
map provided for the landscape character type “Agricultural Heartlands”. As mentioned in the
text 10 character areas are nested into the character type, and for all of them a specific
description is provided (©LCA of South and Central Aberdeenshire - 1998).

Some of the recommendations provided by the LCA guidance are about avoiding
repetitions and subjective judgements and suggest the writer be balanced between
factual statements about the components which make up the landscape and more
evocative statements about aesthetic quality and perception. If the stakeholders were
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involved in the LCA process then their opinions and quotes, which highlight what an
area means to local people and/or visitors, should be added.
The descriptions should be followed by a list of the key characteristics of each
landscape character type/areas. The key characteristics represent the combination of
landscape elements that give an area its distinct sense of place. Therefore they are
extremely important and should be the first to be considered when monitoring
landscape change or identifying landscape indicators.
Finally the main advice given in the guidance is to write the description bearing in
mind the scope of the LCA and that the target is to inform planning policies. In fact at
the end of the characterisation phase the outputs should provide a good base to
facilitate the judgements necessary to inform decisions on landscape and
environmental management, conservation, restoration and enhancement.

Before moving to the introduction of how the GIS-based methodology was born,
developed and tested on different areas of study it is opportune to conclude this
chapter with a mention of the second part of the LCA, which is making judgements.
Although this topic has not been explored by the PhD it is relevant to describe it
concisely since it helps to have a complete overview and understanding of the reasons
for conducting a LCA.
One of the duties of the scientists is to ensure that policy and decision makers are
provided with the best available information. Strengthening capabilities for landscape
management through raising awareness that landscape is a natural resource and part
of our heritage is one of the aims of the LCA.
Most assessments, for this reason, will usually move beyond the characterisation
stage to that of making judgements to inform particular decisions. Maintenance of
existing character is one part of the decision to be made. The focus should be on
ensuring that change and/or the development proposals are planned and designed to
achieve an appropriate relationship with the surroundings, and wherever possible
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contribute to the enhancement of the landscape (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants,
2002).
The method of making judgements based on the results of the characterisation stage
will vary depending on the particular issue that is being addressed (Swanwick and
Land Use Consultants, 2002). This in turn will reflect the scope of the assessment.
Therefore the judgements can be either specifically related to decision making based
on landscape character or can be designed to contribute to wider environmental
decision making tools, where landscape is only one of the topics addressed. Once the
approach to the judgement has been made explicit and transparent then it can be
translated into:

strategies, based on what change is thought to be desirable for a particular
landscape character type. The judgements require a certain degree of
transparency and should be devised and tested through the stakeholder
involvement. In the field of planning policy the strategies help providing basis for
landscape and development policies, identifying areas for formulation of
landscape status or designation;

guidelines are usually designed to influence the way landscape are managed.
Thus, it is desirable that many stakeholders involved in the day to day
management participate actively in the process of LCA. This will help to ensure
that the guidelines are not vague but based on the “real world”, have a good
understanding of land uses and land management practices, and can be
practically implemented;

landscape capacity studies, are about the ability of an area to accommodate
change, either as a result of new development, or some other form of land use
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change. The judgement must be based on an understanding of the ability of the
landscape to accommodate change without significant effect on its character. In
planning policies or landscape strategies, criteria for what constitutes significant
change need to be identified and will be informed by potential effects on the
character of the landscape;

attaching status to landscapes, occurs when a tract of landscape is selected for
special recognition; therefore judgements need to be based on a range of
different key considerations:

-

natural beauty, that encompasses flora, fauna, geological and
geographical features;

-

recreational opportunities, that are those afforded for open air
recreation,

having regard both to landscape character and position in

relation to centres of population;
-

natural beauty and amenity, that is a combination of terms covering the
physical landscape and less tangible aspects such as remoteness,
tranquillity and other aspects that appeal to senses such as sight,
sound and smell.

From this general overview it emerges that the approach to making judgements is
based not only on landscape character, but also on landscape quality, value, capacity
and on the involvement of stakeholders. Despite the degree of subjectivity and value
that are attributed to the judgement, there are examples of how GIS-based decision
support tool can be successfully used and implemented in the decision making process
and for participatory landscape planning. Moreira et al (2006), Tress and Tress (2003),
Sisk et al. (2006), Mander et al. (2005), Weiers et al (2004) and Palmer (2004) are few
examples.
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2.2 LCA programme: lights and shadows.

This chapter has described so far the conceptual model of LCA. An explanation of
the way the characterisation is tackled by the current approach to LCA was provided. It
emerged that in order to identify the character of the landscape there is a series of
intermediate steps which start with the definition of the scope of the LCA and end with
the description and mapping of the landscape character types and areas. The chapter
ended by showing that LCA is required in order to provide information to planners and
policy makers and support them to make appropriate decisions in terms of landscape
management and planning.
With the description provided above, the conceptual model of LCA seems
compelling, credible and well structured. However, between the lines and throughout
years of applications, some weaknesses and a series of issues have been detected
and, for the general improvement of the programme, require now to be solved. Here
are highlighted the main limitations of LCA and the way this research has been
conceived in order to address them. It is worth noticing that the description of the LCA
weaknesses is confined to the characterisation phase since this is the research focus.
The main limitations of the current LCA programme can be briefly summarised as it
follows:
in the field survey sheets, the terms that refer to the landscape elements are not
universal and unambiguous; thus the principal consequence is that the results
from the assessment are first of all different, according to the field survey sheet
used, and secondly arguable, since a ”narrow valley” or a “smooth hill” can be
interpreted differently by the assessors;
the landscape character types and areas are described in a narrative form
which on one hand implies subjectivity in the analysis and on the other had
does not provide a strong support when decisions about planning issues have
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to be made. The reason is because planners and developers are more
accustomed to work with numbers and need to be able to quantify the impact of
a proposed plan on the landscape;
inconsistencies in terms of identification and description of landscape character
are evident along the boundaries of the local authorities. This is a consequence
of the lack of standard terminology in the field survey sheets, the different
interpretation of the guidance given by the assessors, and their diverse
methodology of work;
ecological and historical aspects of the landscape are rarely assessed,
therefore the identification of landscape character misses usually two important
data;
the LCA reports requires months of work and are not updatable annually. They
lack of dynamicity and their style at time appears to be old-fashioned.

In order to face the above mentioned LCA limitations, this research aims at
developing a new approach to landscape characterisation based on the use and
application of GIS and statistics. These two are analytical tools and techniques that
consider the landscape elements as measurable objects and ensure objective
outcomes since the personal judgement and interpretation during the calculations is
sufficiently contained.
In addition, GIS and statistics should also resolve the problem of inconsistency; in
fact the target is to implement a methodology of analysis that can be repeated exactly
in the same way throughout Scotland, regardless the differences between the areas of
study. To be successful, the methodology should be able to detect the various
landscape characters by following the same rigorous steps that will be defined only
once in designing phase.
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Another goal of the research is to attribute more importance to the historic aspects of
the landscape by adding to the datasets the Historic Land-Use Assessment map
whose rich database is meant to be used more extensively and appropriately.
Finally GIS characteristics to be interactive, flexible and easily updatable will be fully
exploited in order to improve the outcomes and make them looking more dynamic and
up-to-date.

The next chapter describes more in details the major limitations of the LCA
programme, the importance and contribution that GIS may give to the enhancement of
LCA. The chapter will show that the new methodology has links with the current LCA
and is not conceived to replace the work carried by landscape architects or other
practitioners. Rather, the use and application of GIS and spatial statistics are meant to
become a support tool for both professional figures.
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CHAPTER 3
The steps towards the definition of a quantitative and GIS-based
methodology for landscape characterisation

The tors of Ben Avon from Beinn a Bhuird (I.Marengo).
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3.1 The need to develop a new, more consistent, approach to LCA

As far as the Scotland national programme of LCA is concerned, it took
approximately three years for SNH teams and external landscape consultants to
undertake the 29 LCA which covered Scotland and over this time the methods between
LCAs varied. Hence, as expressed by David Tyldesley and Associated who were
involved in several LCA initiatives, “it is not surprising to find that the LCA vary in many
ways, both in respect of presentation and emphasis” (Julie Martin associated and
Swanwick, 2003). Nevertheless time needed for the completion of LCA and differences
in LCA scopes cannot justify entirely some of the weaknesses and problems showed
by the current LCA approach.
In fact landscape architects, practitioners and other professionals operating in the
field of landscape assessment often were, and still are, confused by the inconsistent
way the LCA is tackled and its results are presented and the question whether or not
the approach taken for the LCA is right it is frequently posed (D. Carman, 2007).
In 2003 SNH commissions an overview of the LCA national programme which aims
at highlighting the main strengths and weaknesses of the 29 reports, the way they had
been used and at making recommendations for future works (Julie Martin Associates
and Swanwick, 2003).
The comments about strengths and weaknesses are made on the basis of the
degree to which the programme has met its objectives and on the comparison with
good LCA practice in other countries (Julie Martin Associates and Swanwick, 2003).
According to who was in charge of the review, LCA shows several strengths, for
example:
it is the key tool for SNH staff to use in fulfilling SNH’s landscape duties and
remit, providing an inventory of the Scotland’s landscapes;
it has achieved a formal recognition in policy and advice from the central
government;
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it has been widely used for a large number of different applications;
its outputs are highly recognised and used by planners for development
planning and control throughout Scotland.

In addition, LCA was the first full-coverage, detailed programme to be completed in
Europe with the participation of local authorities and other partners across Scotland.
Amongst the use of LCA in phase of planning, it seems that capacity work is very
advanced and greatly regarded by all the local authorities that have been consulted
during the process of LCA review. Moreover, as other good points of the LCA they
highlighted:

the fact that the programme raised awareness of landscape issues among
other agencies, planners and developers;
the legitimacy of landscape considerations above all in the context of planning
decisions;
the fact that the programme is cost-effective use of SNH research funding.

However, the LCA, despite meeting the majority of its objectives, presents a number
of weaknesses. In fact it has not fully responded to a series of points relative to:

increased awareness of Scotland’s landscapes beyond the group of those most
actively involved in the programme development;
consistent and reliable identification of forces for change in Scotland’s
landscapes. LCA often provides a list of the forces for change that are wordy
and strongly influenced by the perspective and the outlook of the surveyor. This
makes them ineffective;
informing national policy on issues relating to landscape interests;
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limited stakeholder input to the LCA preparation. The involvement of
stakeholders was in fact restricted to those participating in the steering group
for each assessment;
limited range of LCA applications in landscape conservation and management;
unclear distinction between the more objective characterisation stage of the
assessment and the more subjective stage of making judgement.

In addition the contractors responsible for the review point out more technical
weaknesses.
First of all the programme emphasised the landscape character types at the expense
of the landscape character areas. A better balance would be beneficial as the
difference between types and areas is more conceptual than “spatial”: the latter are
unique and explain better what is distinct in the landscape, communicating landscape
character to non-specialists (Julie Martin Associates and Swanwick, 2003).
Secondly, a less strong national and regional characterisation has been developed in
Scotland compared for example to England as a consequence of the preference for the
“bottom-up” approach rather than the “top-down” in phase of mapping and
classification. To some extent it appears that the national classification process evolved
rather than being planned from the outset.
The classification adopted, moreover, needs to be improved looking at a more
rigorous control and standardisation. At level 2 and 3 it is hard to distinguish clear
pattern of highland, upland and lowland and the terminology is not very meaningful to
most of the people (Julie Martin Associates and Swanwick, 2003).
Third, information on historic land-use and habitats are sometimes poorly covered and
are not reflected within the LCA reports. However, historical and ecological aspects are
part of the landscape and can contribute to our understanding and describing of the
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landscape character. In this regard data and digital maps from the Historic land use
Assessment are highly recommended to be incorporated into the LCA.
Finally variation between LCAs in scale, detail, methodology, classification and
description causes inconsistencies of approach and content especially across the
boundaries. This is a major issue which has been raised by consultants using LCAs in
preparation of planning applications and EIAs, by SNH staff and by other government
departments and agencies. To this regard GIS are seen as the tool able to solve the
omissions and inconsistencies and to bring accuracy and more usefulness to the
outputs of LCA (Julie Martin Associates and Swanwick, 2003).
With an investment in technology LCA could produce a better end product that can
be made available and understandable to a wider range of users in the future. LCA
based on GIS will store digital information as databases that are a flexible, usable and
updatable resource. In addition GIS are powerful tools for presenting and visualising
data and linked to the internet, GIS can disseminate the LCA outputs in a quicker way
thus reaching more people so that the targets of the LCA are fully achieved.
However, if many consultants agreed with the benefit of GIS, a few also highlighted
the difficulties. First of all it requires technical skills, expensive software. Maintaining
the database is expensive in terms of money, time and human resources. Where used,
the GIS have been only been partially exploited; in fact they have been considered
more as visual mapping tools than as analytical tools of spatial and geographical data.
Beside the costs and the skills required, the use and application of GIS for the LCA
has become more complex. The few cases of work and research published provide
evidence that implementing GIS that meets the LCA purposes is more of an
experiment and a challenge than a straightforward operation. The literature about GIS
applications for LCA is thin on ground whereas there are many articles dealing with
issues of landscape ecology or urban planning. In the majority of situations, the
landscape is not analysed as a whole or from a holistic perspective but in its individual
features and aspects. The methodologies and approaches undertaken on individual
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elements, pattern and processes forming the landscape might be used as reference
from which start and develop the basis for this research.
In conclusion, the key message emerging from the review is that in 2003 the need to
develop a new approach to the LCA was already recognised since it could make it
(LCA) more consistent, objective, flexible, updatable, less verbose and more
accessible. The majority of people working on LCAs or using LCA outputs seemed to
consider GIS as the tool able to solve/overcome the weaknesses of the LCA and
enhance the overall process.
Perhaps on the basis of the results of the 2003 LCA review, in 2008 SNH
commissioned another national overview of Scotland’s landscapes; in this occasion the
contractors were asked to examine the methods used and the experience gained in
producing national classifications of landscape character across Europe in order to
develop recommendations for classifying Scotland’s landscape character at regional
level (Land-Use Consultants, 2008).
In their report, the contractors describe an approach to regional character
assessment in Scotland and amongst the elements of the methodology proposed they
mention the use of GIS during the quantitative analysis of the datasets collected. In a
change from the LCA guidance dated 2002, the role of GIS in the identification of areas
where there are common patterns of landform, land-cover, settlement types and so on,
is stated more clearly. The report specifies that the areas of different landscape
character identified through GIS are provisional and the field survey is recommended in
order to confirm or refine those (Land-use consultants, 2008). Therefore, despite GIS
were applied for more analytical purposes, the contractors pointed out some risks that
could derive from the GIS led approach and namely that the analysis is necessarily
based on the datasets that cover the whole Scotland and incomplete data is likely to
raise problem in achieving consistent analysis throughout the country.
Furthermore the analysis might be biased towards those aspects that can or have
been measured; in fact it is acknowledged that not all the elements in the landscape
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can be quantified and mapped, thus there is a series of unmapped information, above
all qualitative aspects of the landscape that is not included in the GIS analysis.
Finally, scale remains influential. In fact according to the level of detail of the data
available GIS might or not be able to pick up relationships between landscape
elements and consequently might or not be able to identify adequately different
landscape in a given area.
The weak points highlighted by the contractors are substantially correct and well
judged, and this research could confirm them. However, as highlighted in the report, it
is worthwhile adopting/exploiting GIS in the quantitative analysis because their results

could always been compared to the information from existing LCA in order to
identify areas of disagreement/agreement;
could be used to derive maps from raw data and fill gaps in information;
could help to review/confirm or refine the areas identified by stakeholders in
case their involvement took place during the characterisation phase.

To conclude, from 2003 to 2008 there is an increasing trend in considering GIS as
more active tool for landscape characterisation with its pro and cons. This reasoning is
based on the assumption that GIS have already proved to be an efficient support tool
for assembling, analysing and distributing geographical information, then they might
turn to be useful for recognising the intrinsic landscape formations and features that
define the identity of each region (D. Carman, 2007). In addition, GIS generally convey
the information resulting from the analysis in a more concise and direct way, which is a
map, tables and/or graphs, easily accessible to people.
Nevertheless, although the idea of using and applying GIS to the quantitative
analysis during the landscape characterisation phase of LCA is theoretically sound, in
practice many doubts and uncertainty arises, above all amongst GIS analysts and as
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stated in the first chapter the main research questions are “how GIS can identify from
digital maps unique and distinct patterns of elements in the landscape that make it
different from another?” “How can a computer based device read layers of maps,
whose data is numeric, and detect different landscapes without seeing, feeling,
perceiving them?”
As it appears, the challenge is huge but not impossible and this PhD will demonstrate
that there is an answer to the questions. However, the definition of the GIS-based
methodology for landscape characterisation required time and a long journey,
accompanied by several attempts undertaken in order to shape the methodology into
its definitive form. This chapter will describe the steps that characterised the definition
of the methodology, from its beginning to an important turning point. Interestingly it will
emerge that there are several links between the GIS approach and the current LCA
methodology. For instance the collection of landscape elements in a series of thematic
maps is not new to LCA, nevertheless the selection and inventory of maps from the
GIS point of view is a crucial aspect because the maps are the “eyes” of GIS and as
noticed by Land-Use Consultants (2008) gaps in information and data coverage
influence the overall GIS analysis.
Possibly the representation of landscape in GIS terms is not as romantic as the
image that a painter, a landscape architect or people in general have in their minds
(figure 3.1). The GIS representation of a landscape doesn’t have the appeal of the
atmosphere created by a painter, the vivid colour of a photograph, and neither does it
evoke any idea of beauty. However, it is thoroughly realistic and “logical” because it
suggests that the landscape is derived by summing different elements together: for
example land use, streets, hydrology, geology etc.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.1. The landscape from the GIS perspective (a) and the landscape as perceived by
people (b) East coast of Raasay from Dun Can and (c) Edinburgh castle by A. Nasmyth 1780.

Indeed depicted in this way the landscape appears as complex as in the reality but,
contrary to people, GIS treat the elements in the landscape as numbers and analyse
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them in more mathematical terms. Therefore, on the one hand it is possible to sum
elements and obtain a landscape and on the other it is possible to operate inversely
and decompose the whole (landscape) in elementary pieces (elements) and analyse
them individually or in small groups.
The option of tackling the landscape in its individual parts is revealed to be an
effective solution to the problem of dealing with complex realities/objects. Although GIS
can handle and analyse data stored in several maps, it is true that a high number of
layers corresponds to more complicated operations with a risk of obtaining confused
and imprecise results. Therefore, the idea of breaking the landscape into smaller parts
and understanding which elements contribute to the landscape is the starting point of
the GIS approach to landscape characterisation.
It is worth making clear that the GIS approach to landscape characterisation is
holistic despite it considers the landscape as divided into smaller parts. Contrary to the
examples of GIS application to individual landscape elements, which were mentioned
in the first chapter, the GIS-based characterisation starts from the identification of the
elements that contribute to the character of the landscape and then continues with an
integrated analysis of them. The approach adopted is to break the landscape into units,
consider the elements in each unit and then assemble them back to obtain the picture
of the landscape as a whole. As previously mentioned this research aims at carrying a
quantitative and objective landscape characterisation, therefore it considers only the
landscape elements that can be measured unambiguously. Nevertheless it is
recognised that we differentiate landscapes through our feelings and perceptions and
aesthetic and perceptual aspects undoubtedly contribute to make the landscape
character. The main questions are “how to measure these subjective aspects of the
landscape through GIS?” And “it would be possible to integrate these aspects within a
quantitative landscape characterisation process?”
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3.2 Aesthetic aspects of the landscape and GIS: an analytical challenge

Two works carried out by Habron (1998) and Carver et al. (2008) were identified as
starting point from which tackle the analytical challenge that GIS have to face when
asked to define subjective aspects of the landscape. Habron first and Carver et al.
after, tried to define wild land and wildness respectively in Scotland and in the
Cairngorms National Park. Despite the difference of 10 years in between, both works
recognised that the problem with defining wild land and wildness lies in the subjectivity
of these concepts and in the fact that there is not a universal definition of them but
hundreds of interpretation since “Wilderness is what we think it is” (R.Nash, 1982, cited
in Carver et al. 2008). The solution adopted by the authors were different: Habron tried
to find out which landscape attributes influence people’s perception of wild land by
submitting to a sample of people a photographic questionnaire. Carver et al. started
from thinking of wildness in terms of index, derived by combining attributes maps
describing the components of wildness and weighted according to their order of priority,
such that the relative value of wildness could be mapped for any areas (Carver et al.,
2008). Carver et al. referred to the definition of wildness provided by SNH and looked
at ways of measuring attributes maps such as absence of modern human artefacts,
perceived naturalness of land cover, rugged nature of the terrain, remoteness from
mechanised access. The analysis was carried out by applying GIS-based multi-criteria
evaluation and fuzzy mapping methods.
Carver et al. study, as well as Palmer and Lankhorst (1998), who attempted to define
spaciousness and enclosure in the Netherlands in terms of presence/absence of tree
and buildings, inspired to look at how the LCA guidelines defines aesthetics and
perceptual aspects of the landscape and see if from those definitions a series of
indicators (or attributes) could be derive and calculated from the available maps using
GIS.
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The LCA guidance dedicates a part of its chapter 5 to the issue of dealing with the
aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape and points out that it is important to
give equal attention to the experiential dimensions of the landscape character. The
LCA guidance provides a brief explanation of the meaning of a series of aesthetic
aspects and suggests a list of descriptive “adjectives” that could be used by landscape
architects and practitioners in the field survey. Furthermore, the LCA guideline outlines
the importance of indicating how specific landscape elements contribute to the
aesthetic characteristics. For example, the guidance cites the case of “enclosure”,
which might result from the presence of woodlands or from particular terrain
morphology.
The guidance distinguishes the aesthetic aspects from the perceptual ones. The
latter are defined as more subjective since people’s responses depend on the
experience of the individuals and therefore are personal. The overall indication from the
guidance is to incorporate both aesthetic and perceptual aspects into the survey in a
transparent way by acknowledging the extent of subjectivity that is included (see figure
2.7 in chapter 2).
For this research which, as said, approaches the landscape characterisation from a
quantitative point of view, the question was “how to measure the attributes of
aesthetic/perceptual aspects that make the character of a landscape without a survey
of people’s perception but only using GIS and the digital maps available?”
After consulting the literature and testing various methods, it was concluded that it
was impossible to quantify the “perceived landscape” because landscape as such is an
image and a construct of people’s minds and feelings (Arriaza et al., 2003). In contrast,
it was thought useful to use the description of aesthetic aspects in the LCA guidance in
order to understand which attributes and terms could be translated into indicators and
be measured.
Two disadvantages of this approach could be identified. The first was that the
definitions provided by the LCA guidance were hardly applicable within GIS. For
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example according to the guidance the relative quantities of different elements within
the view affect balance and proportion. Criteria such as the rule of thirds (1/3 to 2/3
relationships) were suggested to assess how well balanced the landscape is in
aesthetic terms. Proportions may change with the seasonal addition or loss of elements
and temporal effects may influence these aspects as well and therefore they should be
included in the analysis (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002). However, in this
research temporal and seasonal effects could not be considered because of the lack of
information and the rule of thirds, as intended in visual arts, was too complex to be
applied to GIS.
The second disadvantage of working with aesthetic aspects was that the decision
process about the variables that best explain the aesthetic aspects is more subjective,
interpretative and the likely to be arguable. In order to not to make a decision based
exclusively on personal judgement, Matthew Hawkins, senior ecology officer at the
Cairngorms National Park and expert landscape architect, was consulted and he
provided advice on how to consider diversity and dominance. The way GIS tackled
these two aspects is discussed below.

3.3 On the characterisation and classification of diversity and dominance

Diversity was intended in terms of variety of unique and distinct classes of landscape
elements occurring in a defined area while dominance was intended as the frequency
of occurrence of a unique class of landscape elements compared to all the others
within an area of analysis. It was decided to try and quantify these two definitions in
GIS terms through the focal functions of variety (applied to calculate diversity) and
majority (applied to measure dominance) which are illustrated in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 The way focal variety (top) and majority (bottom) functions work within GIS. On the
left is an example of what happens to the value of the central cell in a single neighbourhood;
while on the right is an illustration of what happens to the cells when the neighbourhood is
calculated for the entire grid. ©ESRI

Fundamentally, the two focal statistics3 perform a neighbourhood analysis. Thus, the
neighbourhood, which can be rectangular, circular or annular, used to calculate the
statistics, has to be defined first. Then in case of variety, figure 3.2 top, to the central
cell of the neighbourhood area is attributed a new value indicating the number of
unique classes identified within the neighbourhood area. This number is the measure
of the variety of the area, hence the greater the number the higher the variety and the
diversity.
In the case of dominance, figure 3.2 bottom, to the central cell of the neighbourhood
area is attributed the value of the most frequent cell. For instance the value 2 is

3

In arcGIS 9.2 this tool is stored in arctool box\spatial analysis tools\neighbourhood.
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assigned to the central cell since this number occurs most often within the
neighbourhood area.
Although with the two focal statistics it was possible to quantify diversity and
dominance it was still necessary to make personal judgement and decide for example
on the dimension of the radius to use for the neighbourhood analysis and on which
landscape elements calculate variety. With Matthew Hawkins it was agreed to base the
analysis and quantification of the aesthetic aspects on the visible elements in the
landscape since these are perceived and seen by people. Consequently the analysis
included landforms, land-cover, and historic land-use. The geological maps of bedrock
and superficial and the map of settlement types were excluded because the former
were often hidden by other elements such as classes of land-cover or “behind” the
landforms, the latter were counted as urban areas in the land cover map.
It is recognised that the analysis was based on a personal decision thus it doesn’t
want to be “the way” of calculating diversity and dominance and its results (see figure
3.3 top and bottom) are arguable. Nevertheless the analysis was an attempt to
demonstrate that a landscape characterisation through GIS can include landscape
elements that are generally, and more straightforwardly, described through our senses
and perceptions.
The maps of diversity and dominance resulting from the application of the focal
functions of variety and majority looked overall plausible because revealed information
which is largely recognised as it reflects the reality. Precisely the areas with greater
diversity are those with the highest presence of human activities which contributed,
throughout the centuries, to modify the landscape in a more remarkable way. Thus, the
changes in the landscape are reflected by a greater diversity in historic land-use and
land-cover and, in the case of the Cairngorms, this occurs along the main rivers in the
flat areas.
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Figure 3.3. Final version of the map of diversity (top) and dominance (bottom) ready to be used
for the landscape characterisation analysis.
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In addition areas rated with high degree of diversity match with areas characterised
by low dominance, and in fact in the Cairngorms there is a lower dominance in the flat
areas and in the glens, compared to the top of the plateau and the surrounding
moorlands and uplands which seem to be characterised more uniformly by an
association of open slopes, shrubs/heaths, moorland and rough grazing.
It is worth remembering that these are comments made on a general overview of the
resulting maps of diversity and dominance, however in order to validate the maps
properly and with greater accuracy it is suggested to carry an operation of ground
thruthing, which here could not be carried out because of a lack of time.

The way GIS were used to measure diversity and dominance demonstrated that it is
not impossible to include aesthetic aspect into the process of an objective and
quantitative based landscape characterisation but it is surely less easier than
considering only those elements, such as geology, land-cover, land-use, landforms,
that can be defined explicitly. Therefore for the rest of the research it is acknowledged
that physical, historical, aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape contribute to
make its character but only the first two are included in the GIS-based landscape
characterisation.

3.4 Attempts towards a GIS-based methodology for landscape characterisation

The first step to begin landscape characterisation with GIS is to have clear
understanding of what character means. According to the English dictionary “character
is the particular combination of qualities that makes someone a particular type of
person”.

Although referred to a person, the definition suggests looking at the

combination of qualities that make something (a) unique and distinctive (type)
(Longman English Dictionary).
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Surely more tailored to the landscape is the definition of character provided by the
LCA guidance that says: ”character is a distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of
elements in the landscape that makes one landscape different from another rather than
better or worse” (Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002).
Finally, more “romantic” is the tone used in one ESRI Arc-Newsletter 2005/20064
from Hoesterev to describe the character “as the voice of the landscape, its intrinsic
asset that define its scenic beauty and that contains its cultural heritage.” Therefore
according to Hoesterev, who was responsible for the Greenprint Puget Sound project,
listening to the landscape would allow the identification of those resources that define
the character of each landscape and make people more aware of the landscape
signatures and how much they are connected with their everyday life (ESRI Arcnewsletter).
Although very different, the three definitions showed similarities and expressed
agreement in affirming that natural and cultural elements related to each other and
repeated in distinct and different patterns denote a character. Consequently it is logical
to look at the way the selected elements in the landscape distribute and group in
relation to each other. If there are distinct groups of elements that combine together
and make an area different from its neighbours, then these groups describe the
different landscape characters of that area. Therefore, the characterisation of the
landscape lies in the identification of elements that exhibit similar attributes, form
recognisable patterns/clusters and reveal strong relationships amongst each others.
Slowly it becomes evident that characterisation implies an analysis of the structure
of the data which can help to identify those unique and distinct patterns that correspond
to the character of the landscape. The literature does offer several examples of studies
carried with the intention of detecting patches and patterns in the data or the landscape
structure. In the majority of the cases these analyses are carried out by landscape
ecologists who tend to analyse the landscape from the perspective of species, e.g.
4

http://www.esri.com/news/arcnews/winter0506articles/for-puget-sound.html
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plants or animals. Although the difference in scale, which is very fine when dealing with
species and coarser when analysing landscapes, and the focus on defining the
causes/effects of an ecological process, the analyses conducted by landscape
ecologists constitutes a valuable background in order to understand what a pattern
analysis is about and how to deal with it.
Landscape differs structurally, in terms that its elements vary in size, shape, number,
kind and configuration, but also functionally, according to the interaction between its
components. In addition landscape changes and modifies both structure and function
over time, which makes landscape a complex object and its quantification problematic,
but not impossible (McGarigal and Marks, 1995). In fact nowadays a common way of
measuring and quantifying the structure of the landscape exists and it is identified with
the term of metrics. These are processed by a spatial pattern program for categorical
maps called FRAGSTATS.
Several studies in landscape ecology (Kearns et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2006) provided examples of the way FRAGSTATS can be successfully applied to
the identification of landscape classes/patches, however when the tool was
experimented within this research and used for the definition of the character of the
landscape it revealed not to be helpful. In fact several metrics need to be calculated for
the identification of landscape classes thus, from one original map we ended to “n”
maps, one for metric and the overall level of analysis increased in complexity, which
was not the desired target. In addition the calculation of the metrics take place on a
categorical map at time, hence the holistic perspective of the landscape analysis is not
supported.
Williams and Wentz (2007) presented a method, TOSS (Type Orientation Shape and
Size), which calculates attributes such as orientation, shape and size as a solution for
the identification of landscape patterns. According to the authors these four attributes
are the forming processes for polygon objects, thus by knowing their properties it is
possible to identify the polygons. In fact the aim of TOSS is to determine whether or not
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geographic features with similar geometric properties and attribute types form a patter,
which in turn may suggest that a similar process occurred in their creation (Williams
and Wentz, 2007).
TOSS was experimented in order to see if could be helpful and meet the aim of the
research. This method helped to cast light and quantify whether patterns in the
landscape distribute in a clustered, random or dispersed way, however, similarly to
FRAGSTAT, it did not perform and achieve a characterisation of the landscape in its
context; in fact once again the calculation focussed more on single maps and not on
the landscape as a whole and from an holistic perspective. Hence TOSS lacked the
most important part of landscape characterisation, which is to consider the association
amongst the elements in the landscape, which come from different maps and need to
be calculated all together in the analysis.
At the end it was decided not to apply FRAGSTATS and TOSS for the landscape
characterisation, because none of them considered the landscape as a whole and
helped to display the patterns of landscape elements in terms of landscape character
types and areas. Nevertheless, the experimentation of these two methods allowed few
points and concepts to be highlighted.
First of all both methodologies taught that patterns are identified from quantifiable
attributes of the landscape elements, such as their shape, size, orientation, contiguity,
diversity, dispersion, proximity, total area and so on. Therefore TOSS and FRAGSTAT
suggested that landscape characterisation requires GIS to be used more as analytical
tools and not only as ordinary mapping tools like the majority of people is accustomed
to.

Thus, the lesson learnt is that there is a necessity of thinking and adopting

indicators or criteria able to quantify the landscape elements.
Secondly the methodologies demonstrated that working with numeric and
quantitative data, instead of qualitative ones, still involves some personal judgements;
for instance we could question how many meaningful metrics should be calculated,
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how many clusters should be retained from the cluster analysis, how much different or
similar the patterns are from the others and so on.
To summarise, the main conclusion from the application of TOSS and FRAGSTAT
was that the GIS-based methodology for landscape characterisation in order to be
innovative and successful should:

decide on the parameters to be used in order to measure and take into account
the elements in the landscape;
investigate which statistical techniques are the most suitable for the
identification of spatial patterns in the structure of the data;
provide an effective and clear representation of the landscape characters on a
map.

The following chapters describe the way the methodology was shaped and
implemented in order to achieve these points.
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CHAPTER 4
From raw data to information

Loch Creran, Lismore and Mull from Beinn Sgulaird (I.Marengo).
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4.1 The importance of the data in GIS-based analyses

The elements that form the landscape are numerous: lochs, hills, cliffs, stacks,
woodlands, pastures, towns, villages, archaeological sites, roads, windfarms, pylons
and so on. Each of them can be grouped into categories such as landforms, landcover, geology which are illustrated and symbolised by thematic maps or images
(aerial or satellite). Consequently, we know about the landscape either by observing
and experiencing it directly or through the maps. Because of these two ways of
becoming aware of the landscape and the opportunity to identify differences in the
landscape we are privileged.
However, while approaching the analysis of the landscape we might wonder whether
characterisation is an operation of identifying areas that share the same distinct,
recognisable and consistent pattern of elements or is a process of separating
geographical areas on the basis of the rarest combinations of elements. Seemingly
there are two different perspectives on tackling landscape characterisation; on the one
hand there are the “clumpers” who like to group objects and are keen to generalise and
identify similarities. On the other, there are the “splitters” who are more concerned with
details and prone to highlight differences. These two perspectives may depend on the
method of analysis whether it is “bottom-up” (grouping) or “top-down” (splitting)
(Brabyn, 2009). Contrary to people and their advantage to be observers and map
readers, GIS work exclusively with digital maps which provide them with the
information about the landscape of an area. Therefore while dealing with GIS the
decision of being a “clumper” or a splitter depends on the purpose of the analysis and
on the quantity and quality of data available.
In the context of this research, the methodology for the landscape characterisation
had to face the fact that GIS could constrain the analysis in two ways: firstly GIS allow
the analyst to perform calculations only on those landscape elements that can be
measured and quantified by parameters. This means that if data is not available and
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cannot be measured then it is not considered and analysed through GIS. Secondly the
properties of the data, such as scale, form and format influence the decision about the
method of analysis and the tools and statistical techniques to be applied. For example
as illustrated in figure 4.1, nominal or ratio data, a raster or vector format and a
resolution of 25 or 50 meters (or a scale of 1:10000 or 1:1000000) translate into
different maps and different information content which constrains the analyst to use
certain tools and to think of the best way of structuring the analysis.

Figure 4.1. Differences between resolution (or scale), format and type of data. Before starting a
GIS analysis it is important to know the characteristics of the data collected because it will affect
the decision about the operations and calculations to carry out.
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Due to the undoubted influence of the data in the GIS-based analyses the first step is
to understand the data collected, which means to know the type of maps, the features
and the attributes that they describe, and their date, if they are old or recently updated.
This process is similar to make an inventory and it is useful also because it allows the
gaps and missing data to be spotted. In case relevant information is not available,
criteria can be set in order to retrieve it from the raw data.

4.2 Understanding the data

In this research the dataset collected is comprised partly of raster and partly of vector
shape files at a variety of scales and coverage (see table 4.1).

Name of dataset

Scale

Land-Cover2000

25x25m cell Whole
size
Scotland

Geology
1:625,000
(bedrock/superficial)
National Vegetation Sample
Classification (NVC)
quadrats 5
meters
resolution
Phase 1 Habitat
Sample
quadrats 5
meters
resolution
Historic Land use 1:25,000
Assessment map
Digital Terrain Model
50x50m cell
size
Ancient
woodland 1:12,500
inventory
Seminatural
1:12,500
woodland inventory
Land-Use
1:12,500

Coverage

Year

Whole
Scotland
Partial

Source/owner Data
format
SNH (CEH)
Raster
(ESRI
GRID)
BGS
Vector
(Shapefile)
SNH (JNCC)
Vector

Partial

SNH (JNCC)

Vector

2007

Partial

RCAHMS

Vector

2007

Whole
Scotland
Whole
Scotland
Whole
Scotland
Whole
Scotland

EDINA
Raster
DIGIMAP (OS)
SNH
Vector

-

SNH

Vector

2000

SNH
(Macaulay
Institute)

Vector

1993

2000
2007

2000

Table 4.1. Characteristics of the data collected at the beginning of the research. Notice that only
those highlighted in blue were used for the analysis.
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Throughout this research the LCA guidance for England and Scotland was taken as
main reference source and the data collection was planned according to the
suggestions found in the guidance. The main target was to gather information on:
geology
landforms
soils
vegetation
trees- woodland
river and drainage systems
land-use and field patterns
settlement patterns

As noticeable from table 4.1 only some of the data suggested by the guidance was in
fact available, partly because of the accessibility and costs of the data and partly
because of the complete lack of information. For example it was fortunate to have the
majority of the data provided either by the sponsor (SNH) or by Edina DIGIMAP,
however, it was clear that maps such as landforms, settlement types, drainage systems
needed to be derived in some how from existent dataset.
In addition, after the analysis of the content of the maps it was decided to use only
some of them. The NVC and Phase 1 habitat maps were not used because their highly
limited coverage (less than half of Scotland) and extremely detailed information.
Equally, the land-use map was not considered, but mainly because of its obsolete
information; in fact the map depicts Scotland’s land-use in the late 80s which is a
considerable time lag if the map is compared to the more recent land-cover 2000 and
the historic land-use assessment (HLA) maps.
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As far as the HLA is concerned its use was opportune despite the coverage being
incomplete. There are two reasons for using HLA in landscape characterisation: first
the landscape is comprised of physical and cultural elements and second HLA is the
only data source that currently provides rich and specific information on historic
categories, types and periods of land-use. Hence HLA information was too important
to be dismissed and not comparable to the cases of NVC and Phase 1 habitat where
the data was too detailed if compared to the rest of the maps.
A slightly different treatment was operated on the maps illustrating ancient and seminatural woodland. These maps were used only during the attempt to derive the
enclosure map, but not for the whole landscape characterisation. The reason has a
simple explanation, it was noticed that the data about semi-natural and ancient
woodland was in part covered by the land-cover map; therefore it was thought
opportune not to carry redundant information.
To summarise, at the end of the first inspection of the content of the maps only five
maps were retained for the analysis, namely:

geology bedrock
geology superficial
land-cover
historic land-use assessment
digital terrain model (DTM)

Amongst the data suggested by the guidance, two maps, specifically landforms and
settlement types, were missing but considered sufficiently important to try and fill the
gap. The literature provided the basis to define the criteria from which derive the two
maps; however before giving a detailed explanation about the way the criteria were
applied, it is worth mentioning how the rest of the data was prepared for the analysis.
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As the methodology took shape, it became evident that the data needed to be “fitted”
to the identification of geographic patterns in the data. The GIS tools that suit best to
this analysis are the spatial analysis tools that tend to prefer raster data instead of
shape files and that in general produce outcomes in raster format. Consequently it was
decided to convert the shape files into raster.
This conversion requires the analyst to decide the resolution (scale) of the output
map. In this research a cell size of 50 metres was opted for two reasons: first smaller
cell sizes result in larger datasets since the entire surface has to be covered by a
greater number of cells which need more storage space and often make the processing
time longer. Second, 50 metres was the resolution of the DTM and resampling this
raster to have a smaller cell size does not improve the detail of its information.
After the conversion from vector to raster the second important operation carried on
the data was to aggregate the information since the attribute tables of all the maps
provided more information than needed. Generally the higher the number of categories
classified in each map, the more complex and long the calculation; therefore the
decision of grouping the data in few and more generic classes. Table 4.2 summarises
the number of classes reduced from the original set.

Thematic maps
geology bedrock
landcover
landforms
historic land-use

FROM
(number of classes)

TO
(number of classes)
60
26
10

NA

9
14
5
NA

Table 4.2. Original and aggregated number of classes per thematic map. The classes of HLA,
despite grouping, cannot be classified since the number of classes retained in each area of
study was selected on a case by case basis.

The generalisation followed in some cases an official classification: the classes of
geology bedrock were grouped according to the Geological map of Scotland (edited in
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1976 by the former Institute of geological sciences, currently BGS); the historic landuse periods were merged into new classes on the basis of the advice given by Mr.
Piers Dixon, operation manager at RCAHMS (see page for more details); the classes
of land-cover were aggregated according to the Land Cover Map 2000 (LCM2000)
level1. In this specific case the classes “bogs” and “fen, marsh and swamp” were
grouped together to form the class “peatland and wetland” and the classes “littoral,
supra-littoral rocks and saltmarsh” were grouped into a unique class. Notice that the
geology superficial was not aggregated since the 9 classes were all distinct.
After this re-classification and aggregation the data was ready for the analysis which
is explained step by step in chapter 6. The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the
description of the way landforms and settlement types’ maps were derived.

4.3 On the derivation and classification of landforms

Landforms are the product of both long and short-term processes that operate
principally in response to climate, geology, surface water and ground water conditions,
soil properties, vegetation and land use (Prima et al., 2006). From the literature
emerged that the derivation and definition of landform elements computationally was a
challenge that involved years of research. Amongst the studies reviewed, many classify
landforms through the use of digital elevation model (DEM), and here the aim is to find
the classification technique that is the most practical and feasible on the basis of the
GIS capacity.
Over the last three decades DEMs have been developed to aid the terrain analysis
by using computers and nowadays it is common practice to use DEMs to extract
landform parameters such as slope, aspect, convexity and curvature. As illustrated in
figure 4.2 these are fundamental terrain attributes that are calculated automatically and
have become standard operations in most GIS packages.
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Figure 4.2. List of the four basic topographic attributes that are derived from the Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) and explanation of their main uses. (source: B. Klingseisen, 2004.)

The accuracy and quality of the terrain attributes, which are also called surface
derivatives, depend on both quality and resolution of the DEM (Klingseisen, 2004). The
most influential factors are:

Topographic complexity and roughness of the landscape
Source of elevation data (ground survey) and DEM generation method;
pixel size;
precision;
algorithms used to calculate the terrain (topographic) attributes.

Nowadays GIS calculate the surface derivatives automatically, but amongst the basic
surface tools there is not one that deals with the definition of landform units and
classification methods. Seemingly there are two justifications: first of all landforms may
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be modelled quite differently according to the geomorphic processes which are
considered (Prima et al., 2006). Secondly the terms applied to geographic features and
their definitions are generic and derive from the particular needs and applications of the
organisations using them. Fundamentally the question: “What are the differences
between mountain, hill and peak; lake and pond; river and creek?” cannot be properly
answered. There is a distinct lack of a standard landform classification methods and it
is possible to cite examples of the variety of the methods of landforms classification
from the literature.
Pennock et al. (1987) for example defined several distinct landform elements by
measures of gradient, plan and profile curvature as shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. On the left are depicted the landform elements defined on the basis of contours and
block diagrams while on the right it is illustrated a drawing with associated landform elements
and the flow of water. (source: B. Klingseisen, 2004.)

Dikau (1989) subsequently described landforms though a hierarchical subdivision of
the land surface into relief units with homogeneous slope, aspect and curvature. He
traced out what Hammond elaborated in 1969 when he firstly identified different
landform quantitatively, on the basis of the values of slopes, relative relief and relative
proportion of flat and gently sloping terrain.
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MacMillan et al. (2000) revisited the classification made by Pennock et al. (1987) and
categorised the landform entities into types and elements. The former were defined as
small areas of land surface that exhibit a relatively restricted range of morphological
attributes, whereas the latter were considered as representative assemblages of
characteristic patterns that repeat themselves (Prima et al., 2006). The authors ended
with 15 landform elements as illustrated in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Guideline for the 15 unit landform classification rule based applied by MacMillan et
al. (2000). (source: B. Klingseisen, 2004)

As depicted in figure 4.5 MacMillan et al. (2000) also modelled a hierarchy of the
landform entities which takes into account scale and resolution of the DEM.

Figure 4.5

In Australia, a decade earlier than MacMillan et al., Speight (1990 cited in
Klingseisen, 2007) had developed a similar classification by evaluating the landform as
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a hierarchical mosaic of tiles where those of 300m radius formed landform patterns and
those of 20m radius landform elements.

Figure 4.5. Hierarchy of landform entities proposed by MacMillan et al. (2000). (source: B.
Klingseisen, 2004)

Speight then identified 10 topographic positions in which landform elements fall in as
shown in figure 4.6 (Klingseisen, 2004).

Figure 4.6. Classification of landforms on the basis of 10 topographic positions (Speight,
1990). The degree of adjacency between the terrain derivatives is the main determinant factor
in this classification. (source: B. Klingseisen, 2004)

Nevertheless, all the cited models were used mostly in the field surveys and were
missing a specific detail to be compatible to computers: an algorithm.
Coops et al. (1998 cited in Klingseisen, 2007) were the first authors who developed a
compelling algorithm to predict topographic position through the definitions of Speight.
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This is based on a mixture of terrain analysis and Boolean algebra and delineates the
landform elements using thresholds on topographic attributes derived from a DEM.
The increasing use of terrain analysis in a wide range of applications was
accompanied by the development of new software. Not only the generic GIS packages
expanded their tools in order to calculate the most important topographic attributes
(slope, aspect, curvature) but also numerous freely available software packages
appeared offering a palette of tools for terrain analysis (Klingseisen, 2004).
Amongst the latter group of software packages, the topographic positioning index
(TPI), created by Jenness (2006), and its marine counterpart the benthic positioning
index (BPI), developed in U.S. by NOAA Coastal Service Centre and Oregon State
University (OSU)5, were selected and tested in this study.
TPI and BPI are measures of where a referenced location is relative to the locations
surrounding it (NOAA and OSU, 2006) and are derived from an input DEM which can
store elevation or bathymetric data.
In 2001 Andrew Weiss presented a poster at the ESRI International user conference
in which he described the concept of topographic position index (TPI) and how it could
be calculated (Jenness, 2006). Using the TPI at different scales and calculating the
slope allowed the users to classify a landscape into slope position, for example ridge
top, valley bottom, mid-slope, and into landform categories such as steep narrow
canyons, gentle valleys, and open slopes.
The TPI became popular and is still widely used because is based on a clever and
simple algorithm which calculates the difference between a cell elevation value, “the

5

The Benthic Terrain Modeler (BTM) is a collection of ESRI® ArcGIS®-based tools that coastal and
marine resource managers can use, with bathymetric data sets, to examine the deepwater benthic
environment. The BTM was created as part of a cooperative agreement between Davey Jones' Locker
Seafloor Mapping and Marine GIS Laboratory, Department of Geosciences at Oregon State University,
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coastal Services Center.
(http://www.csc.noaa.gov/products/btm/)
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cell target”, and the average of the neighbourhood around the cell. The TPI of a cell is
defined considering both the degree to which the cell value is higher or lower than its
neighbours and the slope value of the cell (Paron and Vargas, 2007). Figure 4.7 shows
the values assumed by TPI.

Figure 4.7. TPI at three scales. A: the scale is very small and the point is at about the same
elevation of the entire region. Thus, TPI is near 0. B: the region of analysis is bigger and
encompasses the entire hill plus the part of the bottom valley. Thus, the point is higher than the
surrounding areas and TPI>0. C: the area of analysis is much wider and includes the valley and
both its sides. The point is no longer the highest feature in the region. Thus TPI is <0. (source:
J.Jennes, 2006)

Generalising this concept, if a cell has a negative TPI it means that it tends towards
being a valley and at the bottom of the terrain, while if it has got a positive TPI then the
cell tends towards the ridge tops and the hilltops. When the TPI is around zero, the cell
is likely to be in a flat area or, according to the slope value, on a mid, upper, or lower
slope.
A key point is that TPI is scale dependent. In fact the same point on a crest of a
mountain range can be considered a ridge top from people standing on the bottom
valley or a flat area from who lives on that mountain. Therefore users should be aware
of the scale they want to use in the analysis since the classification produced is valid
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only for the landscape analysed at that extension and it is not universal (Paron and
Vargas, 2007).
Scale depends on the resolution of the DEM and also on the neighbourhood which is
defined by the number of cells considered around the cell value. For example if the
kernel used to determine the neighbourhood has a radius of 500 meters then the TPI
will reflect the difference in values between the cell and those that are in the
considered radius. In this regard figure 4.8 provides an example of the way the
neighbourhood size influences the resulting TPI maps. From the same DEM a larger
and a smaller kernel are able to detect different features (Jenness, 2006).

Figure 4.8. Influence of the kernel size in the identification of landforms. The results of the use
of two kernels are compared to each other. In the bottom left map the red circles outline the
extreme values that can be detected with a kernel of 500 meters radius. Because the scale is
finer it is possible to pick a higher level of detail, while the broad scale of the 2000 meters kernel
is more appropriate for an analysis at a larger context. (source: J.Jennes, 2006)
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The main difference in using a small kernel and a larger one is that with the former it
is possible to pick details e.g. the side drainages of the valleys (see red circles), while
with the latter is possible to highlight the overall valley system.
TPI values increases with scale; a broad scale TPI analysis (1:50000) has lower
values because a larger analysis neighbourhood is used and a consequence is that
small variations of the terrain are averaged out. Whereas, at finer scales TPI analysis
(1:25000) shows higher values because of the smaller neighbourhood that is used,
therefore small and localised variations of terrain are detected.
Once the TPI datasets have been created at broad (large neighbourhood) and fine
(small neighbourhood) scale, the next step of the terrain classification process is to
standardise the values in order to make them comparable and classifiable at a
common scale (NOAA and OSU, 2006). In fact the last step is to operate a
classification of the resulting standardised broad and fine TPI datasets in landform
units. The flowchart in figure 4.9 provides a summary of the operations involved in the
derivation and classification of landform classes through the use of the TPI tool.

Figure 4.9

The most complex and likely subjective part of the process is the definition of the
classes to apply during the classification because there is not a standard classification
and consequently the values chosen for slope and elevation are specific to the area of
study. Within TPI the landforms are classified in 10 classes, which can be further
aggregated to each other, while BPI divides the landform units into two categories:
zones and structures. The former are more generic representations of the terrain and
are grouped into four classes: crests, depressions (valleys), slopes, and flats. The latter
are more articulated and range, for example, from narrow depressions, broad flat,
steep slopes, narrow crests. For this research, according to the way the rest of the
datasets were treated, it was decided to classify the landform types more generically
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rather than specifically and four classes were identified, hill tops, plains, open slopes,
and valleys.

DEM

BROAD TPI DATASET

FINE TPI DATASET

SLOPE

STANDARDISED TPI

LANDFORM MAP

Figure 4.9. Flowchart of the steps required to derive a landform map from a DEM. As it appears
slope and two sets of benthic positioning index (that is the equivalent of the terrain positioning
index) are needed as background data for the classification of landforms in broad zones.

Another advantage of keeping the classification generic is that it allows other
scientists to use them for qualitative and quantitative analysis without feeling
constrained to a specific case and area of study (Lundblad and Wright, 2006).
From a closer analysis of the thresholds used by TPI and BPI it appeared that both
indices operated in the same way and referred to the work conducted by A. Weiss
(2001). He defined the threshold TPI values in terms of standard deviations from the
elevation taking into account the variability of elevation values within the
neighbourhood (Jenness, 2006). This means that grid cells with identical TPI value
may be classified differently in different areas in relation to the variability in their
respective neighbourhoods. Figure 4.10 summarises the thresholds applied for the
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classification of landforms into ten types, subsequently grouped into 4 classes, and
namely hill tops, glens/valleys, flats/plains and open slopes.

Figure 4.10. The classification of landform types followed that one suggested by A. Weiss who
calculated the TPI values in standard deviation (STDEV) since this facilitated the definition of
thresholds. The column “new_types” indicates the four landform types used for the
reclassification of the original ten types.

Along with elevation, slope played a role in the classification of landforms, above all
in the definition of flat and sloping areas. In order to have a better knowledge of the
meaning of slope in the UK context, this research took into account the classification
used by the Forestry Commission6 (in the technical note 16/95) that adopted and
modified a terrain classification used in Scandinavia. The description of slope is taken
at right angle to the contour lines and is classified in terms of gradient or topographic
form. Table 4.3 reports the five classes expressed in % or in degree as were
recognised by the forestry commission.
CLASS
1
2
3
4
5

DESCRIPTION
Level
Gentle
Moderate
Steep
Very steep

%
0-10
10-20
20-33
33-50
>50

Degree
0-6
6-11
11-18
18-27
>27

Table 4.3. Classification of slope adopted by the forestry commission (source: technical report
16/95).
6

The reason why Forestry Commission developed the terrain classification was because the definitions of
ground conditions, ground roughness and slope have an influence on the type of machines and the
systems to be used during forestry works
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On this basis it was decided to consider “class 1” the threshold of slopes and then
classify the areas less than 1 as a “flats” and those greater than 1 as “open slopes”.
Once mapped the results were satisfying since the four landform types represented
with a good approximation the location of hill tops, valleys, slopes and flats as they
appear in reality and as figure 4.11 illustrates.

Figure 4.11. Detail of the Western Isles in 3D. The map of landforms, classified as crest, valley,
flat and slope, was derived from the DEM and map of slopes. The red lines in the Google image
indicate approximately the field of view of the 3D map.

To conclude, the definition of landform types was an important step in the process
of landscape characterisation as it enabled to fill a critical gap in the data available for
the analysis. In the application of TPI index it emerged that scale was an issue and a
personal judgement was included in the definition of thresholds. Both elements/topics
will occur in other parts of this research because scale is an intrinsic problem of the
geographic data and personal judgement is perhaps unavoidable in any kind of
analysis. The line followed by this research is to recognise both scale and personal
judgement as a fact, be aware of their occurrence during the data analysis and point
them out while reporting the results.
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4.4 On the definition of settlement types

As outlined with the application of TPI for landform types classification, GIS-based
landscape analysis requires a clear and precise definition of the criteria used to identify
which elements constitute the character of the landscape.
There are landscape elements, for example those belonging to the cultural heritage,
that require more interpretation. In fact a map depicting built-up areas doesn’t help to
understand the way settlements contribute to the character of the landscape because it
does not define what a “settlement” is.

Similarly the HLA map, which is a huge

database of historic land-use types and periods, doesn’t inform explicitly on the
contribution of history to the landscape character. Consequently, for settlement types
and historic land-use categories and periods it was necessary to think of criteria that
could make them measurable.
The LCA guidance considers settlements and field patterns as contemporary markers
of human activity, and suggests gathering information on them from the HLA map (or
Historic Landscape Characterisation map in England). This current research
highlighted that it was difficult to retrieve data about settlements and field patterns from
HLA for two reasons. First, the patterns are described in great detail and are linked to
historic periods, thus it is necessary to group them in larger classes in order to facilitate
their analysis. Because of time constraint, this investigation was not carried out, but it is
recommended for future works. The second reason is about the lack of the definitions
describing the form and the status of the settlements. For example “elongated” and
“circular” or “small village”, “hamlet”, and “sparse houses” were not available in any
database. As a result, it was necessary to investigate whether or not an official
classification and definition of “settlements” has already adopted in the UK.
In early 2002 five bodies, namely the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra), the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM), the office for National
Statistics, the Welsh assembly government and the Countryside Agency formed a
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consortium to commission a new definition of urban and rural areas. The aim was to
identify, define and derive populations for the small towns, villages, hamlets and
isolated dwellings that make up the settlement pattern of rural areas (Bibby and
Shepherd, 2004).
A population threshold of 10,000 or more inhabitants was taken to discriminate urban
from rural areas. In their study Bibby and Shepherd covered England and Wales with a
grid comprised of 35 million cells of 1ha. Individual residential addresses were captured
by this grid and the household density pattern was calculated for each cell. These
densities were subsequently averaged for each cell by using areas with varying radii
around each cell. The result was the creation of a “density profile” that enabled,
through a set of rules, a classification of settlement types. The classes identified were:
small town and fringe, village and dispersed houses (Bibby and Shepherd, 2004).
The next stage taken by Bibby and Shepherd was to relate rural settlements to the
Census Output Areas (COAs) in order to classify them by settlement types. The
classification was based on the proportion of the population within each COA in
settlements of various kinds. Then residential densities were averaged at a series of
much larger geographic scales to give measurement of the context for those
settlements reflecting a wider dispersion of the population. The final classification is
depicted in figure 4.12.
In this current research, the Bibby and Shepherd’s model was adopted and modified
according to the data available and the geography of the areas of study. Here the
Cairngorms National Park (CNP) is taken as example to explain how the method of
analysis was developed. The CNP stretches 8,618 km² and hosts a population of
17,077 units (2001 Census).
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SPARSE

Small town and
fringe

LESS SPARSE

Village

Dispersed
houses

Figure 4.12 Classification of the rural settlements provided by Bibby and Shepherd. © Bibby
and Shepherd (2004)

The settlements are mainly located in the highland straths that occupies only the 22%
of the Park and are the most fertile lands as illustrated by figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13. Distribution of built-up areas within the boundaries of CNPA and within the
landscape character types obtained from the 1999 LCA map. There is a strong relationship
between built-up areas and Highland straths.
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The distinction between urban and rural area as defined by the ODPM and based on
the threshold of 10,000 inhabitants was used to assess the presence or absence of
urban areas in the CNPA. With reference to the data retrieved by the national statistics
all the COAs in the Cairngorms ranged from a minimum of 53 to a maximum of 252
inhabitants, and the two main centres of the park, Aviemore and Grantown-on-Spey
counted respectively 2,397 and 2,239 inhabitants. On this basis it was possible to claim
that the CNP is characterised only by rural areas.
The next step was to look at the rural settlements inside the park and classify them
into:

rural towns;
villages;
small villages;
dispersed houses and
fringes.

Contrary to Bibby and Shepherd, who could use the population data derived by the
dataset of the individual addresses, here we could rely on population per COAs whose
limits, as showed in figure 4.14, sometimes crossed the boundaries of the park. As a
consequence, the population recorded for the park might be overestimated and it was
decided not to use it to calculate the density profile for the classification of settlement
types.
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Figure 4.14. Census output areas, as in 2001, within the CNPA boundaries. In order to keep a
high level of accuracy, population data wasn’t used since some of the census areas consider
population outside the park.

Hence the methodology adopted in this study was based on the assumption that
settlements can be described in terms of the number of buildings, which correspond to
the places where people live. Therefore the steps in order to classify the settlements
into types were:
Retrieve a map of the buildings
Create the density profiles
Set a rule to identify thresholds for
the settlements classes

Operate the classification
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Through the service EDINA DIGIMAP, areas of 100 km² from OS Mastermap were
downloaded and buildings were extracted and stored to form a new dataset. The scale
of the OS Mastermap topography is 1:10000 over the moorland and mountain areas;
1:2500 over rural areas and 1:1250 over the urban areas. As highlighted by figure 4.15
overall the scale of the “buildings” map was largely finer than that in use for the rest of
the analysis.

Figure 4.15. To understand the fine scale of the map of building a grid of cells having 3.06 m²
was overlapped. The enlarged window shows how minute the buildings appear when compared
to the grid cell size.

According to Bibby and Shepherd’s methodology, the settlements types can be
identified by calculating their density over a selected area. High density values indicate
the presence of a large settlement, formed by numerous buildings such as a village or
a small rural town; whereas low density values show less evident settlements which
might be comprise of sparse houses or very contained clusters of buildings as in a
small village.
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Given the formula

Density= number of buildings/area

It is evident that as the area increases the density decreases, thus the scale of the
area chosen for carrying out the density profile analysis was fundamental for the
outcomes. The way Bibby and Shepherd faced this problem was to generate a density
profile by using different areas set at four different distances from the buildings.
Within GIS there is a spatial analysis tool that performs density analysis and works
with a defined neighbourhood. The density tool7 takes known quantities of the
phenomenon to be studied and totals the number of features that fall within the
neighbourhood. Then it divides this number by the area of the neighbourhood, whose
size becomes a factor; in fact a large radius considers a larger number of points within
a wider open space as showed by figure 4.16. As consequence the output raster files
are more generalised. Contrary, a small radius detects better local variations of the
density values. Nevertheless, if the radius is too small broader patterns might be
difficult to spot and therefore could be missed (Mitchell, 1999).
On this basis it was thought appropriate to analyse the density of the buildings by
attempting different search radii with the intention to find out the density maps which
could best be used to classify the settlements.

7

The density tools are stored in spatial analysis\density (arctool box).
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Figure 4.16. A change in the size of the neighbourhood leads to a change in the calculation of
the neighbourhood area of analysis (from 4 cells to 1) and it generally affects other
measurements such as density.

ArcGIS allows calculating density using a simple point or a kernel option. Both work
on points, hence the buildings were converted from polygons to points, and both
density tools were tested in order to see which one could offer the surface density map
most suitable for the classification of the settlements.
Conceptually the simple point density option calculates the density of point features
around each output raster cell. Basically it defines a neighbourhood around each raster
cell centre and the number of points that fall within the neighbourhood is summed and
divided by the area of the neighbourhood (ArcGIS Desktop help 9.2). ArcGIS requires a
field called “population” in the attribute table of the point feature. This field stores the
values that determine the number of times to count the point. For example a point with
value “three” is counted as three points. To some extent the population field can be
used to weight some points more heavily than others or to allow one point to represent
several observations. In this research, contrary to the Bibby and Shepherd (2004)
study, there is no population value associated to the building and the interest is only in
classifying the settlements into types according to their density distribution. Thus the
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alternative field “NONE” is used and each point (each building) is calculated as
individual (ArcGIS Desktop help 9.2).
The kernel density option works differently because it spreads the values associated
to each point from the point location to the specified radius of the search area. The
density is greatest at the point location and diminishes with increasing distance from
the point until it reaches zero at the specified radius. Basically the kernel operates as if
it fits a smoothly curved surface over each point and the volume under the surface
equates to the “population” field value or to 1 if NONE is specified. The density at each
output raster cell is calculated by adding the value of all the kernel surfaces where they
overlay the raster cell centre. The kernel function is based on the quadratic kernel
equation described in Silverman8 (1986, p76 equation 4.5) (ArcGIS Desktop help 9.2).
In addition to this, the kernel option allows only a circular neighbourhood,
consequently in order to make an accurate comparison between the options it was
decided to use this shape also for the simple point density function.
As far as the definition of the radius is concerned the following six radii, measured in
meters, were used to create the density profile:

750
1000
1500
3000
6000
12000

The decision for these measures of the radii was taken on the basis of the building
distribution. It was noticed that many buildings were isolated and sparse in the

8

Silverman, B.W. Density Estimation for Statistics and Data Analysis. New York: Chapman and Hall, 1986.
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countryside, thus in order to capture them it was thought opportune to have radii up to
12 kilometres. The next step was to run the two density options, compare the resulting
maps and decide which one was the most suitable for the classification of the
settlements. The choice was in favour of the kernel option because the building
densities were illustrated more neatly and clearly as showed in figure 4.17. The simple
point option after 3km radius tended to overlap the density surfaces and generate
areas of high density where in reality there weren’t so many buildings, whereas the
kernel option, regardless the radius size, was able to keep the density surfaces distinct
and to match perfectly the areas of high density with the areas with more buildings. In
other words the density maps resulting from the kernel option resulted in a more
understandable and more helpful output for the classification.

Figure 4.17

The measures attributed to the radii were also changed after noticing how their
smoothing effect was amplified and visible on the outcomes. Table 4.4 stores the
values of building density, which were classified into 5 classes with the natural Jenks
classification system, obtained from the application of the six radii. The table helped to
understand the profile of the distribution and variation of the building density values.

classes
1
2
3
4
5

Radii (m)
750
1-64
64-244
244-557
557-981
981-1792

1000
1-53
53-191
191-423
423-728
728-1279

1500
1-34
34-115
115-252
252-439
439-700

3000
1-15
15-42
42-82
82-139
139-221

6000
1-6
6-17
17-31
31-47
47-67

12000
1-3
3-7
7-13
13-18
18-24

Table 4.4. Measures of the radii and density values for each class according to natural break
classification. As visible the greater the size of the radius the smaller the densities; this is the
smoothing and generalisation effect typical of large neighbourhood areas.
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a)

b)
Figure 4.17. Comparison between the output maps from two different density analysis methods.
5a) shows the surface density of the built-up areas calculated by using the single point method,
while 5b) is the surface density map derived by applying a kernel method. The latter map makes
the patterns of density easy to see thus it was adopted for the analysis.
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As noticeable the density decreases with increasing the radii of the neighbourhood
indicating that the density surface maps show a more generalised pattern (see figure
4.18)

Figure 4.18. Differences in density surface patterns according to the size of the neighbourhood.
It is crucial for detecting patterns of density successfully to decide for an appropriate size of the
radius. If it is too big the risk is to incur in extreme generalisation while if it is too small broader
patterns might not be detected.

On the basis of the exaggerate smoothing effect produced by large radii and with the
consideration of the geography and the distribution of the buildings in the CNP and also
in the other targeted areas of study (see chapter 7, figure7.1), the new measures that
defined the radius of the kernel density tool were:
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350 (metres)
750
1350 (this radius was used only in presence of urban areas)

Settlements all over Scotland were defined on the basis of these thresholds and
classified into the following categories:
dispersed houses;
small villages;
villages;
fringes;
rural town;
urban town.

The classes were decided in consultation with Caroline Read and James Fenton,
who both represented SNH, the sponsor of this research project, and the idea was to
use terms that despite general could inform straightforwardly on the dimension of a
settlement. For example dispersed houses would suggest isolated and scattered
buildings, while villages would describe a more compact and structured group of
buildings. Indeed the qualitative description of the settlements was supported by a
quantitative measure of the density of the buildings whose calculation is briefly
described below.
First of all the density surface maps were classified in 5 classes using the “natural
break” classification system which emphasises with sufficient clarity the differences
between the density values because it sets the breaks where there is a discontinuity (a
variation) in the values (Mitchell, 1999). Afterwards the natural break classes were
reclassified from 1 to 5 as showed in figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.19. Example of reclassification of different levels of density surface. Each area was
firstly classified according to the Natural Break classification, then each class was classified
again in ascending order, from the lowest level of density (1) to the highest level of buildings
density (5).

Secondly in ArcGIS the density maps were converted from raster to polygons 9 since
shape files work better than raster when operations of selection (by attribute or by
location) are performed. In addition, a field about the surface (hectares) of the density
classes was added to the attribute table of the density map.
Afterwards, the buildings and the converted density maps were overlapped. This
operation was meant to facilitate the classification of buildings into settlement types.
The results were reached after a series of attempts aimed at grouping the density
values into classes of settlements which could match the reality adequately and
meaningfully. Notice that at this point a certain amount of knowledge about the area

9

During the conversion from raster to polygon the option “simplify polygons” was kept unchecked.
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can help the classification and overall it is highly recommended a visit to the area of
study before using the map of settlement types for the landscape characterisation
analysis. Table 4.5 illustrates the cut off applied for the classification, while figure 4.20
depicts the resulting map of settlement types.

settlement classes
Dispersed houses
Small villages

10

Villages
Rural towns
Urban towns

density map radius
350 m.
class 1 and 2
(area<= 5ha)
class 2 (area > 5ha)
and class 3

750 m.

1350 m.

Class 3 and 4
(with buffer of
500 m.)
class 5 (with
buffer of 750 m.)
Class 6 (with
buffer of 1
Km.)

Table 4.5. The classes of densities were selected for the most suitable radius sizes in order to
classify settlements into types.

As it emerges from the table, the classes of density were matched to the settlement
types and in three occasions buffers had to be calculated to describe with more
precision the settlement types. By proceeding in this association it became evident that
some of the classes of density showed a hole in the middle and resembled more to a
doughnut (see figure 4.20).

10

It is worth pointing out that a change in the settlement classification occurred when it was applied to
small islands (Jura and Islay for example), in order to be closer to those realities. The category small
villages was referred as grouped houses, villages became small villages and small rural town changed into
villages.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.20. During the process of classification of the settlement types it is possible to
distinguish the fringes. The extract from the map of the class 3 of the 350 metres kernel shows
clearly the difference between the density areas classified as fringes and the other classified
either as small villages or villages. a) The green area similar to a doughnut is the fringe, while
the full circles are the small villages. b) The same geographic area once the classification is
finished.

These density areas were called “fringes” and were calculated both for the categories
of small villages and villages. The identification of the fringes took place manually.
The third and last step was to convert the individual settlement types from vector to
raster format and reclassify them as reported in table 4.6.

Settlement
(ATTRIBUTE)
Dispersed houses
Small villages
Villages
Fringes
Rural towns
Urban towns

type

UNIQUE CODE
1
10
100
20 (if from classes 2 and 3 – kernel 350m.) and 200 (if from
classes 3 and 4 – kernel 750m.)
1000
2000

Table 4.6. Final reclassification applied to the raster map which will become the definitive map
of settlement types.
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Then, within the raster calculation tool the raster, which represented the individual
settlement types, were added to each others and once again reclassified to generate
the final map of settlement types as illustrated in figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21. The way of representing settlements as areas is symbolic but effective from a point
of view of the analysis.

To conclude, the process of identifying settlement types is very experimental and
many decisions had to be taken about the computational method, the thresholds, and
even the names for the categories of settlements. Thus the process of derivation of the
settlement types’ map can be disputable, but the results proved to be less arguable. To
test its validity, the method for the identification and classification of settlement types
was applied to the other areas of study, which show differences in geography and
building distribution. In all the cases no changes had to be made in order to
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accommodate the method to the characteristic of the area and the same thresholds
could be applied in each area. The results obtained for the Cairngorms National park
were assessed and validated with the help of Matthew Hawkins, while the rest of the
areas were verified on the basis of personal knowledge.

The work carried out on the HLA map was slightly different from the previous two
because in this case a map already existed. The aim was to generalise and summarise
part of its content and at the same time condense three kinds of information, which
were thought more relevant to landscape characterisation, into one. The way the
analysis developed is explained below.

4.5 On the interpretation and use of the Historic Land-use Assessment map

For the effective use of the HLA map in this research and to understand the way the
historic elements contribute to the character of the landscape, it is crucial to be aware
of what is considered to be historically essential and to distinguish why it matters. To
this regard the work of Fairclough (1998), who defined some of the attributes of the
historic characterisation, was particularly interesting. The approach of historians and
archaeologists is to consider the whole landscape as historic and they attribute historic
values to the present-day landscape. Fairclough draws a distinction between
“landscape archaeology”, that is the study of the past of all periods through
archaeological methods, and “historic landscape characterisation”, that characterises
the present-day landscape in terms of historic origin, process and change (Fairclough,
1998). On this basis time, diversity of types and change are important keys in the
assessment.
In addition, historic characterisation is aimed at extending the interpretation and
understanding of the present-day landscapes recognising that these have been
inherited from the past, both remote (prehistoric, roman and medieval period) or recent
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(from 18th century to date).

Remains from earlier periods can help to add more

evidence of the historic component of the landscape and make people aware of it. In
fact commonly very few people realise the time-depth of the landscapes, the speed and
the frequency in which they have changed and are changing (Dyson-Bruce, 2003).
Because of this lack of consciousness the historic aspect is more difficult to be
detected and its importance, as contributor to the landscape character, can be
underestimated or missed. The archaeological perspectives of the landscape are
“vertical” in terms that they seek the chronological depth underneath the visible surface
of the landscape. The “vertical” view of the landscape distinguishes the archaeologists
from the architects who predominantly base the landscape assessment on a horizontal,
surface-based and aesthetic view (Fairclough, 1998). Thus, disciplines such as
archaeology and history can help to understand the landscape along with geography
and a better dialog between landscape practitioners and archaeologists would help to
enhance landscape analyses and research. This collaboration to some extent was
already outlined in the LCA guidance where expert analysis was suggested in order to
understand the time-depth aspects of the landscape.
Time was the new and important dimension introduced in the landscape by looking at
it from the historical point of view. However, time is not only a variable to be measured
during the GIS analysis; it also suggests the idea of movement and dynamism. Both
are reflected/ found in the landscape which can be represented in a constant state of
flux due to a combination of natural and anthropogenic forces occurring throughout the
periods. As a consequence, the landscape transforms and changes continuously and
inevitably through time, both the capacity of a landscape to absorb the changes and
the strength manifested by the changes themselves have an impact on what can be
recorded today as historic land-use.
In addition to time-depth, historians and archaeologists are also interested in
capturing the surviving and visible historic components of our present-day landscapes
that could inform the process of landscape development. As explained above, from the
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point of view of an archaeologist there are no areas unaffected by past or continuing
human activity and there are no areas in a state of unaltered nature (Herring, 2009).
Even in very modern or recently modified landscapes there are traces of the more
distant past that can be contributors to the landscape character, sense of place and
local distinctiveness. Nevertheless, due to the unavoidable processes of alteration,
evidence from the past become valuable records and their rarity/paucity is counted as
a special character of the landscape and indeed the more remote the past, the more
historically relevant is the evidence.
Therefore, together with period (time depth), two other variables are useful for the
characterisation of the historic land-use. The first is the description of the types of landuse which is determined by identifying the predominant current land-use evident from
field survey and other data sources. The types of land-use are assessed from an
historical perspective and then grouped into main categories. The second variable is
represented by the survival of relict features in the modern landscape. These are
classified as “Relict land-uses”.
Historic period, categories and types of land-use and relicts11 are all recorded in a
very detailed way so that the attribute table of the HLA contains information on historic
periods, category and type of the land-use, and similarly historic period, category and
type of three different relicts, indicated as “Rel1”, “Rel2” and “Rel3” as illustrated in
figure 4.22.
The information conveyed by the attribute table, despite being enormous, is not
suitable for the landscape characterisation analysis because of the way it is stored. The
aim of the research is to understand how the historic and cultural aspects contribute to
the character of the landscape; therefore here the intention is to extract the necessary
and relevant information able to meet the aim.

11

For more precise information on these variable please refer to the following website
http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk/ where maps and glossary can be downloaded.
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Figure 4.22. The attribute table of the HLA map as it appears in its original form. The red
square highlights the information on the variables recorded by the RCAHMS surveyors. The
details about the relicts (REL 1 to 3) are not necessary to the purpose of the landscape
characterisation analysis and this information needed to be aggregated and made more usable.

During the analysis it became clear that in first instance the data needed to be
reduced to a smaller number of classes and possibly amalgamated in fewer fields.
Indeed the disadvantage of any process of generalisation is the loss of information but
it was thought opportune to continue and ask the experts at the RCAHMS for advice.
In the end only the information on historic periods and relicts could be generalised.
The former were grouped in 5 classes, as illustrated in figure 4.23, and stored in a new
field, called “new_value”, in the attribute table of the HLA map, while the latter were
summarised in terms of presence/absence.
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Figure 4.23. Original classes of historic land-use periods and the new codes attributed to them
during the process of generalisation (© HLA glossary)

The decision on keeping information on presence/absence of relicts instead of
period, types and categories was made on the consideration that for the purpose of
landscape characterisation it was sufficient to highlight whether or not a relict land-use
was recorded for a surveyed area.
The presence/absence of relicts was calculated in different steps. Firstly three new
fields were created, each for relict. Secondly, the code “0” was associated to absence
of relicts, this information could be retrieved by selecting the original code 777 (see
attribute table in figure 4.22), and the code “1” was attributed to presence of relict by
switching the previous selection. Thirdly a new field called “count_rel” was added and
basically it contained the sum of the three fields above mentioned, hence a value of 1
corresponded to one relict, 2 indicated two relicts and finally 3 equated to three relicts.
By operating in this way it was possible to know how many relicts were recorded for
each surveyed area but no information on period, type and category was available
anymore.
As far as the types and categories are concerned, it was opted to keep the latter
instead of the former since the discrepancies of their number was remarkable:
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precisely 14 categories against 59 types. The categories were also re-coded, as
depicted in figure 4.24, and stored in a new field called “new_categ”.

Figure 4.24. Original classes of historic land-use periods and the new codes attributed to them
to facilitate the process of data amalgamation. (© HLA glossary)

In the end the new codes for categories, historic periods and the count of relicts were
summed together in a new field, and to make its content clearer a descriptive field was
added. Therefore the table of the HLA map at the end of all these operations appeared
as illustrated in figure 4.25. For the subsequent analysis12 the descriptive code was
used.

12

The subsequent analysis corresponds to the application of the tabulate area tool of arcGIS which in
chapter 5 is explained in much greater detail, thus please refer to it.
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Figure 4.25. The attribute table of the HLA map (in this case for South Shetland) as it appears
after the reduction of the number of variables. The new fields added during the calculations are
in the red square, notice that only the last field, which condenses three variables (land-use
category, period and presence/absence of relicts), is used for the landscape characterisation
analysis.

The reclassification did not reduce the number of classes but it operated in a way that
few classes could describe the majority of the area of study, as illustrated in figure
4.26.
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Figure 4.26. With 12 classes (out of 31) that summarise the information on historic period,
category of land-use it is possible to describe the whole South Shetland. The column with the
percentage values quantifies the coverage of the classes.

To conclude, as far as this current research is concerned, the rich but unmanageable
documentation provided by the HLA map needed to be generalised and reduced.
Consequently, the contribution of the historic and cultural elements to the character of
the landscape was summarised by the reference to historic period, categories of landuse and presence/absence of relicts. The process of generalisation was supervised by
operation manager Piers Dixon at RCAHMS who kindly arranged two meetings, one for
discussing the way the generalisation should have carried out and the other for
checking the outcomes. These ones were presented to a larger group of experts in
history and archaeology who commented on the results positively. The advantage of
the new approach to the use of HLA data for landscape characterisation is that for the
first time the historical elements were considered as relevant as the physical elements.
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Indeed this research made a first attempt to include history in a more effective way in
the process of landscape characterisation. Further investigation and applications are
recommended in order to verify whether or not any kind of loss of information can be
reduced and the outcomes can be enhanced.

As explained throughout the chapter, GIS depend on data quality and quantity. To
start the process of identification of landscape character a series of datasets was
needed and time was spent on the collection of data. It occurred that some datasets
were available and accessible and other were missing, nevertheless it was possible to
derive information from raw data and subsequently recover the gap within the datasets.
In addition new maps could be obtained from other official ones but only when the
information was quantifiable through criteria. It was demonstrated that what is
measurable is also “mappable”: for example the landforms and settlement types maps
were derived respectively from the DEM, by calculating the TPI index, and from a map
depicting only buildings, by applying a density kernel.
With these maps the whole framework of data to be used in the analysis for
landscape characterisation was completed. Thus, the final and definitive list of datasets
used for this research comprises of:

geological maps of bedrock and superficial;
landforms;
land-cover;
historic land-use;
settlement types.

The next chapter describes the first part of the statistics applied to the landscape
analysis and the results obtained.
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CHAPTER 5

“Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more
related than distant ones”.

Beaches of South Harris from Chaipaval (I.Marengo).
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5.1 The role of statistics within the GIS-based methodology

It has been established that characterisation means identification of areas that share
the same distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements that makes a
landscape different from another. Thus pattern and its identification are placed at the
centre of the investigation and are the goals that GIS-based methodology should
achieve.
In general there are two ways of identifying patterns: one is by displaying the
geographic data on a map, the other is by calculating statistics in order to measure the
extent to which features or values are dispersed, clustered or random (Mitchell, 2005).
The first approach is likely to lead to a subjective interpretation of the map, while the
second approach is certainly more objective and quantitative but, to be functional,
requires suitable statistical techniques, which GIS may or not directly provide.
Patterns are the result of the way data distribute and associated to each other (see
figure 5.1), consequently the data is the building blocks of the patterns and it is
important to understand the characteristics of the data before tackling the analysis of
patterns.

Figure 5.1. The stripes and squares are the data that repeat themselves and form the building
blocks that generate the two patterns.
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To a GIS analyst geographic data assumes two relevant properties: first of all it is
spatially referenced; that means it has a location on the map reflecting its real world
position. Secondly it is accompanied by a table that stores its attributes. As a result, the
geographic data is not only a coloured point or area on the map but becomes a value
that can be measured, analysed and that is related to the space. This way of
understanding geographic data is fundamental and at the basis of any GIS analysis, in
fact it denotes that if geographic data is not just a symbol then its description through a
GIS-based analysis shifts from being purely qualitative to be quantitative.
Statistics provide the tools used in order to analyse data that is expressed
numerically because they help to reveal the characteristics of the data collected and
under observation, how data is distributed, whether or not the data generate spatial
patterns, if data forms trends and if there are outliers (extremely high or low values). In
addition, statistics, if properly used, give valuable support in the extraction of additional
information from the data that is not obviously detectable by simply looking at a map or
plotting raw data.
Nevertheless statistics can range from basic to very complicated concepts and
theories and often they do not raise enthusiasm amongst landscape practitioners and
officers. In the everyday life the majority of GIS users are normally satisfied with
mapping where things are and how they change, finding what is nearby or inside an
area, and identifying the largest and smallest values in the field of investigation. In
other words the majority of people apply simple descriptive statistics in order to answer
to their questions (Krivorunchko and Gotway, 2002).
On the contrary, in the field of scientific disciplines and social sciences, GIS analysts
and more demanding users require much more sophisticated methods for spatial
analysis and modelling, thus the use of statistics is more a necessity than an option.
This current research finds its place amongst the studies that need more than ordinary
statistics for the data analysis because it attributes relevance to the space and the
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spatial relationships between the geographic objects. Therefore, it develops a
methodology of analysis around two points:

1. it thinks of landscape character “spatially” and
2. it wants to support the analysis with new statistical techniques called spatial
statistics.

“Thinking spatially” means that the spatial reference of the data, for instance
easting/northing or latitude /longitude, is as relevant as the value of the data, and this
idea translates into the mathematical concept of spatial autocorrelation which says that
observations (data) are correlated over some distance in space (Storfer et al, 2007).
Spatial autocorrelation is a spatial statistics that is formulated specifically in order to
consider the spatial location of the observed geographic data and is a technique able to
capture how geographical data occurs and distribute in relation to space. Consequently
spatial autocorrelation recognises the role that concepts such as distance, location,
proximity, neighbourhood and region play in the data distribution.
To summarise, thinking spatially considers a geographic objects as a values
(variables) taken at specific locations (site) in a defined geographic space (area of
study) and considered not in isolation but in relation to its neighbours (Boots, 2003).
The interest in using spatial statistics is that they can be helpful in the identification of
spatial patterns. In general three types of patterns can be recognised according to the
way the geographic objects associate to each other (see figure 5.2).
Clustered patterns occur when the data shows a distinct and recognisable distribution
over the area of study; dispersed patterns generate if data is more uniformly spread
across the area, and random patterns happen where data doesn’t show any particular
structure and they are unlikely to be controlled by specific processes or mechanisms.
This division is more abstract than concrete; in fact usually in the real world it is difficult
to observe a well defined boundary between these three types of patterns and the
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approach commonly adopted aims at finding how close a spatial pattern is to one of the
three main categories (Lee and Wong, 2001).

Figure 5.2. Three types of patterns recognised in statistics: A clustered, B dispersed, C random
(source: de Smith, Goodchild, Longley, Geospatial Analysis - a comprehensive guide. 3rd
edition).

Before introducing the main spatial statistics techniques it is relevant to clarify that
the current GIS-based methodology is not about explaining the reasons underlying the
spatial patterns generated from the unique association of landscape elements. Here we
recognise that there are spatial processes that drive and determine spatial patterns;
however these processes are not at the centre of the investigation. Instead the aim is
to achieve the identification of the spatial patterns since they correspond to the different
characters of the landscape.

5.2 An introduction to spatial statistics

After decades of application, GIS have proved to be efficient at spatial data
manipulation through a set of analytical tools such as buffering, overlay, map algebra,
queries, reclassification, and surface calculations. Thus GIS provide a range of spatial
statistics that focuses on how compact or dispersed the features are, whether they are
oriented in a particular direction, and whether they form a clustered, uniform or random
pattern across the region. Specifically the patterns can be calculated by GIS in terms of
distance (how far apart features are), level of clustering (if high or low) or spatial
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autocorrelation and within the software arcGIS 9.2, the spatial analyst tool comprises of
the following set of spatial statistics: the average nearest neighbour distance, the
high/low clustering, the spatial autocorrelation (global Moran’s I) and the multi distance
spatial cluster analysis.
For completeness we should mention that GIS also perform geostatistical analyses
that use sample points taken at different locations in a landscape and create, by the
application of interpolation techniques, a continuous surface. The sample points are
used to predict, for any other location in the landscape, the continuous values of
particular attribute, such as elevation, temperature, and concentration (ESRI help on
line).
Despite geostatistical and spatial analysis are provided by GIS, their use is still fairly
restricted to GIS analysts and users with a high confidence and knowledge about the
functionalities and limits of these statistical tools. Spatial statistics are often
complicated, “unfriendly” and not accessible to everyone because of their difficult task;
in addition there are many disciplinary barriers that prevent a fruitful interaction
between people from different traditions and disciplines (Krivorunchko and Bivand,
2003).
The difficulties described so far were also encountered in this current research, and
in fact the development of the GIS/spatial statistics-based methodology for landscape
characterisation took time and effort. Both were spent in learning and understanding
the theory behind spatial statistics techniques and which, amongst these, was the most
suitable for meeting the purposes of the research. At the end it was discovered that
more powerful statistical tools are available from other software and they are generally
compatible to the main functions of arcGIS 9.2. This confirmed what Wise et al. (2000)
already highlighted, namely that despite the request to expand the range of spatial
analysis tools, GIS software vendors are reluctant to include such tools in standard
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software packages. Hence the current methodology was implemented by using R13 and
some of its free packages as statistical support units, and GIS helped to map and
visualise the results.

There are three types of spatial analysis that might be of interest to those working
with GIS and are summarised in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. The three main spatial analysis that can be carried also jointly with GIS.

The commonest and most accessible is the map-based analysis, which mainly
corresponds to a set of tools that help in visualising data distribution and dispersion
(Wise et al, 2001). This map-based analysis can also be used for showing interesting
patterns; however care should be taken in the interpretation of the output maps, since
the representation of the patterns depends on the accuracy used in the classification
methods and risks being misleading.

For example figure 5.4 illustrates how the

distribution of the land cover class “shrubs” in Orkney present a different pattern
according to the technique of classification adopted.

13

R is a free open source environment and it is devoted to the computation of statistics and their
advancement.
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Figure 5.4. Examples of the way thematic maps can be misleading in a pattern recognition
based on visual inspection of the map. The classification methods applied (Quantile on the left
and Jenks natural breaks on the right) in the maps differ and influence the overall data
distribution.

Additionally and equally important, the choropleth map in figure 5.4 does not indicate
straightforwardly the typology of a pattern and let us wonder whether the pattern
depicted is random, clustered or dispersed.
The second type of spatial analysis is statistical spatial data analysis (SSDA). This
can be described as the analysis of empirical spatial data using statistical methods.
Two types of SSDA can be identified. The first is exploratory spatial data analysis
(ESDA) that is concerned with detecting spatial patterns in data, identifying unusual or
interesting spatial features of the data (for example spatial outliers), formulating
hypotheses and validating spatial models. The second type of SSDA is called
confirmatory spatial data analysis (CSDA) which involves model building, the
estimation of parameters and their errors, and hypothesis testing (Wise et al, 2001).
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Finally the third type of spatial analysis is spatial modelling and regression which aim
at explaining interesting patterns (Wise et al, 2001). The focus of the present research
is on the utility of ESDA to uncover interesting patterns of a set of elements in a given
landscape taking into account spatial autocorrelation
.
Suppose observing the value of p statistical variables on n areal units of a study
region. Such data is referred as lattice (Scrucca, 2005) and may be represented by
either regular, as on a grid, or irregular regions such as zip codes, administrative
boundary or census areas (Sain and Cressie, 2007). These kinds of data are often
associated to spatial econometric techniques (Scrucca, 2005) and commonly spatial
autocorrelation is the method applied for the data analysis. This technique makes a
step forward in the detection of spatial patterns because it takes into account not only
the location of the data but also its attributes. Spatial autocorrelation recognises the
fact that locations may not have similar characteristics; therefore for the determination
of spatial patterns the value assumed by the geographic data at each location becomes
relevant (Lee and Wong, 2001). From the spatial autocorrelation perspective, the
identification of spatial pattern is concerned with the degree to which areas at one
location show attributes that are similar to areas in the neighbouring locations. As
clearly illustrated in figure 5.5 a positive spatial autocorrelation corresponds to a
clustered spatial pattern, while a negative spatial autocorrelation identifies a dispersed
pattern. If the value of spatial autocorrelation is close to zero then the spatial pattern is
classified as random.
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Figure 5.5. In case of areas or regions the spatial statistics technique is spatial autocorrelation
which identify a clustered pattern when adjacent areas show the same properties and attributes,
otherwise the pattern is classified as dispersed (source arcGIS9.2 help).

Expressed in these terms, spatial autocorrelation translates operationally the first law
of geography stated by W. Tobler (1970), which says “everything is related to
everything else, but near things are more related than distant things”. This sentence
apparently looks obvious but is actually quiet profound. On this basis it is hardly
surprising that most geographic patterns of interest involve groupings of similar values
in clusters (Unwin, 1996) and in fact the basic property of spatially autocorrelated data
is the assumption that values are not randomly distributed in space, but spatially
related to each other. As a consequence the significance test for spatial autocorrelation
compares the observed value to randomly distributed values.
In practice spatial autocorrelation consider both location and attribute values of the
data by measuring both the proximity of the locations of points/areas and the similarity
of the attributes of points/areas at their locations. Proximity is calculated in terms of
distance between points/areas, while similarity of the attributes is measured as the
difference in the values of spatial adjacent points/areas (Lee and Wong, 2001).
There are two indices that measure spatial autocorrelation: Geary’s c and Moran’s I.
The indices differ in their formula but the concept is mainly the same and namely for
measuring spatial autocorrelation both combine the two measures of proximity and
similarity into a single index as depicted in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Index of spatial autocorrelation: Γ is the function that aggregate proximity and
similarity in Moran’s I and Geary’s c.

The existence of spatial autocorrelation between neighbouring locations can be
assessed globally or locally. In the former case the index is calculated across the whole
domain of observations and allows the identification of spatial patterns, while in the
latter case the index focuses on individual features and their relationship to nearby
features allowing the detection of clusters. However in both cases the aim is to
determine whether and how value similarities are linked to location similarities.
A map depicting the results from spatial autocorrelation assigns each area a value
quantifying how similar it is to its neighbours and where clustered patterns are located.
Nevertheless the visualisation of the data is important prior the analysis; nowadays
there are software, GeoDA14 and GGobi just to name a few, that offer a series of
graphs, for instance parallel coordinates plot, connectivity histograms and operations,
like brushing and linking, that help to examine better the distribution of the data and the
association between variables.

14

GeoDa was designed by Luc Anselin, who is one of the main reference authors in the field of the
econometrics studies in order to implement exclusively techniques for ESDA on lattice data; it combines
maps with statistical graphics and intends to provide a user friendly and graphical interface to methods
such as spatial auto-correlation and indicators of spatial outliers (L.Anselin, 2003). GeoDA was used in this
research in order to uinderstand how spatial autocorrelation works and can be calculated. Since geoDA
performs only a uni and bi-variate analysis, it could not be applied as the final tool for the identification of
the landscape character.
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While employing spatial autocorrelation for the pattern analysis two concepts should
be kept in mind. The first one is that the indices of spatial autocorrelation, such as
Moran’s I, assume stationarity and that the underlying processes, which determine the
spatial patterns, have approximately the same parameters values, specifically mean
and variance, for the entire study area (Wagner and Fortin, 2005). Nevertheless, every
day we observe an incredible variety of forms, shapes, elements, and landscapes that
it is almost unreasonable to describe the real world as an “average” place or take a
subset of the Earth’s surface and use it as a representative sample of the whole planet
(de Smith et al, 2006). The evident variety of forms that we perceive is called spatial
heterogeneity and implies non-stationarity, which indicates that mean, variance,
covariance of a variable vary across a study area (Wagner and Fortin, 2005). Thus the
application of spatial autocorrelation indices is in conflict with the reality, and several
authors suggested applying detrending techniques and non parametric methods to
address the problem of non stationarity (Haining 1997, Kabos and Csillag 2002 in
Wagner Fortin, 2005).
Despite what said about spatial heterogeneity, it is also true that a proper
observation of the Earth’s surface reveals regions that exhibit internal similarity (de
Smith et al., 2006). For example there are areas characterised by abundant rainfall and
dense vegetation, or areas dominated by high peaks, glaciers and scarce vegetation,
or densely populated areas around major rivers. Indeed there are exceptions to this
broad scale pattern and, for example, there are places where the conditions change
very rapidly over short distances. For instance between the Carse of Stirling and the
Highland boundary fault there is a neat and clear division between the alluvial plain of
the Forth river and the hills.
The similarity and homogeneity of forms, landscapes, shapes that we can notice in
the real world at a large or fine scale is explained through the concept of spatial
dependence, which is implied by spatial autocorrelation. Recalling W. Tobler’s law it
emerges clearly that without the dependence due to the location of the geographic data
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everything would be chaotically and randomly distributed, and there would not be the
patterns or the similarities that we notice in the real world (de Smith et al., 2006). The
implication of spatial dependence in spatial regression and correlation analyses, which
try to explain the spatial process underlying the spatial patterns, is significant and in
fact spatial dependence violates the assumption of independence amongst the
observations. Thus spatial dependence might or not be an issue according to the
analyses that are conducted; consequently the analysts are in front of the choice of
removing spatial dependence or dealing with it while explaining the causes that
generate a pattern.

5.3 The link between spatial autocorrelation and landscape characterisation

In the context of this research the reasons for choosing statistics such as exploratory
data analysis which considers spatial autocorrelation are several. First of all, both in its
global and local form, the technique identifies patterns, analysing the location proximity
and the similarity of the attribute values of the data. This analytical property of spatial
autocorrelation corresponds exactly to that described for the lattice data analysis and it
was fundamental for the purpose of the research, since the input data could be
recognised and distinguished according to their different categories (classes) and
location.
Secondly within spatial autocorrelation data is not analysed in isolation rather in the
context of its neighbours. This supports the holistic perspective of the landscape, which
should be considered as a whole and not as its individual elements.
Thirdly, since the research wanted to identify spatial patterns and not investigate the
underlying spatial processes, the presence of spatial dependence was not an issue
and was recognised and measured through spatial autocorrelation. At the same time
the research ignored the concept of spatial heterogeneity on the grounds that this issue
was not such important as for other landscape disciplines.
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Nevertheless the main problem in adopting spatial autocorrelation is that it requires
lattice data or regions. Hence this research needed to define boundaries within which
the landscape elements could be counted. Instinctively, and as suggested by
econometrics and other social sciences studies, the first idea was to define the zones
on the basis of the official boundaries of the local authorities (see figure 5.7), however
two problems were immediately identified and both were related to the size of the
areas. First of all, the local authorities extend over surfaces that are too large for the
purpose of the analysis. For instance the Highland comprises of so many and different
landscapes that smaller zones were needed in order to be able to detect changes in
landscape types.

Figure 5.7. Scotland, as it appeared in 2001, divided into its council areas. (Source Census
data)
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The second evident problem was linked to the difference in size showed by the local
authorities. Areas such as Aberdeen city, for example, were dwarfed when compared
to Highland, Outer Hebrides (Eilean Siar) or Fife. These discrepancies (see figure 5.8)
were also noticed using different administrative units, such as the Census output areas
(COAs), the post codes, or the constituencies. In the example of the COAs, was also
clear that the small zones corresponded to densely populated areas while the large
zone represented mainly the countryside and the less populated areas. Thus, the main
concern was that demographic and socio/economic constraints would influence the
analysis and could seriously bias the outcomes from the landscape characterisation.

Figure 5.8. Scotland’s Census Output Areas (2001). On the right the zoom for the Glasgow and
Stirling areas reveal how much the size of the COAs changes when moving from urban areas
(small) to the countryside (large).

In addition the use of official boundaries raised other worries; there was awareness
that such artificial zones, in particular post codes and COAs, tend to change throughout
the years with the result that a comparison between landscape characterisation carried
at different years becomes meaningless. In this regard, it is worth remembering that the
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intention of the research was to develop a methodology able to identify the landscape
character types in Scotland regardless of (independently from) their location, therefore
tying the landscape characterisation to artificial boundaries was considered not
opportune (adequate).
Finally, thoughts of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem or MAUP, which is defined as
“a problem resulting from the imposition of artificial units of spatial reporting on
continuous geographical phenomenon resulting in the generation of artificial spatial
patterns (Heywood et al., 2006)”, were unavoidable. Areal data, such as those that
frequently occur in the social sciences, cannot be measured at a single point but has to
be contained within a boundary. For example the percentage of unemployed or the rate
of births has to be related and calculated over an area. Therefore it is common that
individual data are assigned to areal units that form the base layer of spatial units for
the study of some phenomenon (Lock and Leigh Molyneaux, 2006). The two problems
connected to MAUP are scale and zonation effects (see figure 5.9). The former relates
to the variation that occurs when the same set of areal units is grouped into larger
ones, while the latter is the variability in the outcomes that can occur when the set of
areal units is recombined in a different way (Armheim, 1998 in Kang-Rae and Banister,
2006).

Figure 5.9. The scale and zoning effects related to MAUP. (Source: Kang-Rae and Banister D.,
2006)
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As explained, this current research had to use areal units in order to calculate the
spatial autocorrelation and the results may be affected by MAUP. Consequently tests 15
were carried out in order to verify whether or not the MAUP would be a problem for the
analysis and for the methodology implemented. Chapter 7 provides the details and the
results of the tests.
To conclude, on the basis of what described above, it was decided not to use official
boundaries but instead it was chosen to refer to an artificial grid mad up by randomly
generated polygons. A more detailed explanation is provided below.

5.4 The areas of study and the sampling zones

The first step consisted in selecting eleven areas across Scotland which could
represent different landscapes (see figure 5.10). The choice of the areas was mainly
based on the personal knowledge of them which was thought being advantageous due
to their distance from Stirling.
Nine areas were identified by a square of 2500 km², one (Islay and Jura) was framed
by a polygon of 2390 km², and one had “real” boundaries since it corresponded to
Cairngorms National Park, precisely 3816 km². The dimension of the areas of study
was considered adequate for the analysis since it was able to assured heterogeneity in
terms of classes of landscape elements and manageability of data; in fact the raster
maps extracted for each area comprised of 1000 columns and 1000 rows, which
totalled a million of cells of 2500 m² each.

15

Due to the initial stage of the analysis we were not sure about the influence of MAUP on the outcomes.
Zonation might have an effect, but scale should not be an issue in this research since the units were not
aggregated. The test in chapter 7 will provide more details.
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Figure 5.10. Areas of study selected across Scotland in order to cover different landscapes.
Except for the Cairngorms National Park, which represents the only official boundary, the rest of
the areas are defined by squares of 2500 km² that may cut across different local authorities. For
instance the area “East” covers part of Moray and Aberdeenshire.

The second step was to divide the areas in smaller units that would correspond to the
sampling zones within which the classes of landscape elements were counted.
Quantifying an individual by counting its presence is a technique used in landscape
genetics16 and landscape ecology when for example the purpose is to count the
number of species at observed sites (Storfer et al., 2007). Because landscape
ecologists and geneticists often look at the landscape as a factor that can influence
spatial patterns within their data, it was judged appropriate to try and identify a
sampling method similar to that used by these researchers. The parallelism between
16

In the last five years, landscape genetics has emerged as a new research area that integrates
population genetics, landscape ecology and spatial statistics. As a result the literature provides reference
of several attempts of understanding the landscape effects on gene flow, genetic discontinuities and
genetic population structures (Storfer et al, 2007).
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the sampling methodology used by landscape geneticists and ecologists and this
current research is explained in figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. Representation of the similarities caught between the way of sampling in
landscape genetics and that used for the analysis of landscape characterisation

As depicted, the individuals or population were matched with the landscape elements
counted at observed sites (or sampling zones) within the study area. There are two
ways of defining the sampling zones: one is through the creation of a uniform grid and
the other is through randomly generated polygons (see figure 5.12).
The uniform grid is a systematic method of generating areal units; it consists of
defining the size of the cells of the grid and then replicating the cells n times across the
area of study. This method was discarded because it might happen that by coincidence
the grid pattern has the same frequency of a pattern of landscape elements. If this
perfect overlap occurs, the grid would not detect the landscape element pattern (Storfer
et al, 2007); in contrast, this risk cannot occur when a series of contiguous polygons is
generated randomly, and consequently the choice was made in favour of this method.
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Figure 5.12. Two ways for defining the sampling zones: on the left a regular grid and on the
right a randomly generated set of contiguous polygons. Area of study: South Shetland.

At this point it is important to remember that for a correct calculation of spatial
autocorrelation no gaps are allowed within the areal units. Thus all the polygons
randomly generated have to be continuous and the so called “islands effect” has to be
avoided. For instance figure 5.13 shows a correct way of generating random polygons
across a geographic area comprised of real islands. As noticeable the small islands
between North Uist and South Harris are all connected through the polygons, hence
each of them will have neighbours.
Afterwards a set of random points17 was generated independently for each area of
study in order to cover the whole surface; nevertheless because the interest was in
identifying patterns of landscape elements on land, some of the points that fell into the
sea were selected and moved onto the land. This data manipulation did not influence
the final result of the characterisation analysis because the sea was always identified

17

The random points can be easily generated within arcGIS 9.2 with a tool “create random points” that is
stored in data management tools/feature class (arc toolbox)
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as a distinct and unique pattern, well differentiated from the others. The main visible
consequence from moving the random points from the sea to the land was that in the
sea the points were fewer and more distant from each other, thus the size of the
polygons generated from these points was slightly larger than those on the land (see
figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13. The 3000 randomly generated polygons cover entirely and contiguously the area
of study of North Uist and South Harris which is comprised of many islands. Notice the
difference in size of the polygons drew in the open sea and inland.

Due to the importance of location, the geographic coordinates, easting and northing
of the British National Grid, were calculated for each random point, and then the
Voronoi or Thiessen polygons were derived from the points as illustrated in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. Given a set of random points a TIN (triangulated irregular network) are generated
then perpendicular bisectors of the lines connecting the points are traced in order to derive the
Thiessen polygons (Source: ArcGIS help-on-line).

There are two key points about the sampling technique adopted that need to be kept
in mind. First of all the number of points, and consequently polygons, determines the
scale18 of the analysis, in a way that the greater the number of points, the smaller the
area of the polygons and the finer the scale (see figure 5.15). Due to the well-known
influence exerted by scale in geographical analyses it was thought opportune to
quantify how much scale would contribute to the spatial variation of the landscape
character types by generating two sets of random points and precisely 1000 and 3000
points19. Tests to verify the differences in the maps of landscape character types at
1000 and 3000 polygons (scale) are described in chapter 7.

18

There is a difference between the scale as intended in MAUP and here. In the first case the scale effect
is caused by the aggregation of the spatial units, here scale is determined by the change of the number of
random polygons. Being randomly generated, 1000 and 3000 show different boundaries, hence 1000
polygons shape file is a new file and not an aggregation of the 3000 polygons.
19
In the case of North Uist and South Harris area of study, the minimum area calculated in the map with
1000 polygons is 5.59 hectares which correspond to the size of 12.42 football pitches. While the minimum
area measured in the map at scale 3000 polygons is 0.94 hectares, and namely 2.08 football pitches. The
area of a cell in a raster map was 2500 m². The area of a football pitch is approx. 4500 m². Thus the two
scale adopted seemed appropriate for the analysis.
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of cell size values between sets of randomly generated polygons. It is
clear how 3000 polygons are more densely distributed and smaller than the respective 1000
ones. These characteristics translate into a finer scale of investigation.

In addition to scale, the choice about the number of random points was constrained
by the computational capacity of both the tabulate area tool and the cluster analysis.
ArcGIS 9.2 crashed several times when tabulating a shape file of 6000 polygons and
the raster maps (which, as previously mentioned, have 1000 rows and 1000 columns).
Similarly Minitab, software used for the cluster analysis, gave up the calculations when
more than 3000 polygons were processed.
The decision on the number of points and polygons highlights another time that a
personal judgement is almost unavoidable, therefore it is acknowledged that the
methodology is quantitative but not totally objective.
At this point the information for the calculation of spatial autocorrelation was ready to
be processed in R by the package called spdep.

5.5 Calculation of the neighbourhood network and spatial autocorrelation

Spatial autocorrelation implies a series of operational steps that are summarised in the
scheme below.
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As noticeable the starting point is to determine the number of neighbours for each
Thiessen polygon. There are two main ways of defining a neighbour relationship: one is
based on taking into account adjacency and the other distance. The literature reviewed
is relatively limited about the use of method and criteria for defining the neighbourhood
relationships. However, Dray (2008) recommended for areal units, like polygons, the
use of the adjacency criterion and therefore this was chosen for the current research.
Adjacency uses either the rook or the queen methods and as illustrated in figure 5.16
if the queen method is applied then 8 neighbours are identified for the unit number 6. In
contrast, if the rook method is chosen then the number of neighbours for the unit 6 is
halved. This discrepancy happens because in the first case the units surrounding the
unit number 6 have to share only a point in order to be classified neighbours. In the
second case only the units that share a boundary, with length greater than zero, are
considered neighbours of the unit number 6.
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Figure 5.16. The most simple/easy example of lattice data is represented by a grid (left). The
two methods that identify the neighbours on the basis of first order contiguity rules are the rook
and queen (right). The target unit (number 6) is in blue and the neighbours are in yellow. The
difference between rook and queen lies on the criterion adopted by the two methods (source:
Voss and Ramsay, 2006).

In its works Dray (2008 and Dray et al. 2008) did not add further specification about
the rook and the queen method. In order to clarify which method would be the most
suitable for the Thiessen polygons a further investigation was carried out. The area of
study “East”, in figure 5.17, is taken here as example. The results were very interesting
and added more knowledge about the way the contiguity method works when applied
to polygons.
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Figure 5.17. Location of the area of study “East”

As depicted in figure 5.16, for the polygon considered (in blue) it appears that the
queen and rook methods lead respectively 8 and 4 neighbours. This is true in a regular
grid, nevertheless it was observed that for Thiessen polygons, derived from randomly
generated points, the queen and the rook methods produce exactly the same number
of neighbours as illustrated in figure 5.18. The reason is because the points are
connected through lines that follow identical directions (see previous figure 5.14).

Figure 5.18

Before carrying on with the calculation it is essential to check that all the polygons
have at least a neighbour, which means that all of them are contiguous, otherwise
there is a risk to incur in the so called “island effect”. For an island in fact it is
impossible to define neighbours, thus isolated polygons similar to islands have to be
avoided.
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a)

b)
Figure 5.18. Contrary to a regular grid, the queen and rook methods applied to Thiessen
polygons provide the same results in terms of number of neighbours. a) Shows the summary of
the links (neighbours) and weights calculated by using spdep package in R. As noticeable the
values are exactly the same and it is not a surprise that the graphs (b) displaying the
neighbourhood network coincide.

As illustrated in figure 5.19 in R it is relatively easy to retrieve the information about
the polygons and their neighbours. If “zero” is absent in the line that indicates the
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neighbours by number of polygons it means that all the polygons have at least a
neighbour. In the example eight polygons have the minimum number of neighbours
which for East is two.

Figure 5.19. The summary of the rook contiguity method is very informative and allows the
number of neighbours to be easily and quickly checked. In R the polygons and the neighbours
are referred respectively as regions and links. In this case there are not island polygons and as
indicated, the range of neighbours goes from 2 to 11. Respectively, 496 and 514 polygons have
5 or 6 neighbours.

The spatial relationships amongst the polygons are conventionally stored and
organised in a matrix and are represented individually by a row and a column (Lee and
Wong, 2001). In this research spdep produced a binary connectivity matrix because it
attributed value equals to 1 to adjacent (neighbouring) cells otherwise the cell were
equal to 0. A binary connectivity matrix reveals several interesting characteristics: the
elements along the major diagonal score zero because it is assumed that no polygon is
a neighbour of itself; the sum of the cell values by row provides the number of
neighbours identified for a unit; the matrix is symmetric, so that from the major
diagonal, which divides the matrix in two triangles, the upper triangle of cells is the
mirror of the lower triangle (Lee and Wong, 2001).
Overall this is not a good point for the matrix, because it means that redundant
information is stored, thus in order to keep a more manageable amount of information it
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should be necessary to isolate only the polygons with neighbours and then group them
in a new matrix and use it for measuring the spatial autocorrelation.
Reducing the size of the binary connectivity matrix and avoiding redundancy in the
information stored is optional and it depends essentially on the capacity of the personal
computer in use. Instead, the enhancement of the connectivity matrix through an
operation of standardisation is compulsory. In fact although the matrix tells us whether
or not the polygons have neighbours, it doesn’t indicate the strength of the relationship
between the spatial units (Dray, 2008). The solution is a standardised (weighted)
matrix, although the choice of the weight is a critical decision because it defines the
limits of the autocorrelation indices20 (Dray, 2008).
When the influence of each neighbour is considered the same, the standardised
(weighted) matrix is called row-sum standardised matrix. In brief, the weights are
derived by calculating the ratios of each polygon with respect to their total influence
which is equal to 1 since each neighbour exerts the same amount of influence on the
central polygon (Dray, 2008 and Chessel et al, 2003).
On this basis, the weight is simply the average of the neighbours and can be
expressed as
weight = 1/number of neighbours

The resulting matrix is no more symmetric but still presents a major diagonal with
cells equal to zero (see figure 5.20).
The row sum standardise weighing matrix is in general preferred because it is not
dependant on the number of neighbours, thus it allows a correct analysis in case of an
irregular lattice dataset (Dray et al., 2008). In fact in case of a regular lattice data, for
example a uniform grid, the number of neighbours is constant and a binary connectivity
matrix can be used for the calculation of Moran’s I without being weighted.

20

For instance a row-sum standardised weighting matrix the maximum of Moran’s I is 1. While for non
standardised weighting matrix the maximum depends on the values in the matrix (Dray et al, 2008)
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Figure 5.20. Top Binary contiguity matrix; the value 1 is associated to the cells that are
adjacent and therefore neighbours. The last column sums the values by row and indicates the
number of neighbours. Bottom Row-sum standardised matrix. The value of the cell
corresponds to the weight (1/number of neighbours). As noticeable the last column, indicated
with Σ, is always equal to 1 and is the sum of the influence exerted by each polygon (source:
Voss and Ramsay, 2006). For clarity the value of 0 has been associated only to the diagonal at
the centre of the matrices; however all the blank cells have the value of 0.
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On the contrary, in presence of an irregular lattice data, the number of neighbours is
not constant and has an effect on the calculation of Moran’s I. The row sum
standardisation method controls/overcomes the effect due to the number of neighbours
by making each neighbour to exert the same influence (Dray et al, 2008).
On the basis of the considerations explained above and because the data in this
current research assumes the form of irregular lattice (randomly generated Thiessen
polygons) it was decided to adopt a row-sum standardised weighting matrix, based on
the first order contiguity rook method. To be precise the package spdep firstly
calculates the binary connectivity matrix (first order rook method) and secondly derives
the row-sum standardised matrix as illustrated in figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21. Binary connectivity matrix and row sum standardised weighted matrix calculated
with spdep package for the East area of study. Notice that the graphical representation of the
neighbourhood network is also displayed.

From the explanation provided so far it is clear that the role played by the neighbours
in the measurement of the spatial autocorrelation is pivotal. This evidence stresses
once more that in the pattern analysis the elements count more in their whole and not
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as individuals; furthermore the link to the ideas of studying the landscape from a
holistic perspective is reinforced.

After the neighbourhood network is defined and a standardised connectivity matrix is
derived, all the conditions are present to measure the generalised Moran’s I index of
spatial autocorrelation which is stated in equation 1.

(1)

where n is the number of spatial units indexed by i and j; x is the variable of interest;
¯x is the mean of x; and cij is the connectivity matrix.
If cij equates to W it is transformed in a row-sum standardised weighting matrix as
below
(2)

When cij is applied to the index, Lee (2001, cited in Dray et al., 2008) proposes a
decomposition of Moran’s I into two parts using the concept of spatial lag (Anselin,
1996 cited in Dray et al., 2008). The lag vector equates to the averages of the
neighbours weighted by the connectivity matrix and it is computed as
(3)
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Thus the use of a row-sum standardised weighting matrix transforms equation (1) to
(4)

which indicates that Moran’s I is reduced to a ratio of quadratic forms and provides
the lag vector (z=x=Wx) as a smoother operator since it represents the weighted
average of the neighbouring values.
Moran’s I is based on the hypothesis that spatial autocorrelation affects the spatial
structure of the data, in contrasts with the null hypothesis of no spatial autocorrelation
which implies a random distribution of the data (Lee and Wong, 2001). In case of null
hypothesis the expected value of Moran’s I equates to:
(5)

With this in mind, the stage after calculating Moran’s index is to verify whether or not
the hypothesis of spatial autocorrelation is valid. However, since the simple difference
between observed Moran’s I and expected Moran’s I does not inform if the calculated
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value of the index is statistically significant, it is necessary to carry out a tailored test for
significance, usually performed through a Monte Carlo randomisation test. The number
of permutations or randomisation is defined by the analyst and usually is 99 or 999
(Lee and Wong, 2001). The differences in the number of permutations are explained in
terms of significance level, for instance if 999 permutations are used then the
correspondent significance level is 0.001, whereas in case of 99 permutations, the
significance level equates to 0.01 (Anselin, 2005). Therefore it is up to the analyst to
determine the level of accuracy when performing a randomisation test; the smaller the
value of the significant level (p-value) the higher the confidence that the data is
statistically significant.
Figure 5.22 illustrates the graph commonly used to plot the results of the
randomisation test. This graph is a simpler way of understanding how the
randomisation test works.

Figure 5.22. Example of graphic representation of the test based on 999 permutations carried
out to test the statistical significance of the observed Moran’s I.
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The black lines on the left refer to the randomly simulated values while the single line,
which represents the original data, is on the right. If this line is far apart from the black
ones then the graph indicates that Moran’s I is statistically significant, the spatial
autocorrelation is confirmed and the null hypothesis can be rejected. In contrast, if the
single line is within the range of the black ones, the data is randomly distributed and
the null hypothesis has to be accepted.
As explained, Moran’s I informs whether or not the spatial autocorrelation within pair
of observations across the whole dataset is positive or negative. Nevertheless in order
to know more about the strength of spatial autocorrelation in the relationship between
neighbouring polygons it is necessary to refer to the Moran scatter plot (see figure
5.23), which was proposed by Anselin in 1996 (Dray et al, 2008).

Figure 5.23. Example of a Moran scatter plot in a univariate analysis. The variable “open shrub”
is compared to the lagged variable “W_open shrub”. The strength of spatial autocorrelation can
be read along the line which crosses the first and third quadrat. The points along this line
indicate a strong positive spatial autocorrelation. The overall Moran’s I index is calculates and
equates to 0.42.
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The graph determines the strength of spatial autocorrelation by plotting the original
variable n against the spatial lag21 Wn (the weighted average of the neighbouring
values) of the variable n. The scatter plot shows four quadrants, the first and the third
indicate positive spatial autocorrelation. In these quadrants, the variable and the lagged
variable are similar and reveal a strong relationship. Data plotted in the second and
fourth quadrants indicates a negative spatial autocorrelation and hence both variable
and lagged variable are dissimilar and show a weak relationship.
The determination of the causes and effects of a spatial relationships is not in the
interest of this research, nevertheless once again it must be remembered that Moran’s
I does not indicate what is causing the autocorrelation but it informs on the strength of
spatial autocorrelation amongst the data and warns who investigates the spatial
processes underlying patterns about the absence of independence amongst the
observations.

Overall through the chapter it emerged that GIS need the support of statistics in order
to conduct geographical analyses on complex issues (topics). Therefore, from now it is
more appropriate to refer to a GIS/statistics-based methodology for landscape
characterisation.
The next chapter is dedicated to the description the spatial statistics applied for the
identification of the spatial patterns within an area of study, namely the character types
of the landscape. The statistics perform multivariate analysis by taking into account
spatial autocorrelation.

21

A spatially lagged variable is an essential part of the analysis of spatial autocorrelation. It corresponds to
the sum of spatial weights multiplied with the values for observations at neighbouring locations. The
lagged variable is indicated with a “W” (Anselin, 2005).
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CHAPTER 6

MULTISPATI: a spatially constrained multivariate analysis for
landscape characterisation

Glen Strathfarrar and loch Beannacharan (I.Marengo).
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6.1 A methodology for landscape characterisation

After the spatial connection between the Thiessen polygons was created the
tabulate area tool22 of ArcGIS could be run for each thematic map in order to quantify
the landscape elements composition within each Thiessen polygon. The outcomes of
the tabulate area tool were tables n x p where n are the rows indicating the polygons
and p are the columns referring to the class of landscape elements (from now are
called variables). The cells of the table contain the area (square meters) occupied by
the elements in each polygon. Since the minimum mapping unit is 2500 square meters
(50m x 50m cell size) it was easier to transform the surface area into the “count” of cell
as figure 6.1 illustrates.

Figure 6.1. In order to simplify the tables the landscape elements were quantified in terms of
number of cells (table on the right) instead of area (m²) occupied (table on the left).

Afterwards, the tables were joined to the Thiessen polygon shape file so that for each
polygon it was possible to obtain a summary of the landscape elements composition
(see figure 6.2). The length of the table, on average 45-50 variables, was not a
surprise; however it was interesting to see how the landscape elements occurred and
distributed within the polygons. By querying the polygons as showed in figure 6.2 it was
very difficult to define the way the landscape elements were associated to each other
and it was almost impossible to try and describe the character of the landscape.
22

The tabulate are tool is stored in the spatial analyst tool/zonal statistics (arc toolbox)
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Indeed, the information was in the table but needed to be extracted with another
statistical technique able to take into account the spatial autocorrelation amongst the
polygons.

Figure 6.2. By selecting each polygon it is possible to derive the information about the
associated landscape elements composition. Here the example of East area of study.

The information collected so far for the identification of the character of the landscape
can be summarised as it follows:
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a row-sum standardised weighted matrix, obtained with the package spdep,
ready to be used for the calculation of the generalised Moran’s I;
a table with the quantification of the landscape elements for each Thiessen
polygons, retrieved with the tabulate area of ArcGIS 9.2.

The next phase was to choose the spatial statistics technique that could use both
tables and define quantitatively and spatially those spatial structures within the data
that would correspond to the character types of the landscape.
As described in chapter 5 the statistical program R was chosen to integrate the
statistical tools provided by arcGIS 9.2 for several reasons; R it is free of charge,
entirely accessible from the internet and identifies the latest and powerful support for
statistical analyses. ArcGIS 9.2 offers a series of mapping and analytical tools but the
level and complexity of statistics that it can perform is relatively low. The previous
chapter described how the package spdep helped in the calculation of the
neighbourhood network, in this chapter the focus is on other two packages, precisely
Ade4 and adegenet, which were chosen for this research due to their successful
application of spatially constrained multivariate analysis (Drat et al., 2008, Saby et al,
2009, Jombart, 2009, Dray and Jombart, 2010).
MULTISPATI, which stands for multivariate spatially constrained analysis, belongs to
Ade4 and, after the adoption of the first law of geography, marks the second
fundamental turning point of this research. In fact it allows the analysis of all the
landscape elements at the same time and simultaneously it takes into account the
effect of spatial autocorrelation.
With the three mentioned R packages, this research has finally got the spatial
statistics able to identify the character of the landscape. On this basis the methodology
of analysis was drawn and its steps are summarised in figure 6.3.
The first step consists in dividing the area of study into sampling zones, which for this
research correspond to the randomly generated Thiessen polygons. In ArcGIS 9.2
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these polygons are overlapped to the maps of landscape elements and through the
tabulate area tool, the count of the classes of landscape elements within each polygon
is performed.
From the same Thiessen polygons, in R the package spdep defines the
neighbourhood network which allows the completion of the second step of the
methodology and provides the row sum standardised matrix which is used for the
calculation of the Moran’s I index.
The third step is about the application of MULTISPATI which carries simultaneously a
multivariate

analysis

(Principal

Component

Analysis

or

PCA)

and

spatial

autocorrelation analysis by calculating Moran’s I on the basis of the weighed matrix.
The results from MULTISPATI are then processed in a cluster analysis intended to
extract the spatial patterns in a way that they could be imported and visualised in
arcGIS 9.2.

Figure 6.3. Main steps of the methodology of analysis for landscape characterisation based on
GIS and MULTISPATI.

Thus, GIS and R worked in synergy and the rest of the chapter describes how the
GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology for landscape characterisation performs.
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6.2 The approach with standard multivariate PCA analysis

Multivariate statistics is concerned about the analysis of more than one statistical
variable and can be conducted through several models and different types of analysis.
This current research wants to understand which variables (elements in the landscape)
are associated in a unique way so that they contribute to the character of a landscape.
From the tables retrieved by the tabulate area tool it emerged that some elements were
either completely not recorded (the count was equal to zero) or they occurred rarely
(the count was less than a third of the total possible cells). Therefore, the question was
whether or not it was more effective to try and extract from all the variables analysed
only those that contributed to explain significantly the landscape elements composition.
On this basis it was decided to use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as
statistical type of multivariate statistics. The main advantage of using PCA is that it
transforms a number of possibly correlated variables in a smaller number of
uncorrelated variables called principal components; hence PCA separates the
variables according to the way they are associated and distributed in relation to each
other.
PCA was calculated using the package Ade4, which allows the calculation of both a
standard and a spatially constrained (MULTISPATI) PCA. The former was necessary in
order to summarize the variability of the landscape elements. The latter was used to
reveal spatial patterns due to the effects of spatial autocorrelation.
The PCA analysis in Ade4 uses a data table as a statistical triplet (X,Q,D) where X is
a n x p data table with n row (polygons) and p columns (variables); Q is a p x p positive
symmetric matrix used to measure the relationships between the variables and D is a n
x n symmetric matrix used to measure the differences between the polygons (Dray et
al, 2008, Dray and Dufour 2007). The transformation of the data into a statistical triplet
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is a consequence of the application of the duality diagram (dudi) theory23 to the data
analysis. Two are the key principles of dudi:

1) computing the differences between observed sites and
2) identifying the associations between the variables

and both are related in that the associations between variables are used to explain
the differences between observed sites. On this basis dudi allows the identification of
spatial structures within the data and the detection of patterns.

To obtain optimal performance from PCA it is necessary to know more about the data
and its characteristics, since it may be necessary to adjust it prior to analysis. The
basic statistics and the test for normality were carried out first and the results showed a
non normal distribution in the observed variables along with significant differences in
variances and means. Some of them were very small and others were much larger. As
a result, it was thought opportune to try and approximate the data distribution to a
Gaussian line and to bring the mean and variance of the variables roughly to similar
values. The last operation was particularly important because, as seen in chapter 5,
one of the assumptions of spatial autocorrelation is stationarity, that occurs when the
observed values have approximately similar means and variances across the whole
area of study. A range of methods can be used to transform the data and for this study,
the mean centring and the logarithmic transformation were chosen in order to achieve
the condition of stationarity assumed by Moran’s I.
Mean centring consists of calculating the mean for each variable then subtracting it
from the variable values for each observation. As a result the recalculated mean
equates to zero. Centring adjusts for differences in the offset between high and low
23

The duality diagram theory belongs to the French School of Analyse des données that stands
for data analysis. For further information, refer to Dray and Dufour (2007) who provide a more
detailed description of the duality diagram theory.
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values assumed by the variables and it investigates variance from the mean data
rather than the data as a whole (Van den Berg et al, 2006).
The second type of transformation focuses on the variance from the mean and not
from the whole data. The logarithmic transformation is potentially appropriate because
it works efficiently for data that are positively skewed (like that in this research) and
whose distribution requires to be more symmetrical. The transformation converts the
original data in logarithms by compressing the data and reducing the variation in the
mean and variance values; precisely the large values in the dataset are reduced more
than the small values (Van den Berg et al, 2006). The results from the data
transformation are illustrated in figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4. Summary of the values of mean and variance assumed by the data of “East” area of
study before and after mean centrings and logarithmic transformation. The differences from the
original to the transformed data stand out clearly.
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The transformation in general succeeded and the data could be processed in
dudi.pca24 which creates a new smaller set of variables that captures as much variance
in the original dataset as possible. These new variables, called components, are sorted
into descending order in a plot illustrated in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5. Bar plot (or scree plot) obtained by performing the standard PCA on the
transformed data of “East” area of study. The vertical axis shows the eigenvalues, while the
bars represent the components, or uncorrelated variables which summarise the variance of the
original data.

The y axis of the bar plot in figure 6.15 refers to the total variance of the original data
explained by each component and this is called eigenvalues. The components, which
are the variables in the dataset, are represented by the bars. For instance here the first
five eigenvalues equates to 21.85, 13.66, 11.34, 9.44 and 5.20. An abrupt decrease in
eigenvalues in general indicates the boundary between true patterns and not
interpretable structures.

24

dudi.pca is the code used in R to perform a PCA on the basis of the duality diagram theory.
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Commonly, the decision about the number of components to keep for the rest of the
analysis is made on the basis of the results from the bar plot and the calculated values
of the inertia (variance) and cumulative inertia, which are the proportion/percentage of
the total variance accounted by each component. Figure 6.6 shows how the
components are sorted into descending order according to the amount of inertia that
they account for in the original dataset. Cumulatively, all the variables account for
100% of the variation and each of them accounts as much of the remaining total
variance of the original data as possible.

Figure 6.6. Inertia and cumulative inertia expressed by each component. The percentage
values decrease from the first to the last component indicating that the relevance of each
component in the overall explanation of the data decreases. The cumulative inertia shows that
the first 4 components account for the 51% of the total variance of the original data and so
should be chosen for interpreting the structure of the data.

The first and second components explain 19.7% and 12.3% respectively of the
variance of the original dataset while cumulatively both express the 32.10% of the
variance. Fundamentally the main expectation from conducting PCA is that the
correlations among original variables are large enough so that the first few principal
components account for most of the variance and therefore are able to explain the
data. If this happens, then it is possible to derive a clear structure of the relationships
amongst the data with a reduced number of variables and without losing information. In
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the example of East, on the basis of the eigenvalues, inertia and cumulative inertia, it
was decided to retain the first four components.

An interesting representation of the variables and the way they occur in each
component is given by the loadings plot which is derived by using the package
adegenet. The loadings represent the relative weight (or importance) of each variable
in each component rescaled with the amount of variance expressed by the component.
For example figure 6.7 depicts the loadings of the first component which accounts for
19.7% of the variance of the original variables; the plot revealed that 9 variables
amongst the 44 analysed stood out above the threshold of the 3rd quantile25 and they
were indicative as clearly relevant variables for the first component. In other words the
representation of the loadings gives further clues about the composition of the
components and it is a way of gaining an insight into the most representative variables
(landscape elements) that contribute to the character of the landscape.
The investigation of the loadings was carried out for all the 4 components retained in
the analysis and the variables that were the most likely to contribute to the character of
the landscape of the study area were:

Geology bedrock: metamorphic dalradian (metamorph_2 in the plot);
Landforms: straths, hill tops;
Landcover: arable, conifers, improved grassland, dwarf shrubs;
Settlement types: dispersed houses;
Historic period/time depth: prehistoric period, 17th-19th and 20th- 21st centuries

25

rd

The threshold of the 3 quantile is set by default in adegenet, however it can be changed.
Here the decision was to keep it since it allows the variables that contributed most to the spatial
structure within the data to be identified with sufficient accuracy.
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Figure 6.7. The loading plot allows the visualisation of the contribution of each variable,
expressed as squared loadings, within each principal component. In this research the analysis
of the loadings is carried out only for the components that are retained and considered relevant
rd
to the identification of patterns in the data. The horizontal line in the graph in light grey is the 3
quantile threshold.

The biplot is another helpful plot to understand the operation carried out by PCA
because it illustrates the distribution of the variables along the first two PCA axes (see
figure 6.8). The variables are represented through vectors, whose length is an
indication of the influence of the variable: e.g. short vectors represent variables with
low importance. Moreover, if the vectors are close to each other and point towards the
same direction, the variables are positively correlated to each other, whereas the
variables show a negative correlation when their vectors diverge to opposite points in
the plot.
In the example of East, the first axis clearly separates areas characterised by arable
and farming fields, dispersed houses, broadleaves and improved grassland, from areas
identified by moorland, plantations, dwarf shrubs, hills and glens. In contrast, the
second axis provides a neat differentiation only on the basis of geological bedrock. In
fact areas with sedimentary and igneous rocks are well distinct from those
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characterised by metamorphic dalradian rocks. However, the second axis highlights an
interesting detail; the sedimentary and igneous rocks are typical of the flat areas where
a deposit of gravel and sand has accumulated (notice in the plot the positive correlation
amongst these variables), while the dalradian metamorphic rocks are positively
correlated to a more undulating terrain, represented by open slopes, hill tops and
glens.

Figure 6.8. Principal component analysis (PCA) biplot of the 49 variables representing the
landscape elements of East, are of study. The variables are distributed along the first two axes
of PCA according to their degree of relevance (length of the lines) and their degree of
correlation (positive if the lines are pointing in the same direction and closer to each other,
whereas negative if the lines diverge).

The information conveyed by the biplot assumes great relevance because it helps to
understand and interpret correctly the map of scores (see figure 6.9). The scores
correspond to a matrix in which the columns are the principal axes of PCA and the
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rows are the individual data records (the polygons). The value in the cells of the matrix
is the linear function of the original variables for which the variance has been
maximised by PCA.

Figure 6.9. Geographical representation of the structures detected with the standard PCA
analysis.

The squares indicate the scores (that on the input map are the polygons) and their
size depends on the value of score. Instead the colour, black and white, marks the
positive or negative sign of the value of the scores. The maps, still calculated in R,
allow the analyst to have a first idea of where patterns of landscape elements occur in
the study area.
It is worth noticing that these patterns reflect the distribution of the variables along the
PCA axes (see figure 6.18). As far as the example of East is concerned, in the map of
scores of the first PCA axis it was possible to identify the areas with arable and farming
fields (the white squares) against the areas with moorland and conifers (the black
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squares). A less clear pattern could be retrieved from the map of scores of the second
PCA axis, but it was not a surprise since the axis separated the areas only on the basis
of the geological bedrock. Sedimentary and igneous rocks correspond to the black
squares, while dalradian rocks are depicted with the white squares. Similar analysis
can be carried out to interpret the remaining maps.
The main conclusion was that PCA was able to identify spatial patterns in the data
but only by taking into account their variability. In fact the components retained for the
analysis were chosen on the basis of their maximised variance and not because of the
influence of the geographic location. A standard PCA does not carry any measure of
spatial autocorrelation in its calculation; nevertheless the maps do suggest the
presence of a spatial pattern. As a consequence Moran’s I was measured in order to
help to understand whether or not the structure of the data highlighted in the maps of
scores could be driven by spatial autocorrelation. A high value of Moran’s I would
suggest evidence of spatial autocorrelation in the organisation of the data. The results
of Moran’s I calculated for the 4 axes were then tested for statistical significance with a
Monte Carlo randomisation test and the positive results are illustrated in figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10

The higher values of Moran’s I in axis 1, 3 and 4 compared to that in axis 2 confirmed
what the maps of the scores depicted, and namely that the patterns in axis 2 were less
specified and more difficult to interpret.
A standard PCA, like dudi.pca, detects structures in the data that are associated with
the strongest variance, however, if the aim is to highlight the influence of the spatial
location as contributor of spatial patterns within the data then it is appropriate to use
MULTISPATI-PCA because it integrates Moran’s I in the multivariate analysis. Hence,
the next stage in the analysis is to apply MULTISPATI-PCA for the identification of
spatial patterns on the basis of the influence of spatial autocorrelation.
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Figure 6.10. Moran’s I calculated for each component in order to verify if the strength of the
spatial autocorrelation in the data. In this case all the components show a high value of spatial
autocorrelation which suggests that the patterns detected by standard PCA could be due to
spatial autocorrelation.

The outcomes from MULTISPATI-PCA that are expected to change are the maps of
scores (above all that one referring to the second axis) which should show clearer and
more defined spatial structures. In this way MULTISPATI-PCA would demonstrate that
spatial location affects the way variables associate with each other and that it enables
a better identification of the spatial patterns.

6.3 The approach with MULTISPATI-PCA

MULTISPATI-PCA generalises the measure of autocorrelation of a variable through
the application of Moran’s I in the context of a multivariate analysis. In other words, it
determines the relationships amongst many variables and their spatial structures by
introducing the row-sum standardised weighted matrix W in the statistical triplet X,Q,D
which was previously calculated in dudi.pca (Dray et al, 2008).
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The calculations in the spatially constrained PCA proceeded exactly as in dudi.pca
with the fundamental difference that the spatial weighted matrix was introduced in the
identification of the principal components see figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11. The difference in the calculation of the standard and spatially constrained PCA are
visible in the code used in R. The first red row indicates the way of calculating standard PCA,
which is based on the data transformed (eastdata_log). While the second red row shows how
MULTISPATI integrates the spatial weight matrix (east.listw) to the analysis of the principal
components (eastdata2_pca). In MULTISPATI it is required to select the first and second
number of axes: the second number of axis refers to the negative eigenvalues which
MULTISPATI can calculate since spatial autocorrelation can also assume negative values.
(Jombart, 2009)

Similarly to dudi.pca it was necessary to select the most relevant components by
looking at the scree plot of the eigenvalues and again the first 4 axes seemed the most
informative (see figure 6.12).
Figure 6.12

Unlike standard multivariate analysis, the eigenvalues of MULTISPATI are composite
because they measure both variance and spatial autocorrelation (Jombart, 2009). The
first differences from dudi.pca could be read in the summary of the calculations
performed in MULTISPATI and illustrated in figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13
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Figure 6.12. Scree plot derived after calculating MULTISPATI-PCA. Contrary to the standard
PCA the eigenvalues indicate both variance and spatial autocorrelation. Information on both
these aspects can be extracted by decomposing the eigenvalues by using a different graph
(Jombart, 2009).

Figure 6.13. The summary of the calculations performed in MULTISPATI is highly informative.
The comparison between the values of variance and Moran’s I obtained with dudi.pca and
MULTISPATI helps to understand the influence of space as driving factor in the presence and
distribution of spatial patterns. “Var” (variance) decreases and Moran’s I increases as indication
of the contribution of spatial autocorrelation to the formation of patterns in the original data.
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The summary is relevant and informative because it explains what MULTISPATI-PCA
achieves. Two are the key information to understand how MULTISPATI works: the
variance (“var”) and Moran’s I. All the scores in MULTISPATI maximise the spatial
autocorrelation between the sites, whereas those in dudi.pca maximise the variance,
hence the analyst expects a loss in variance (“var”) between the compared values of
“var” in dudi.pca and in MULTISPATI. Here the loss was equal to 16.64 versus 16.54
for component 1; 12.26 versus 10.6 for component 2 and 10.35 versus 7.6 for
component 3.
Operationally MULTISPATI extends the concept of lag vector, that it was mentioned
in chapter 5, to construct a lag matrix WX. The original data table X, which corresponds
to the triplet (X,Q,D) is fully matched with the lag matrix W, so that the two tables
contain the same variables for the same sites. MULTISPATI analyses this pair of tables
by a coinertia analysis that maximises the scalar product between the linear
combination of the original variables (here the principal components calculated in PCA)
and the linear combination of lagged variables. The result is a linear combination of
variables which maximises the product of the autocorrelation (a generalised version of
Moran’s) by the variance calculated with a standard PCA (Dray et al, 2008, Ollier,
2005).
The maximisation of the spatial autocorrelation corresponds at the same time to a
loss in the value of variance and to a gain in the value of Moran. In the example in
figure 6.23 the increment of the index was consistent for the components 2 and 3,
where Moran rose from 0.51 to 0.80 and from 0.77 to 0.81 respectively.
A plot that can help to clarify the correlation between dudi.pca and the MULTISPATIPCA components is the correlation circle which plots the principal components selected
in dudi.pca against the first two components of MULTISPATI. If the correlation circle
records a null or weak correlation between the dudi.pca and the MULTISPATI-PCA
components, there is indication that a change occurred in the spatial structure of the
data (see figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.14. The analysis of the projection of the first axes selected in the standard PCA onto
the two first components of MULTISPATI-PCA is carried out in order to understand whether or
not relationships between the two patterns identified by the two analyses are registered.

In the example of “East”, figure 6.14 reveals that axis 1 of dudi.pca is strongly
correlated to first component of MULTISPATI (CS1 = 0.99), while axis 2, 3 and 4 of
dudi.pca show very weak correlation to its correspondent MULTISPATI components
(CS2 = 0.45; CS3 = -0.18; CS4 = 0.27). The differences between the last three PCA
axes and the MULTISPATI-PCA components can be retraced in MULTISPATI map of
scores which should depict different spatial patterns.
In contrast to standard PCA, MULTISPATI plots both scores and lagged scores. The
last ones are added because tend to project a clearer picture of the spatial distribution
of the data. In fact the lagged scores are the sum of spatial weights multiplied with
values for observation at neighbouring locations (Anselin, 2003) and act as a
smoothing operator (see figure 6.15).
The map of scores for axis 1 showed similarities with the map obtained with a
standard PCA (see previous figure 6.9) and it confirmed what already illustrated by the
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correlation circle. In contrast, the map of scores of the other axes revealed the most
noticeable difference, if compared to its peer in figure 6.9. The MULTISPATI-PCA
maps of scores/lagged scores depict more distinct and recognisable spatial patterns
than the PCA maps, and the reason is because of the gain in the values of Moran’s I
index.

Figure 6.15. The maps of scores and lagged scores plotted for the four principal axes. There are cases,
for instance the fourth axis, when the maps of the lagged variables display the patterns in a clearer way.
This is due to the fact that the lagged variables are the average of the neighbours’ values, thus they tend
to smooth the patterns.

Similarly to dudi.pca it is possible to retrieve information on the variables and the way
they contribute to the spatial patterns by looking at the biplot (figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.16. MULTISPATI-PCA biplot of East area of study. This plot can be compared to that
one in figure 6.18 in order to understand how the spatial patterns are influenced by spatial
autocorrelation

Along the first axis the similarity with the biplot obtained by running PCA is evident;
whereas differences in the location and composition of the variables along the second
axis are more noticeable. The importance of metamorphic dalradian rocks is more
pronounced (longer line than in PCA biplot) at indication of an increased influence in
the identification of spatial patterns. Metamorphic dalradian rocks are opposite to
sedimentary and igneous rocks which are correlated to flat areas comprised of glacial
sand and gravel, alluvium and abandoned grassland. The last two variables are new if
compared to the biplot of PCA and contribute to form the spatial pattern that on the
map of scores is represented by white squares (see figure 6.15, map of scores, axis 2).
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Finally, as with the standard PCA, the plot of the loadings can be used as a tool to
understand the variables that explain the highest variability in each component. The
variables that appear in figure 6.17 are the most recurrent and possibly dominant in the
landscape.

Figure 6.17. Loading plots for the first four components retained during MULTISPATI-PCA
analysis. It is interesting to see the different ways the variables account for each component
and the different association between them. These observations will reflect different patterns
once displayed a map.

The results from MULTISPATI-PCA inform that the variables generate clustered
patterns; nevertheless it is necessary to perform a statistical test in order to define
whether the patterns occurred by chance or were determined by spatial
autocorrelation. A Monte Carlo permutation test is run with 999 permutations of the
rows of table X, the total inertia of the analysis is computed and its value increases with
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the intensity of the link between the matrix X of the original variables and the matrix WX
of the lagged variables (Ollier, 2005).
In the case of “East” figure 6.18 illustrates that the observed Moran’s I in the graph is
far apart from the simulated values as indication that none of the simulated values were
larger than the observed ones. Hence, the test revealed that the spatial autocorrelation
measured in MULTISPATI was statistically significant.

Figure 6.18. The test for significance depicts that Moran’s I was statistically valid. The line on
the right side of the graph indicates the observed value of Moran’s I and it is well away from the
bars on the left that refer to the simulated values generated through a randomisation process.

From the explanation and description of the results obtained from the application of
MULTISPATI-PCA it emerges that this statistical technique is effective in the
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identification of spatial patterns within the data. However, two points need to be
absolutely remembered:

MULTISPATI is a purely descriptive method based on linear algebra and on
geographical and geometrical properties of the data. It does not rely on any
model of fitting and it can be applied on any type of variables such as binary,
counts, or qualitative ones (Saby et al, 2009);
MULTISPATI should be the preferred method of analysis if the aim is to study
the spatial structure of one dataset. If descriptors (e.g. environmental variables)
other than space are included in order to perform variation partitioning, then
MULTISPATI should not be used. The reason is due to the fact that primarily
MULTISPATI works with spatial autocorrelation and not with variances. Other
techniques such as redundancy analysis with Moran’s eigenvector maps and
principal coordinates of neighbour matrices should be preferred (Dray et al,
2008).

6.6 Cluster analysis: the bridge between MULTISPATI and GIS

As seen above the maps of the scores and lagged scores, plotted axis by axis,
illustrate the spatial patterns identified with MULTISPATI-PCA, however the
representation of the polygons in terms of big or small squares is not useful in practical
terms. In fact it is difficult to understand from those maps which polygon corresponds to
a spatial pattern. Therefore in order to have a clearer display of the different landscape
characters it is necessary to think of a way to export the results from MULTISPATIPCA and import them in arcGIS where clearer maps can be achieved.
According to a previous work carried by S. Ollier (2005) a cluster analysis of the
scores and lagged scores seems to be the bridge between MULTISPATI and GIS. In
its general definition a cluster analysis aims at the designation of groups of similar
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items within a dataset. Commonly the cluster analysis is split into two different
methods: partitioning and hierarchical; the former divides the dataset into a number of
groups pre-designated by the user, while the latter produces a hierarchy of clusters
from the small ones characterised by very similar values to the large ones that include
more dissimilar values (Holland, 2006). Hierarchical clusters can be further split using
two methods: the first is called divisive, which divides a large cluster into two smaller
ones and it repeats this process until all the clusters are divided. The second is called
agglomerative and works exactly in the opposite direction to the previous method
(Holland, 2006).
The agglomerative hierarchical clusters method is commonly used in the natural
sciences and allows displaying similarities of values across a wide range of scales
(Holland, 2006). For this reason, they are the most appropriate for landscape analysis
and were applied in this study. The approach used for cluster analysis is once again a
critical moment because a series of decisions was required about:

the linkage method for considering the values,
the method for considering the distance between the values,
the option of measuring the cluster on the basis of similarities or dissimilarities
and finally the optimal number of clusters for the observed dataset of values.

In this research the cluster analysis was run using the software Minitab, which was
preferred to R because we wanted to try and explore different software as part of the
learning process that characterises the PhD. The use of Minitab highlighted that in
terms of performance R is a much better tool and for the future it is suggested the use
of the package hclust in order to carry out the cluster analysis.
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After several tests and with reference to Ollier (2005), the linkage method “Ward” and
the Euclidean distance26 provided the most convincing results, hence both were
adopted for the cluster analysis. The determination of the number of clusters27 is based
on personal judgement, although this is backed by the analysis of the graph and the
table generated from the cluster analysis.
The dendrogram28 is a useful graph because it allows the analyst to have a better
idea of the way the data is grouped and it shows clearly how the clusters are related to
each other. Figure 6.19 illustrates two dendrograms obtained by clustering the scores
and lagged scores of the area of study “East” at two different levels, respectively 10
and 5 number of clusters.

Figure 6.19

The strength of clustering is indicated by the level of similarity at which the elements
join a cluster. This level is read on the vertical axis of the dendrogram and is
graphically showed by the length of the stems connecting all the data observed;
therefore the shorter the stem the higher the similarity (Holland, 2006). In addition to
the dendrogram the values of similarities and distance between clusters are provided in
two tables displayed by Minitab. These are illustrated in figure 6.20 and refer to the two
dendrograms showed above.

Figure 6.20

26

Specifically the decision of using Euclidean distance was base on the personal comment received by
Dray who explained that “Euclidean” was the more logical distance since MULTISPATI is based on it.
27
The patterns identified on the maps of scores/lagged scores correspond to the clusters of the cluster
analysis.
28
A dendrogram is the graphical output of the agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis that shows the
grouping of the data. It looks as a tree and it is comprises of lines, referred as stems, which link data on
the basis of distance and similarity. A dendrogram that clearly differentiates data in groups has small
distances in the furthest branches of the tree and big distances in the nearest branches.
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Figure 6.19. Two dendrograms of 10 and 5 clusters calculated for the “East” area of study with
1000 polygons.
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Figure 6.20. Tables related to the dendrograms depicted in the previous figure. The most
important information can be read in column C and D where it is possible to understand the
values assumed by similarity and Euclidean distance. It stands out that the smaller the distance
between the variables forming a cluster, the higher their level of similarity.

In deciding the optimal number of clusters, it is necessary to be cautious about the
level of similarity to be maintained. If the similarity is kept very high, many clusters are
likely to be generated and their large number does not simplify the analysis. However,
if the similarity is low, the analyst will deal with a smaller number of clusters which are
likely to be comprised of very different variables (Holland, 2006).
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At the end the choice about the number of clusters to retain was taken on the basis of
the information conveyed by the dendrograms and by the GIS maps (see figure 6.21)
due to their greater readability and clarity in delivering the information.

Figure 6.21

As previously mentioned, a greater number of clusters makes the map of landscape
character types more complex and perhaps more difficult to read. However, if the need
is for a landscape characterisation that looks at the character types in more detail, then
a large number of clusters should be maintained. Otherwise, for a general overview of
the landscape character types, a small number of clusters should be preferred.
Knowledge about the landscape elements composition of each cluster can help to
refine the decision about the best number of clusters to retain in order to represent the
landscape character types of a given area of study. From the attribute table associated
to each cluster it is possible to extract the landscape elements composition and verify
whether or not redundant information about the landscape character types is conveyed.
This operation is explained in the next chapter, which also provides more examples of
application of MULTISPATI-PCA.

This chapter has illustrated the different stages of the second part of statistical
techniques applied to define the landscape character types of a study area.
The choice of PCA is taken with the intention of simplifying a highly complex
geographical system such as the landscape, while the decision to constrain the
analysis to the space with MULTISPATI-PCA follows the theory of spatial
autocorrelation, namely that the elements are not randomly distributed but they
combine to each other according to their proximity and similarity in their values.
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Figure 6.21. Maps of the landscape character types of the area of study “East” at scale 1000
polygons if 10 and 5 clusters, which are calculated on the scores and lagged scores of
MULTISPATI-PCA, are retained.
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In brief MULTISPATI-PCA summarizes and extracts the landscape elements that
occur more frequently and that contribute significantly to describe the whole landscape
by taking into account the influence of the space (geographical location) occupied by
the elements. In order to be visualised in GIS, the spatial structures revealed from
MULTISPATI-PCA are analysed through a cluster analysis which forms them again by
grouping the scores and lagged scores (the value of single polygons and the average
of the values of the neighbouring polygons) into classes with similar characteristics.
In brief the GIS-MULTISPATI based methodology for landscape characterisation is
based on calculating:
MULTISPATI-PCA, which constrains a standard PCA to spatial autocorrelation
rules by applying a row-sum standardised weighted matrix W to the data (the
statistical triplet X, Q, D of the duality diagram dudi at pages 172-173)
previously calculated in standard PCA;
Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis, which is applied to the scores and
lagged scores calculated by MULTISPATI-PCA and re-organises the spatial
patterns by making them readable and “mappable” through GIS.

The following chapter illustrates the outcomes from the application of the
GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology for landscape characterisation to the entire set
of case studies, and describes the several tests of robustness that have been run on
the methodology.
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CHAPTER 7

Understanding the results and testing the methodology for
robustness

Loch Nevis from Sgurr na Ciche (I.Marengo).
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7.1 Landscape characterisation through GIS and MULTISPATI “eyes”

The way MULTISPATI is applied to reveal how the landscape elements are spatially
structured and correlated to each others has been so far described generally but it has
been demonstrated to have the great advantage of being objective, scientifically robust
and logically designed.

Evidence of spatial relationships amongst the landscape

elements are operationally translated into the presence of spatial clusters which are
identified and referred in terms of landscape character types.
In the first part of this chapter attention is given to the outcomes from the application
of MULTISPATI to the selected areas of study (see figure 7.1) and their comparison to
LCA maps; in addition, an explanation of how the GIS/MULTISPATI maps should be
read and interpreted is provided.

Figure 7.1. Location of the 11 areas of study across Scotland with contrasting landscapes. On
these areas the GIS methodology was applied and tested. Each area covers 2,500 km² except
for the Cairngorms National Park which stretches for 3,800 km² and the isles of Islay and Jura
which cover 2,300 km².
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In the second half of the chapter, how the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology
would work when particular situations occur is elucidated. Precisely, simulation of what
happens if a different number of polygons is used, new polygons (but same number)
are generated, if two neighbouring areas are analysed and finally if different datasets
for the same area are considered.
The application of MULTISPATI provided the following maps (see list in figure 7.2) of
landscape character types for each area of study.

Figure 7.2

At first sight some of the maps in figure 7.2, and specifically those of North Uist,
South Shetland, Cairngorms, and Northeast, showed a surprising similarity with the
correspondent LCA maps. For these areas the GIS/MULTISPATI-based landscape
analysis seemed to produce a compelling landscape characterisation. On the contrary,
the rest of the areas revealed a lower degree of similarity which suggests uncertainty in
the accuracy and success of the GIS/MULTISPATI-based landscape characterisation.
Nevertheless, a visual comparison of the map is not a scientifically robust method to
determine the degree of similarity/discrepancy between GIS and LCA maps; in fact the
judgement and the impression about the look of the GIS maps and the way their
appearance matches with that of the LCA maps is based on a personal and therefore
subjective interpretation. This can be sometimes correct but other times misleading
thus two more objective approaches were adopted in order to be confident about the
calculations operated and to verify the validity of the GIS/MULTISPATI-based
landscape analyses. A first approach was based on statistics and the second on the
factual evidence collected from the way the LCA was conducted.
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Figure 7.2. Pairs of maps of landscape character types obtained from GIS/MULTISPATI-based
methodology and official LCA maps for each of the ten areas of study.
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The statistical technique adopted was suggested by recent research carried out by
S.Dray and T.Jombart (2010) who revisited an old study on moral statistics by Andre’
Michel Guerry (1833, cited in Dray and Jombart, 2010) through the application of
different multivariate analyses to the dataset. The idea at the basis of Dray and
Jombart’ s work wanted to demonstrate the efficiency of statistics able to perform
spatially constrained multivariate analyses and the way they help to reveal the spatial
structure of multivariate dataset considering simultaneously the influence of the
geographical position of the data on the relationships amongst the data. For their case
study the authors illustrated several techniques and included MULTISPATI and a
between classes analysis (BCA)29.
If MULTISPATI is best applied in order to identify landscape character types by
detecting spatial clusters from a multivariate dataset, BCA performs a similar spatially
constrained multivariate analysis by starting from a known spatial partition. In this case
the spatial partition was represented by the types of landscape belonging to the original
LCA maps and the task of the BCA was to group the 3000 polygons according to the
known LCA types.
In brief, both MULTISPATI and BCA were performed and compared to each other
and since both techniques offered the same typology of graphs it was relatively easy to
analyse them in parallel. Figure 7.3 provides an example of graphs obtained by
calculating BCA on South Shetland: the input data is identical to that used for
MULTISPATI, but BCA uses the official landscape character types of LCA as spatial
constrain, while MULTISPATI derives spatial patterns on the basis of spatial
autocorrelation (quantified through the spatial weighting matrix, see chapter 6).

29

Conceptually BCA is similar to a discriminant analysis. There is an exception though between a linear
discriminant analysis and BCA, and namely that the latter is not influenced by collinearity among variables
and it does not require the number of variables to be smaller than the number of observations (Dray and
Jombart, 2009).
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Therefore the aim is to compare the outcomes and calculate the degree of
correspondence between the two analyses.
All the graphs of BCA are important and informative: the eigenvalues barplot (A)
indicates that two components account for the overall variance of the data; the biplot
entitled “canonical weights” (B) illustrates the distribution and relationships of the
variables along the two main axes; the factorial map (C) shows the repartition of the
polygons (these are the black dots from which the vectors start) into the official LCA
character types; the second factorial map (E) represents the distribution of the LCA
types along the first two axes and can be compared to the distribution of the variables
in the biplot.

Figure 7.3. Summary of all the results obtained by running a between classes analysis.
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As stated previously MULTISPATI and BCA can be easily compared since they
present similar graphs; thus the first way of assessing the similarity between the LCA
and GIS/MULTISPATI maps was to look at the biplots (figure 7.3 B). It emerged that
they generally appear similar to each other, in terms that the variables (the landscape
elements) are combined in the same way, despite their different location along the
axes. For instance figures 7.4 (top and bottom), illustrate the biplots of South Shetland
obtained with BCA and MULTISPATI analysis. It is clearly evident that the first two
axes of the plot explain similar correlations amongst the variables despite these being
rotated with a different angle. In both plots sea is separated from land, and this result
was excellent and evidence that MULTISPATI correctly recognised Shetland as
islands. Then, straths and plains are combined with improved and semi-natural
grassland, dispersed houses, till and crofting (historic land-use); hill tops, glens and
valleys and dwarf shrubs are associated together as well as peat, peatlands and
wetlands and metamorphic Dalradian rocks.

Figure 7.4

A second way to measure the level of concordance between BCA and MULTISPATI
analyses is to compare the factorial maps (graphs C in figure 7.3). The scores of the
polygons on the first two axes of BCA and MULTISPATI are compared by using
procrustes statistics. A value of 1 would indicate a perfect match between the factorial
maps. The results from the procrustes statistics are then tested for significance through
a randomisation test which indicates that the statistics are always significant with p =
0.001.
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Figure 7.4. Biplots of South Shetland derived from the between classes analysis (BCA) (top)
and MULTISPATI-PCA (bottom)
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Table 7.1 represents the values of concordance between BCA and MULTISPATI
analysis calculated with procrustes analysis.

areas of study
N. UIST/S. HARRIS
NORTHEAST
CENTRAL
WEST
SOUTHEAST
SOUTHWEST
EAST
NORTHWEST
CNPA
SOUTH SHETLAND
ISLAY-JURA

BCA vs MULTISPATI
0.993
0.998
0.84
0.995
0.955
0.935
0.872
0.952
0.887
0.994
0.96

Table 7.1. Results from the Procrustes analysis based on the comparison of the scores
calculated with the between classes analysis and MULTISPATI.

From table 7.1 it is evident that the match between the results from BCA and
MULTISPATI is very high overall. The reason is due to the fact that each area of study
revealed data with strong spatial structures and high level of spatial autocorrelation
already detectable with the standard PCA. Fundamentally after performing a standard
PCA, BCA and MULTISPATI-PCA it emerges that, because of the significant influence
of spatial autocorrelation, the results from the three analyses are similar. As reported in
table 7.2, the procrustes statistics show that the values of concordance between the
results from both standard PCA and BCA, and from standard PCA and MULTISPATIPCA are also very high.
Due to the similarity between the results obtained from standard PCA and
MULTISPATI-PCA, it is worth remembering why the latter statistics are applied in this
research and are considered more advantageous. The main reason is that spatially
constrained multivariate statistics focus on the spatial aspect of the data and are a
more integrated and flexible approach which provides a new way of tackling complex
datasets (Dray and Jombart, 2010).
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areas of study
N. UIST/S. HARRIS
NORTHEAST
CENTRAL
WEST
SOUTHEAST
SOUTHWEST
EAST
NORTHWEST
CNPA
SOUTH SHETLAND
ISLAY-JURA

PCA vs BCA
0.992
0.997
0.76
0.991
0.952
0.932
0.87
0.956
0.828
0.938
0.948

PCA vs MULTISPATI
0.997
0.999
0.905
0.995
0.999
0.997
0.995
0.996
0.935
0.942
0.996

Table 7.2. Degree of similarity between the values of standard PCA, BCA and MULTISPATIPCA calculated by using procrustes statistics.

In contrast, a standard PCA is designed to maximise the variance of the variables
analysed and to identify structure that may or not be spatially influenced. Thus, if
spatial autocorrelation is weak, the spatial structure might be missed by using a
standard PCA (Dray and Jombart, 2010). Consequently, in presence of large datasets
and when the objective of the analysis is the detection of spatial patterns it would be
preferable to use a spatially constrained multivariate statistics since they allow more
accurate, clearer and smoother results (see figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5

A closer look at tables 7.1 and 7.2 reveals that some of the areas showed values
slightly lower than the others, for examples Central, East and the Cairngorms. The last
one was initially a surprise since the GIS and LCA maps visually seemed very similar
to each other, but a closer examination at both maps allowed us to establish that in fact
the GIS analysis was more detailed than the LCA since it highlighted differences in the
type “Glens and uplands” that were entirely missed by the LCA. Indeed the GIS
landscape character types need to be validated officially but informally they were
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considered sufficiently plausible by Matthew Hawkins (personal comment), the senior
heritage manager of the Cairngorms National Park.

Figure 7.5. Comparison between the outcomes of a landscape characterisation carried out with
a standard PCA and MULTISPATI-PCA In the example of West area of study, there are
differences in the size and shape of some landscape character types, e.g. those in red, blue
and orange. Overall the landscape character types obtained with MULTISPATI-PCA show a
more compact and tidy form than those derived by standard PCA.
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A legitimate/reasonable question can rise at this point. Why, despite the significance
and the evidence of the statistics30, some GIS maps appeared to be more similar to
LCA maps than others?
Several answers can be found and they vary according to each area of study,
however in general it is true that the level of similarity between the maps depends on
the way the LCA was carried out by the landscape architects and on the
complexity/simplicity of the landscape itself. North Uist/South Harris, South Shetland
and the Cairngorms for example are areas where it is relatively easy to differentiate the
landscapes because their differences are remarkable. If we wander in North Uist and
South Harris for example the contrast between the machair, the moorland punctuated
by island lochs and rocky hill tops is clear. Similarly, the flat fertile lands and the voes
of South Shetland contrast with the undulating peaty hills, and in the Cairngorms, the
Plateau is a distinct natural environment, with its corries and the arctic-like vegetation
that make it unique if compared with the inhabited and forested straths.
Another point to bear in mind while looking at the LCA and GIS maps is to think of
the way the landscape assessment was undertaken within the current LCA. As
mentioned in chapter 2, the visual assessment which took place during the field survey
has a great impact in the definition of the character types. The landscape architects in
fact tend to interpret personally the official LCA guidance and to focus on highlighting
the key characteristics31 of a landscape. In contrast, within this methodology, GIS
assume that all the elements in the landscape have the same importance, and analyse
them according to the way they combine and associate to each other. However, GIS
depend on the quality and quantity of information in input; therefore if some relevant
data is missing then GIS carry a “partial” or skewed landscape characterisation.
Finally, since the LCA starts with a clear and defined reason, this is likely to affect the
degree of detail in drawing the boundary of the landscape character types.
30

The procrustes statistics prove that BCA and MULTISPATI describe the same spatial patterns.
Key characteristics are defined as specific associations of elements that were relevant and important for
the definition of the character of the landscape.
31
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Alternatively, the level of detail achievable with GIS is provided by the number of
polygons generated at the beginning of the analysis and the resolution/scale of the
maps.
To sum up, two main results can be gathered from a first inspection of the GIS
landscape character type’s maps and their comparison to the official LCA ones. First of
all the objectivity of the statistics should be preferred to the subjectivity of the visual
interpretation of the maps, and the results from the statistics confirmed that despite the
appearance there is a numeric correspondence between GIS and LCA maps. Secondly
the reasons why LCA maps differ from GIS maps are numerous and above all vary
from area to area according to the assessment carried out by the architects.
On the basis of the statistics it is possible to claim that in general there is
correspondence between GIS and LCA maps, which is a positive result because it
indicates that overall the GIS methodology works and is able to identify landscape
character types with credibility. In parallel, the research showed that there are cases
where a further investigation on the datasets and the scale to be used during the
analysis is recommended and should be taken into account in order to improve the
GIS/MULTISPATI-based landscape characterisation and the final maps.
The observations and comments carried out so far allowed us to explain and gain
awareness of the meaning of similarity/discrepancy between the GIS and the LCA
maps. However, no mention has been made in order to let people understanding how
to retrieve information about the landscape elements composition of the landscape
character types depicted in the GIS maps. Hence the way of interpreting and reading
the information conveyed in the maps is described below and different areas of study
are taken each time as explanatory examples.
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7.2 How to read a GIS/MULTISPATI map.
7.2.1 North Uist and South Harris: an example of similarity between LCA and
GIS/MULTISPATI landscape maps.

Commonly, and without an explicit map of the landscape character types, the way of
obtaining information on the landscape of a given area of study is to collect maps
depicting the physical and cultural aspects of the landscape and try to summarize their
information. In their simplest application, GIS allow us to retrieve a general idea of the
landscape of a given region through two basic operations on digital maps:
quantification and overlapping. The former is achieved by calculating the area covered
by each landscape element in terms of percentages whereas the latter is obtained by
superimposing, relating and querying the maps so that their information is accessed
jointly. However, the summary of the elements in each map provide a table that is
informative and a valid support for a general description of the landscape, but does not
show where the patterns occur (see figure 7.6).

Figure 7.6. Summary of the landscape elements that form North Uist and South Harris. Each
map has few dominant variables, for instance the metamorphic Lewisian complex constitute
93% of the geological bedrock of the islands while peat represent 65.83% of the superficial
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deposits. The historic land-use data is not included since at the time of investigation the HLA
map was not completed. Currently the data is available.

While the overlapped maps help to understand where and which elements are
associated to each other but do not explicitly describe a pattern (see figure 7.7). In
addition the analysis and readability of more than two maps becomes complicated due
to the numerous ways the elements combine to each other.

Figure 7.7. Land-cover (top) and superficial deposits (bottom) maps used during the landscape
analysis. By overlapping and relating each feature of both maps it is possible to select an area
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and retrieve integrated information from both maps. For example the combination of dwarf
shrub heath and inland water match largely with peat in the centre of north Uist and in South
Harris while seminatural and natural grassland are more related to blown sand and this
combination is found particularly along the coastline.

The novelty introduced by the synergy between GIS and MULTISPATI is that the
structure and patterns within the data are clearly and explicitly summarised, retrieved
and displayed as illustrated in figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8. Map of the landscape character types of North Uist and South Harris as obtained
from the application of GIS/MULTISPATI analysis.

There are two ways to understand the meaning of the nine classes of landscape
character types. The first one is to read the pie charts obtained by calculating the
percentage of area covered by each landscape element within a landscape type. For
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instance the pie charts of the landscape types coded 5E and 7G, both depicted in
Figure 7.9, inform us that the former landscape is mainly represented by “open sea”,
while the latter is characterised by a combination of straths, metamorphic Lewisian
rocks, abandoned, improved and semi-natural grassland, blown sand and inhabited
areas.

Figure 7.9. Pie charts generated by calculating the percentage of area covered by each
landscape element within the boundary of a landscape type. This calculation was performed
through the spatial analyst tool of arcGIS called “cross tabulate area”.

Moreover it might be interesting to compare two neighbouring landscape types in
order to highlight/reveal which elements contribute to differentiate them. For example
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here the landscape type 7G is compared to the 6F and it stands out a change amongst
the land-cover types (see figure 7.10): in fact in the landscape 6F dwarf shrubs and
inland water replace blown sand. The same type looks also more undulating, since the
presence of open slopes increases from 6% to 12%. The conclusion is that the
landscape type 6F, compared to 7G, is hillier, covered by heather and interspersed by
lochs.

Figure 7.10. Pie chart of the landscape type 6F

A method to double check that the differences observed between types 6F and 7G
occurr in reality is through direct ground truthing, however if the area of study is not
easily accessible it is possible to rely on satellite/aerial images which can be
downloaded from the web. In this case a picture from Google Earth of the area in the
red square (see figure 7.11) is downloaded and used in comparison with the GIS map.
To the naked eye it is already possible to spot the difference in land-cover between the
two landscape types and the aerial picture effectively helps to validate the accuracy of
the pie charts.
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Figure 7.11. Aerial picture of the area in the red square in North Uist and South Harris
landscape character types map. The aim was to verify that the information from the pie charts
on differences in land-cover between the types 6F (dark pink) and 7G (light pink) was accurate.
The line on the aerial image helps to identify the boundary between the two landscape types.

The LCA provides a detailed description and classification of landscape character
types which can be achieved also through GIS. As demonstrated, the pie charts offer
the opportunity to read the composition of the landscape types so that for example the
landscape 7G can be defined as an area largely flat, with 26% of straths and plains and
6% of open slopes, where the geology is dominated by the metamorphic lewisian
complex. The presence of settlements is also relevant since dispersed houses, fringes
and villages occur in percentages close to 6%, 5% and 4%. The land cover is mainly
characterised by grassland (abandoned, improved and semi-natural) and blown sand
that, with littoral and supra littoral rocks, suggests being in proximity to the sea.
After describing the landscape types it may be opportune to classify them so that the
meaningless code (number + alphabetical letter) can be redefined into a more explicit
class. Because the LCA already provides classes of landscape character types it is
possible to borrow them and associate them to the most suitable/opportune GIS types
as illustrated in table 7.3.
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Code GIS landscape type
1A
2B
3C
4D
5E
6F
7G
8H
9I

Description
Boggy moorland with lochans
Boggy moorland
Coastal flats and rocks
Mountain massif, rocky moorland and lochans
Sea
Crofting and farming
Machair
Crofting "3"
Sea estuary and supra littoral rocks

Table 7.3. The table provides an example of how the official classification of landscape types
can be helpful in order to classify the GIS types too. In the case of South Harris and North Uist
finding the most suitable classes for the GIS types was a relatively easy task. There might be
cases that require variation to the original LCA classes and adaptation to them in order to match
properly to the GIS type.

Along with the pie charts and the support from Google Earth there is another robust
way to read the results from the GIS map, which is referring to the biplots (described in
the previous chapter) and the factorial maps obtained from MULTISPATI. Figure 7.12
shows the biplot obtained from MULTISPATI analysis for North Uist and South Harris.
The two axes in the plot indicate the first and second component of the PCA and
correspond to the largest fraction of the overall variability of the data; therefore the
variables that are located along these components are highly significant and explain
the structure and composition of the data.
In figure 7.12 for example it is evident that the first component opposes clearly open
sea to the rest of the variables while the second component separated straths and
plains, abandoned and improved grassland, the settlements types from hill tops, small
hills, glens and valleys and dwarf shrubs. Finally peat, inland water, wetlands and
peatlands stand out as another correlated group of variables. It is important to mention
that the variables close to the centre of the graph account very little for the variance
expressed by the first and second components.
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Figure 7.12. Biplot of the variables along the first and second axes of spatially constrained
PCA. The black squares contain numbers identifying the quadrants of the plot.

In addition the biplot informs on the degree of correlation between the variables, for
instance here open sea stands alone and is not correlated to the other variables, while
hill tops and straths are clearly opposite to each other and show correlations with two
different set of variables (see quadrants IV and III in figure 7.12).
Overall the location of the variables and their relationship are quite neat and defined
and let us suppose that North Uist and South Harris are characterised by a strong
spatial structure. Five large clusters could be identified: open sea; hill tops/glens/small
hills and dwarf shrubs constituted by metamorphic Lewisian rocks; straths and open
slopes formed by peatlands/wetlands; improved grassland and straths characterised by
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dispersed houses and blown sand; sea estuary formed by littoral rocks and abandoned
grassland.
From these five broad groups, MULTISPATI was able to identify nine more specific
landscape character types and the factorial map in figure 7.13 illustrates the way the
3000 polygons distributed along the first two axes of PCA. A series of ellipses, which
identify the landscape character types, helps to see more clearly the clustering
performed by MULTISPATI.

Figure 7.13.Factorial map obtained with MULTISPATI. The black dots correspond to the
polygons observed during the analysis, while the ellipses indicate the landscape character
types, whose ID code is highlighted in yellow. The factorial map is helpful in order to have an
idea of the way the polygons are distributed along the axes of the PCA and how they are
grouped into character types. In the black squares there is a reminder of the signs associated to
the PCA’s axes.
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The ellipses compute the mean, variance and covariance of each group of black dots
(the 3000 polygons in the map) on both axes of PCA. The centre of the ellipse
corresponds to the average of the values assumed by the observed 3000 polygons, the
two axes of the ellipse represent the two first principal components for each group, the
slope of the ellipse’s axes (which is the ratio between the major axis and the minor
axis) is given by the value of covariance. With this in mind it is clear that the shape and
the size of the ellipses reflect the values assumed by the mean, variance and
covariance and inform us about the spatial structure of the data. For example if an
ellipse presents an elongated (stretched) shape then it indicates that the polygons in
the ellipse are formed by variables that are correlated to each other and show similar
characteristics. On the contrary if an ellipse tends to resemble a sphere then the
polygons

are

constituted

by

variables

with

weak

correlation

and

different

characteristics. In brief, compact ellipses reveal strong and defined landscape types,
while large ellipses are indication of landscape types with a less distinctive character.
The location of the ellipses in one of the four quadrants of the factorial map is linked
to the variance expressed by the groups along the first two PCA axes, as showed in
table 7.4.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Axis1
-3.63
-2.75
3.96
-2.66
6.05
-1.63
0.74
-2.74
3.88

Axis2
2.17
0.32
-0.70
-3.13
-1.66
2.24
4.50
-1.09
3.02

Table 7.4. Values of variance expressed by the 9 landscape character types calculated with
MULTISPATI- PCA. The location of the landscape types in figure 13 is given by the numbers in
column. Axis 1 corresponds to values on x axis and axis 2 refers to the values on y axis.
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With reference to figure 7.13 where the positive or negative signs of the axes are
marked in red, it is possible to understand better the content of table 7.4. For instance
the landscape character type “E” is located in the second quadrant since the
correspondent values of variance are 6.0 for axis 1 and -1.6 for axis 2.
The factorial map can be compared to the biplot map in figure 7.12 and by looking at
both graphs it is possible to describe, in general terms, the landscape element
composition for each ellipse (thus for each landscape type). In the case of South Harris
and North Uist it is possible to perform the following matches:

1. landscapes types E (sea), I (sea estuary) and C (coastal flats and rocks) were
represented by open sea, supra littoral rocks and sea estuary;
2. landscape type D (mountain massif and rocky hills) matched with the variables
hill tops, dwarf shrubs, glens, small hills and metamorphic rocks;
3. landscape type A (boggy moorland with lochans) corresponded to peat, inland
water, open slopes, peatland/wetland, inland rocks;
4. landscape types F and G were described by straths and plains and then
respectively F (crofting and farming) was characterised by peat, inland water,
seminatural grassland, dispersed houses while G (machair) looked to be better
represented by abandoned and improved grassland, blown sand, villages and
dispersed houses;
5. landscape types B (boggy moorland) and H (crofting 3) showed very large
ellipses at indication of a high variability of values. In this case B and H
represented transitional landscapes.

Reading the factorial map together with the biplot allows double checking the
information contained in the pie charts and confirm that the descriptive classes
borrowed from the LCA in order to classify the GIS types are overall appropriate.
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7.2.2 The Southeast: an example of greater discrepancy between LCA and
GIS/MULTISPATI landscape maps.

North Uist and South Harris showed a simple landscape and the GIS/MULTISPATI
map was very similar to the official LCA map so that it was possible to borrow the
classes of LCA types in order to classify the GIS types. Nevertheless during the
analyses there were situations, like the Northwest, Southeast, Central, Southwest and
West areas, where the discrepancies between the official LCA maps and the GIS
based maps were more evident and the number of landscape types more numerous
than that retrieved with the GIS methodology. Hence for these areas there was
uncertainty in deciding which LCA types corresponded to the GIS types and could
picture it properly. For example figure 7.14 illustrate the GIS and LCA maps of the
Southeast area.

Figure 7.14

Here, the difference in the number of landscape types is remarkable and before
thinking of a classification of the GIS types it is reasonable to wonder whether or not
the nine GIS types were accurate enough to describe the landscape of the area of
study.
The decision about the number of GIS types takes place during the cluster analysis,
which is a delicate phase of the statistical computations because of the degree of
arbitrariness introduced into the analysis. As mentioned in chapter 6, the task of the
GIS analyst is to decide about the number of clusters to retain on the basis of the
results displayed in the dendrogram.
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Figure 7.14. Maps of landscape character types derived from GIS/MULTISPATI analysis (top)
and traditional LCA approach (bottom).
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For instance figure 7.15 illustrates the dendrogram of the Southeast area. As
noticeable the clusters, which are the landscape character types on the map, are well
differentiated from each other and the length of the stems of the dendrograms (the
black lines joining the groups) indicated a very large dissimilarity between the clusters.

Figure 7.15. Dendrogram obtained after the cluster analysis performed on the results of
MULTISPATI. The numbers from 1 to 9 identify the clusters which correspond to the landscape
types on the map in figure 7.14a.

The dendrogram suggests that the 9 clusters are sufficient to describe the landscape
character of the area of study and possibly a certain degree of similarity may be found
between clusters 2 and 7, 3 and 8 and 4 and 9 since they are linked by shorter stems.
In order to be sure that a further clustering would not cause a loss of information but
would group landscape character types that effectively are similar, it is necessary to
look and compare the pie charts of the GIS types 2B and 7G, 3C and 8H and 4D and 9I
depicted in figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16. Pie charts illustrating the landscape elements composition of the landscape types
2B-7G, 4D-9I, 3C-8H that the dendrogram suggests having a certain degree of similarity. The
pie charts are consulted in order to verify whether or not this similarity is real.

The comparison is extremely interesting: as far as the landscape elements are
concerned, several differences are recorded between the three pairs of pie charts but,
interestingly, these follow a different pattern. In fact types 2B and 7G show a complete
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correspondence of the first five landscape elements which accounted for 70% of the
landscape, but the remaining 30% in type 2B comprises of arable fields, glacial sand
and gravel and broadleaved woodland, while in type 7G it is formed by semi-natural
and abandoned grassland, shrubs/heaths and coniferous woodland. A similar pattern
occurs between types 4D and 9I where 98% of the landscape is described by the same
elements, and only 2% of alluvium (in type 4D) marks the difference between the two
types.
In contrast, the pie charts of type 3C and 8H are quite different and the geology, a
mix of sedimentary paleozoic and igneous rocks in type 3 compared to the only
igneous rocks in type 8, marks the boundaries between the two types. As visible from
the geological map in figure 7.17, the whole Southeast area is mainly dominated by the
sedimentary paleozoic rocks and regions of igneous intrusive and extrusive rocks are
found particularly in the southeast corner of the area of study, where the type 8H is
identified.

Figure 7.17

The main conclusion from the pie charts analysis is that types 2 and 7, and types 4
and 9 could be further aggregated, while types 3 and 8 should be kept separated since
GIS/MULTISPATI landscape analysis is able to differentiate them on the basis of the
geological bedrock.
As previously seen, the statistics can also help to understand the landscape type
composition and the data structure of the landscape types. In the case of Southeast the
combined analysis of the factorial map and the biplot in figures 7.18 and 7.19
confirmed that a further clustering could be attempted. It was noted that in general the
information from the factorial map matched well with that retrieved from the
dendrogram: for example the types 6F and 5E were distant and well separated from
the others as they appeared in the dendrogram (figure 7.15) and similarly the types 4D
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and 9I were close to each other as indication of high degree of similarity. The position
of types 3C and 8H also confirmed what depicted in the dendrogram and measured
with the pie charts. The two types are closer but different because of the geological
bedrock.

Figure 7.17. Map illustrating the geological bedrock of the Southeast area of study.

Finally, it was interesting to see the positions occupied by types 2B and 7G which
according to the dendrogram were expected to be closer to each other, while in the
factorial map were more distant. On the basis of the factorial map the 9 clusters could
be grouped in 4 major areas (highlighted in red squares) and only the type 7G was
excluded since it was considered more a transitional landscape.
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Figure 7.18. Factorial map derived from MULTISPATI analysis. It is interesting to see the way
the polygons group together in the ellipses. The position of the type F (open sea) and E (the
upland hills), located far apart, is an indication that these two types differ considerably from all
the others.

The biplot in figure 7.19 was helpful since it explained the way the variables were
correlated to each other and distributed along the first two axes of MULTISPATI-PCA.
As previously mentioned the biplot can be compared to the factorial map and can be
used to understand the most dominant landscape elements for each landscape
character type. If the analysis is accurate, the general information of the biplot should
match with that conveyed by the pie charts, which is more detailed. In the example of
Southeast, the correspondence between biplot and pie charts was achieved.
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Figure 7.19.The biplot illustrates how the variables correlated to each others and comprise the
first and second component of the PCA.

With the results obtained from the analysis of the pie charts and the statistics it was
decided to keep the types 2B and 7G, and 3C and 8H separated, therefore a second
cluster analysis was performed to reduce the number of types from 9 to 8. Figure 7.20
displays the resulting map.
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Figure 7.20. Map of the landscape character types for the southeast area after a further
clustering. It is worthwhile noticing the type 7G which in the factorial map in figure 19 appeared
to be a transitional landscape between the types 5E and 2B.

At this point, after having verified that the number of GIS types is sufficient to
describe adequately the character of the Southeast area, it was possible to try and
classify the landscape types with a more explicit description. Due to the discrepancies
with the official LCA only some of the classes can be borrowed and table 7.5 illustrates
the classification attempt.
As it has emerged so far, reading the maps of landscape character types obtained
from the combined GIS/MULTISPATI analysis requires time and knowledge about the
statistics used thus it is not a straightforward operation. Nevertheless the combined
analysis of dendrograms, pie charts, factorial maps and biplots is the procedure that
allows us to verify the accuracy of the map and gain a better understanding of what is
depicted on the map.
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Code GIS
landscape types
1A
2B
3C
4D
5E
6F
7G
8H

Description
Rolling farmlands with dispersed houses, improved grassland,
grazing and broadleaved woodlands
Upland fringes and valley, with dispersed houses, improved
grassland and mixed woodlands.
Lowland valleys and margins with farmland, dispersed houses
and broadleaved woodland
Lowland with drumlins and undulating agricultural and
woodland (broadleaves) areas.
Upland hills
Open sea
Upland fringes with arable grassland, dispersed houses and
woodland plantations (conifers)
Undulating farmlands, hills and valleys with villages and
seminatural and abandoned grassland

Table 7.5. GIS landscape character types and an attempt to provide them with a more explicit
classification.

Overall, the first part of the chapter has demonstrated that the GIS/MULTISPATI
methodology provides the opportunity to carry out an objective and quantitative
assessment and comment about the landscape elements composition of each
landscape type. The classification of the GIS types into explicit classes and not
meaningless code (number plus alphabetical letter) is not yet automatic but, perhaps,
this can be the aim of a new research for the future.

7.3 Testing the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology for robustness

Once the characterisation of all the areas of study was completed, a series of tests to
double check the robustness of the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology was
conducted. Specifically it was asked “What does the GIS/MULTISPATI analyses do if:

A) New thiessen polygons are generated (but the amount of polygons is kept the
same)?
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B) Two neighbouring areas are analysed?

C) A different number of Thiessen polygons is used for the analysis. This corresponds
to a change in the scale of analysis.

Each question is answered separately here below.

7.4 What happens if new polygons are generated?

As explained in chapter 6, one of the first steps before starting the GIS/MULTISPATIbased landscape characterisation is to break the area of study into smaller units in
order to make possible and facilitate the GIS calculations. Fundamentally, 3000
random points are generated and from them the same amount of Thiessen polygons is
created. As mentioned in chapter 6, the polygons are generated randomly instead of
being regularly spaced in order to avoid the risk of missing regular patterns of the
elements in the landscape.
During the analysis it was asked what would happen if new random points and
therefore new polygons were generated. Would the outcomes from the landscape
characterisation be the same? The answer to the questions was sought by creating
3000 new polygons and by running the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis again from scratch.
The CNP and the Central areas of study were selected in order to perform the test, and
the results are presented below.

7.4.1 The Cairngorms National Park

Figure 7.26 illustrates the outcomes from the landscape characterisation of CNP
based respectively on the new and the original set of polygons.
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Figure 7.26. Map of the landscape character types of the Cairngorms National Park retrieved
from two different set of polygons. The type 7G (strath with coniferous woodlands) identified by
using new 3000 polygons (top) is the most different character type if compared to those based
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on the original set of polygons (bottom). Notice that the landscape types are matched by colour
and not by the name of the class because of the way the cluster analysis operates.

At first sight the landscape character maps of the Cairngorms looked slightly
different, again in the south east corner of the Park. However, the visual comparison
was followed by the quantitative analysis of the pie charts and the statistics that gave
particular relevance to the types 7G since on both maps they showed the most
remarkable discrepancies (see figures 7.27a and 7.27b).
The analysis of the pie charts revealed that, contrary to the visual assessment, the
difference in the landscape elements composition between the two types was minimal
and due to the presence of igneous intrusive rocks which covered 6% of the area in the
type 7G obtained from the new set of polygons.

Figures 7.27a and 7.27b

The combined analysis of the biplots and factorial maps helped to confirm the results
from the pie charts and again underlined how, on its own, the visual interpretation of
the maps can be misleading. Figures 7.28 and 7.29 illustrate a clear correspondence
and similarity between the statistics from the two sets of random points.

Figures 7.28 and 7.29
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b)
Figure 7.27. The comparison of the pie charts of the types 7G (a = original and b = new
polygons) indicate that the differences between the types are minimal, despite graphically on
the maps they look more emphasised.
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Figure 7.28. The biplots illustrate unambiguously that the correlation between the variable does
not vary when moving from the analysis on the new set of polygons (top) to that one on the
original polygons (bottom).
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Figure 7.29. The factorial maps from the new set of polygons (top) and the original one
(bottom) confirm the results in the biplot; the organisation of the landscape types in both
analyses is strongly equivalent.
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7.4.2 The Central area

In order to verify that the results from the test were not specific to the structure of the
landscape elements in the Cairngorms National Park, it was thought opportune to
repeat the test over another area. Thus, the Central area of study, with its more
complex landscape, was chosen and figure 7.30 depicts the two maps obtained from
the original and new sets of 3000 Thiessen polygons.
Once again both pie charts and statistics were used and analysed to determine
whether or not the differences noticed from the visual assessment of the maps
matched to differences in landscape elements composition. Particular attention was
given to landscape types 1A, 3C and 7G (see figure 7.30 top) and 1A, 4D, 6F and 8H
(see figure 7.30 bottom)

Figure 7.30

The statistics in figure 7.31 revealed that there was a correspondence between the
biplots of both sets of polygons; in fact the variables looked correlated in the same way
and this suggested that the structure of the data in both maps was overall similar.

Figure 7.31
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Figure 7.30. Landscape character types of Central area of study retrieved from the analysis of a
different set of polygons
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a)
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b)
Figure 7.31. The biplots of Central, similarly to what happened in the Cairngorms, do not
display remarkable changes in the way the variables are correlated to each others.

The factorial map in figures 7.32 (top and bottom) allowed the consideration of the
way the polygons were distributed and grouped into landscape types. It was noticed
that, for example, type 1A (figure 7.32 top) corresponded to the types 4D and 8H (of
figure 7.32 bottom) since all the types were explained by the combination of straths and
plains, built up areas, sedimentary rocks, arable fields and farming. Moreover, types E
and H (figure 7.32 top) matched well with I and C (figure 7.32 bottom) since both pairs
represented hills, moorland rough grazing and metamorphic Moine rock.
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Figure 7.32. The factorial maps reflect the distribution of the landscape types seen in the biplots
(fig. 7.31). In the red circles are the character types very different from each others representing
the straths and plains and the hills. In between a transitional zone can be identified.
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The type 3C (in figure 7.32 top) matched partly with the type 6F and partly with the
type 1A (the last two in figure 7.32 bottom) and the correspondent pie charts were
taken into account in order to understand the association between these landscape
character types (see figure 7.33). The pie charts were helpful since they clarified
unambiguously the landscape elements composition of the character types in the new
and old set of 3000 polygons.
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Figure 7.33. The type 3C seems to correspond well with the type 6F and only in part with 1A.

In contrast to the case of the Cairngorms National Park, the new set of polygons
tested in the Central area of study demonstrated that the rearrangement of the
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polygons had a more significant influence on the GIS/MULTISPATI-based landscape
characterisation despite being confined to a small number of character types.
Interestingly, for the Central area of study, the biplots revealed a great degree of
similarity but the factorial maps and the pie charts showed greater differences. For
instance in the factorial map the similarity between landscape types was recognised
only with two clusters (in the red circle in figure 7.32) while some of the pie charts
conveyed different information. The character type 3C of the new set of polygons
appears to be a mix of the character 1A and 6F; in fact a part sharing the three main
elements, namely sedimentary paleozoic rocks, straths and dispersed houses, it
comprises of arable, seminatural grassland and the historic period of field and farming
17th-19th century which belongs to the type 6F. At the same time, the type 3C is
composed of woodland, peat and dwarf shrubs which are more characteristics of the
type 1A.
The main conclusion is that in the new 3000 polygons the type 3C contains a mix of
landscape elements that in the original polygons could be attributed to two distinct
landscape character types. To a certain extent it is possible to claim that the change of
the arrangement and shape of the polygons affects in part the landscape
characterisation.
Finally it was noticed that similar data emerged from the analysis of the new set of
polygons both in the CNP and in Central area of study; in both areas the landscape
character types of straths and plains were well separated from those identifying hills or
plateaux (in the case of the Cairngorms). Figure 7.34 refers to Central area of study
and highlights the landscape types identified as hills and open moorland.
The ability to separate flat areas from hilly grounds was a strong point in favour of the
GIS/MULTISPATI landscape characterisation that demonstrates its efficiency of
reading the landscape and detecting its main characteristics.

Figure 7.34
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Overall, the main conclusion after the two tests on the CNP and Central was that in
general the change in the set of polygons was partly influential in the identification of
landscape character types and an interesting analogy with the previous test about the
introduction of new data input was spotted. It clearly emerged that regardless the set of
polygons used during the analysis the landscape character types with a strong spatial
structure, with elements organised in spatial clusters and strongly autocorrelated were
always detectable.

Figure 7.34. The Central area of study as it appears from the satellite. Satellite images,
downloaded from Google earth, can be very useful to make a first and approximate validation of
GIS/MULTISPATI results; in fact they can cover large areas and are a solution in case the area
is remote and difficult to be reached (although this was not the case for the Central). Here the
green polygons highlight the landscape types characterised by hill tops, dwarf shrubs, moorland
and grazing (copyright image: Google 2010).

For instance in the Cairngorms National Park this was evident for the types
identifying the Cairngorms Plateau and strath Spey, while in the Central area of study
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the separation involved the well defined character types of the hills covered by
moorland, rough grazing and the arable and farmland plains.

7.5 What happens if two neighbouring areas are analysed?

So far the examples of landscape characterisation have referred to single areas of
study located in geographic areas far apart from each other. What results might be
expected from the GIS/MULTISPATI approach if two neighbouring areas are analysed?
For this test it was thought opportune to take one of the 10 areas of study as an
example and divide it into two parts. The aim was to verify that a landscape character
falling along the boundary line between the two areas was detected regardless if
belonging to one area or the other.
It was decided to attempt the test on the Cairngorms National Park because it
showed a distinct and recognisable landscape character type, the “Cairngorms
Plateau”, located in the middle of the park. Both the geographic location and the strong
spatial autocorrelation amongst the landscape elements of the Cairngorms Plateau
provided an ideal case study in order to verify whether or not the GIS methodology was
able to identify this character type. Consequently the map was divided in two parts and
each one was analysed separately. Notice that in figure 7.35 the Cairngorms Plateau is
coded as 8H.
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Figure 7.35. Map of the landscape character types for the Cairngorms National Park.

The first step was to draw the hypothetical boundary line approximately in the middle
of the park and to identify the two parts as “West” and “East” (see figure 7.36).
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Figure 7.36. Simulated boundary line in the Cairngorms National Park. West and East were the
two new areas where the landscape characterisation was carried out.

Then a new set of 3000 Thiessen polygons32 was generated for each part since the
analysis began again from scratch. The third important step was to create around the
boundary line a buffer with a width of 2 kilometres which were thought to be sufficient
for this test (see figure 7.37). The buffer played an important role in order to inform the
GIS that polygons on both sides of the boundary line had to be taken into account
when the two separated analyses of the western and eastern part of the Cairngorms
were run.

32

The 3000 polygons were identified with an ID number, their easting and northing coordinates
and their belonging to the “West” or the “East” part.
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Figure 7.37. The buffer of 2 kilometres around the boundary line had an important role in the
analysis since it allowed the GIS to consider the polygons on both sides of the boundary line.

After the polygons were selected for both areas, multivariate spatial analysis was
carried out and the outcomes were imported in arcGIS where the maps of landscape
character types for West and East of the Cairngorms were plotted (see figure 7.38).
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Figure 7.38. Maps of landscape character types of West and East areas of the Cairngorms. It
was decided not to overlap them but show separately in order to have a better understanding on
the way the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis characterised the polygons within the buffer.

The analysis of the pie charts associated to the Cairngorms Plateau, and specifically
type 5 in West and type 3 in East, were the first to be analysed and a high level of
similarity between the two types was recorded (see figure 37.9). Basically the match in
terms of landscape elements composition equated to 98% with small variation in the
percentage of individual elements: for example igneous intrusive rocks in type 5 (West)
described 21% of the overall landscape elements, while in type 3 (East) they
accounted for 23%.
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Figure 7.39. Pie charts of the types 5 and 3 that represent the Cairngorms Plateau in the
western and eastern part of the Park. The degree of similarity of the pie charts in terms of
percentage of landscape elements is an indication that both types describe the same landscape
character.

In order to verify that the landscape character type identified with types 5E and 3C
matched with that one of type 8H in the original map (see figure 4.35) a comparison
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with the correspondent pie chart was carried out and the results were positive. As
illustrated in figure 7.40 the pie chart of type 8H reported exactly the same landscape
elements composition, which indicated that the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis was able to
identify that specific character of the CNP’s landscape regardless the presence of the
boundary line.
LANDSCAPE 8H
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Figure 7.40. Pie chart of the Cairngorms Plateau character type from the original map (before
the artificial.

The positive outcome nevertheless looked confined to the Cairngorms Plateau
character type. In fact from the original map in figure 7.35, other two types were located
on both sides of boundary, precisely types 1A and 2B, but they were identified
differently. For example, type 1A was classified as type 1 in West and type 2 in East,
while type 2B corresponded to types 2 and 4 in West and type 4 in East. The analysis
of the pie charts helped to understand whether or not the types were similar to each
other and represented the same character type depicted in the original map.
Figure 7.41 shows the pie charts for types 1 West, 2 East and 1A of the original map.
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LANDSCAPE 1A
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Figure 7.41. Comparison between pie charts of landscape character types which belong to the
two areas, West and East, of the CNP and to the original map (landscape type 1A). The effect
of the boundary is noticeable, in fact landscape types 1 West and 2 East correspond to the type
1A only f considered together.

The comparison highlighted clearly that type 1 in West corresponded to type 1A of
the original map while it differentiated from type 2 in East mainly because of the
geology. In fact 20% of type 1 is characterised by metamorphic moine rocks whereas
16% of igneous intrusive rocks form type 2. In addition conifers account for 4% of type
2, while the same percentage of montane habitat occurs in type 1.
The main conclusion was that contrary to the Cairngorm Plateau, which showed
similar geology, landforms, land-cover, and historic land-use over a large area on both
side of the boundary, the pattern determining the landscape character type 1 was
confined more in the West than in the East and in fact it matched perfectly with type 1A
that is mainly located on the western part of the National Park (see figure 7.35). A
similar explanation was given to describe the differences between types 2 and 4 in
West, 4 in East and 2B in the original map. Overall it was noticed that the geology of
the National Park influenced the identification of the landscape character types more
than the rest of the landscape elements,.
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The impact of geology was explained by looking at the geological maps, in particular
that one depicting the bedrock, which revealed a quite neat and distinct distribution of
metamorphic rocks between West and East (see figure 7.42).

Figure 7.42. Map of the geological bedrock of the Cairngorms National Park. It is very
interesting to note the separation between metamorphic Moine rocks, in the West, to
metamorphic Dalradian rocks, in the East. In addition, the Eastern part of the Park presents
overall a greater complexity in terms of geology compared to the neighbouring Western part.

The evident change in the geological bedrock, from West (metamorphic Moine rocks)
to East (metamorphic Dalradian rocks), determined a clear cut in the spatial structure
of the data which was confirmed by the biplots (see figure 7.43). From both figures it is
possible to derive two observations: the geological elements are the most dominant
since account for the highest variability in the data (their vectors are the longest), then
they split unequivocally in the West igneous rocks are opposite to metamorphic Moine
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rocks, while in the East igneous rocks contrast with metamorphic Dalradian rocks. In
both cases this clear-cut characterises the spatial structure of the data.

Figure 7.43

Only the Cairngorms Plateau is not affected by the change in geology since, as
mentioned before, the association of landscape elements does not vary. In fact in both
biplots, igneous rocks are associated to the same group of landscape elements:
specifically montane habitat, moorland and rough grazing, hill_tops, small hills and
glens.
To summarise, a test was carried out in order to verify whether or not a landscape
character type falling along the boundary of two neighbouring areas was detected
consistently

and

unambiguously

by

the

GIS/MULTISPATI-based

landscape

characterisation. The Cairngorms National Park was taken as an example since it
presented a well defined and extended landscape character type at its centre: the
Cairngorms Plateau.
The results showed that the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology was able to
recognise unambiguously only the Cairngorms Plateau character type and less
accurately the other landscape types along the boundary line. This confirmed
something already noticed in the two previous tests, and specifically that a strong
spatial structure is always recognised and detected by the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis.
In this case the Cairngorm Plateau was the strongest pattern along the boundary line
between West and East, because it was not affected by a change in geological
elements and in both parts of the Park showed the same association of landscape
elements.
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Figure 7.43 Comparison between the biplots of the two areas of the CNP. In the red circles are
the geological classes that differentiate the character of the landscape in the two areas:
Metamorphic Moine (East) and metamorphic Dalradian (West). Interestingly both metamorphic
rocks are negatively correlated to igneous intrusive rocks which are common to East and West
areas.
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The test provided a second important outcome since it highlighted the role played by
the geology in the overall landscape characterisation; in fact a difference in terms of
landscape types between West and East was identified on the basis of a change from
metamorphic Moine to metamorphic Dalradian rocks.
Finally also this test highlighted that the official LCA classified the landscape types of
the Park generically, in particular the “upland and glen”. For the fourth time the
GIS/MULTISPATI analysis identified a larger variety of landscape types within this LCA
type.

7.6 What happens if the number of polygons changes (if the scale is modified)?

With the intention of exploring the way the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology
reacts to a change in the scale of analysis, the number of Thiessen polygons was
modified. On this basis, the results obtained from the landscape characterisation
conducted at the fine scale of 3000 polygons were compared against the outcomes
retrieved by using the coarse scale of 1000 polygons. The effect of scale on the
landscape characterisation based on the integrated use of GIS and MULTISPATI was
tested on all the areas of study, and here the isles of Islay and Jura are selected as
explanatory example.
The two standard and spatially constrained PCA were carried out in R as explained in
chapter 6 and the same operations were performed at 1000 and 3000 polygons. The
attention is focussed on the graphs that help to better understand whether or not the
scale has an influence on the results of the landscape characterisation. Note that since
the interest is in the spatially constrained multivariate analysis, all the figures refer to
the application of MULTISPATI-PCA 1000 and 3000 polygons.
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The starting point is to determine how the landscape elements at both scales
distribute along the first and second axes of MULTISPATI-PCA (see figure 7.44a and
7.44b).

a)
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b)

Figure 7.44. The biplots show the distribution of the landscape elements on the first two axes of
MULTISPATI-PCA. The difference between 1000 (45a) and 3000 (45b) polygons are minimal.
In other words the spatial structure of the data looks very similar regardless the scale.

The biplots do not show relevant differences: in both scales the division between land
and open sea is clearly identified by the first axis, while from reading the information
carried on the second axis it emerges that the land is distinguished because of the
geology and landforms. In fact the second axis separates two geological bedrocks,
Dalradian rocks versus sedimentary paleozoic rocks, and a landscape characterised by
hills and glens against one more undulating and flat (plains and open slopes). In terms
of land-cover and settlement types it is more difficult to find a neat separation. Certainly
there is an evident difference between dwarf shrubs and improved grassland, since the
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former are associated to the Dalradian rocks and the latter occurs in presence of
paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Due to their location in the middle of the second axis,
open dwarf shrubs and rough grassland characterise both landscapes of metamorphic
and sedimentary rocks. In contrast the settlement types are identified mainly by
dispersed houses which show a greater correlation with the sedimentary rocks rather
than with the Dalradian rocks.
As a result, the biplot graph offers a first informative insight on the way data are
correlated to each other. It is possible to know more about the distribution of the spatial
patterns by examining the maps of scores depicted in figures 7.45 (top and bottom).

Figures 7.45

When comparing the first two columns of both set of maps (1000 and 3000 polygons)
no major discrepancies are noticeable, whereas the third column, which represents the
third axis of MULTISPATI-PCA, illustrates a diverse pattern. The reasons of these
differences can be clarified by consulting the biplot again. Figures 7.46 (top and
bottom) represent the biplots for Islay and Jura at 1000 and 3000 polygons. In both
plots the x axis corresponds to the first axis of MULTISPATI-PCA, while the y axis
represents the third axis of MULTISPATI-PCA.

Figures 7.46
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Figure 7.45. The factorial maps depicting the positive and negative values of the scores and
lagged scores provide a first impression of the spatial patterns within the data. In the first
column for both scale, 1000 and 3000 polygons, it is recognisable the difference between land
(white squares) and sea (black squares). This reflects what is illustrated in figure 7.44 by the
first axis of MULTISPATI-PCA. The second column shows the difference between sedimentary
rock (white squares) and Dalradian rocks (black squares). Again, this was already evident in the
biplot in figure 7.44. The third column is the most interesting because it shows the influence of
scale in the landscape analysis. The differences in spatial structure can be explained by the
way the variables and the loadings associate to each other.
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Figure 7.46. Biplots of the Islay and Jura at 1000 (top) and 3000 (bottom) polygon scale. These
show the way the variables are distributed along the first and third axes of MULTISPATI –PCA.
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It is noticeable that in both plots the first axis keeps on identifying and separating the
sea from the land, while the third axis associate the variables differently: at 1000
polygons the group of till, acidic grass and metamorphic Dalradian rocks is
distinguished from the more numerous group formed by open dwarf shrubs, inland
rock, braken, rough grass, glen, hill-tops and open slopes. In contrast at 3000
polygons, the group of till, acidic grass, metamorphic Dalradian rocks, peat and bog is
separated from that comprised of rough grass, open dwarf shrubs, dispersed houses,
glen, and hill-tops. On this basis it is concluded that the change in the association
amongst the variables, despite not being outstanding, determined the difference in the
spatial structure of the data, which was registered in the third column of the map of
scores (see figure 7.45).
The cluster analysis follows and translates the scores and lagged scores of
MULTISPATI-PCA into information (landscape character types) that can be plotted in
arcGIS. As explained in chapter 6, the landscape character types are derived on the
basis of the highest similarity and lowest distance between the values observed.
The results from the cluster analysis are displayed in the GIS maps illustrated in
figure 7.47. The first impression is that visually the landscape character types identified
in the two maps are not remarkably different; in fact it is possible to associate the
landscape type B, of the 1000 polygons map, with the type C, in the 3000 polygons
map. Then the types E, B and G identified at fine scale seem to share the same
location of the types C, F and G at coarse scale. The main difference is recorded in the
northern part of Jura which, according to the analysis at 1000 polygons, is
characterised only to the type D while on the basis of the analysis at 3000 polygons is
characterised by the types D and F.
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Figure 7.47. Comparison between the distribution of the spatial patterns at 1000 (left) and
3000 (right) polygons as identified in Islay and Jura with MULTISPATI-PCA. As it is evident, the
main changes in pattern, due to scale, is more obvious on the isle of Jura.

As mentioned several times, the visual analysis of the maps is not scientific and can
be misleading, therefore it is recommended to always quantify the landscape character
types in terms of landscape elements composition and afterwards carry out a further
comparison. For instance, the identified similarity between the types B and C at 1000
and 3000 polygons is verified by the pie charts in figure 7.48.
The percentage of the landscape elements and their occurrence in both types gives
close results and clearly confirm that the same pattern is detected, hence it is possible
to conclude that for this specific case, the change in the scale of analysis does not
influence the landscape characterisation.
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Figure 7.48. Pie charts illustrating the landscape element composition of the types B and C as
identified at 1000 and 3000 polygons. The similarity is evident and highlights the fact that this
specific character type is so well defined and strong that it is not affected by the change in
scale.

A second example is provided by figure 7.49 that represents the landscape elements
composition of the northern part of Jura. As pointed out before, for this part of the area
of study the number of character types identified by the two analyses changes from
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one character (1000 polygons) to two character types (3000). The goal is to investigate
whether differences in landscape elements composition occur.
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Figure 7.49. The pie chart illustrating the landscape element composition of the types D at 1000
polygons is compared to that of the types D and F identified at 3000 polygons and in the same
geographical location (north of Jura).

The pie charts provided a positive answer. At the scale of 3000 polygons the analysis
is able to differentiate a character type, D from the character type F. In the former there
are 6 main elements: Dalradian rocks (25%), open dwarf shrubs (14%), acidic grass
(13%), open slopes (12%), hills (11%) and glens (10%). In the latter, the landscape is
comprised by 7 main elements: Dalradian rocks (23%), open sea (17%), open dwarf
shrubs (12%), hills (11%) and glens (10%), rough grass (10%) and open slopes (8%).
Apart from the difference in the percentage values, which overall varies in one or two
units, the comparison between types D and F shows that open sea and rough grass
are new variables and mark the difference in terms of character type.
Type D obtained with the landscape analysis at 1000 polygons shows a very
interesting landscape composition because it is the sum of the main landscape
elements of types D and F; in fact it comprises a majority of Dalradian rocks (27%)
followed by open dwarf shrubs (13%), hills (11%), glens (11%), open slopes (8%),
acidic grass (8%), rough grass (6%) and open sea (4%). Therefore it is possible to
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conclude that at coarser scale the size of the polygons is too big to detect details and
consequently the subtleties between landscape character types are missed. This
translates into an aggregation of landscape character types, here for instance acidic
grass, rough grass and open sea are all together in type D while at 3000 polygons
these elements are separated to form the type D and type F.
This trend was recorded for all the areas of study and it was also noticed that well
defined and strong spatial structures were generally detected regardless the scale.
This last outcome supported the idea that at coarse scale there is a tendency of
obtaining character types that summarize the element composition within each type, at
finer scale the differences are highlighted and contribute to the definition of new
character types.

To conclude, it is possible to summarise in a few key points the results achieved by
all the tests. First of all, the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology is demonstrated to
have a robust and scientific basis and keeps consistency throughout the analysis of the
data. The variation of the shape and size of the Thiessen polygons did not affect the
final results of the characterisation, whereas change in scale highlighted that according
to the distribution of the landscape elements and their degree of correlation, scale can
be influential in the definition of the character of the landscape.
With regard to the introduction of more data to the original dataset, it was observed
that their influence is significant and translates into new character types only when the
new data are strongly correlated to other elements and also largely spread over the
area of study. Similarly, the test on two neighbouring areas revealed that strong
patterns could be identified easily along the boundaries of two contiguous areas of
study, while weaker patterns are more difficult to identify. Once again the definition and
identification of the character of the landscape depends on the way the elements are
located in space and correlated to each other. In conclusion the tests clarified one
fundamental point: although MULTISPATI-PCA enhances the effect of spatial
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autocorrelation, the characteristics of the original data play a main role. In fact if the
variables are correlated and spatially dependent (high values of Moran's I), then
MULTISPATI-PCA is able to detect with accuracy the spatial patterns within the data
and identify the character of the landscape. Otherwise if these two conditions are
missing then there is low confidence that the landscape character types identified by
MULTISPATI-PCA are accurate and correspondent to the reality.

The last chapter of the thesis is entirely dedicated to summarise the main
achievement reached by the research and to highlight the role played by the possible
end-users.
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CHAPTER 8

Listening to the end-users and overall conclusions

Fields of barley. East coast near St. Cyrus (I.Marengo).
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8.1 Learning from the feedback of the potential end users

From the outset this study was considered to be applied research intended to deliver
outcomes to end users including landscape architects, landscape practitioners and
private landscape consultants working for SNH or more generally for local authorities.
The GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology was not designed to replace the work of the
landscape architects, but rather it was implemented with the intention to be a useful
tool to support them in the identification of landscape character types. However, how
can we be sure that the methodology adequately meets this aim, and it is an efficient
and helpful tool for the landscape architects and other practitioners? The best way to
find an answer is to ask directly the end users. For logistic reasons it was not feasible
to work jointly with them during the development and implementation of the
methodology, nevertheless their opinions and comments were recorded and
contributed significantly to conclude the study. Thus a group of possible end-users,
comprised of SNH landscape architects and policy and advice officers, operations
managers from RCAHMS and Historic Scotland, and the senior heritage manager of
the Cairngorms National Park, were contacted and engaged in the final part of this
research.
When the end users were approached, the primary aim was to understand whether
or not GIS provided a clear, accessible and useful method of landscape analysis, if the
outcomes looked plausible and if they could detect the weaknesses and strengths of
the new approach to landscape characterisation. In order to reach this aim several
meetings were arranged and a presentation of the research, at its different stages, was
delivered. Each participant contributed effectively with constructive discussions and,
most important, completed a questionnaire which was structured as follows:

1) Was the GIS approach to landscape characterisation interesting and clear?
2) Was the GIS approach user-friendly and would you consider using it yourself?
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3) If the GIS approach is considered complex and difficult, in your opinion what
would make it more user-friendly and more likely to be used?
4) During the presentation did you identify strengths and weak points in the GIS
approach to the landscape characterisation? If so, what are they?
5) From your experience could you tell whether or not the GIS methodology can
be useful and applicable to your job?
6) Could you please specify examples of where you would like to apply the GISbased landscape characterisation?
7) Other comments?

The description and observations of the feedback and comments returned from the
end users is described here below.

In general the GIS approach to landscape characterisation was found interesting and
clearly delivered when it was presented. Some of the end users commented that they
caught the general picture of how GIS operated, others pointed out the need for further
explanation about the way the landscape elements were introduced in the analysis and
contributed to the identification of the landscape character types. Finally, a few
admitted to struggle with everything involved numbers and GIS in general. On this
basis it emerged that the GIS/MULTISPATI methodology as currently implemented is
not directly intuitive but results interesting thanks to some promising results. The endusers confirmed that more work is necessary in order to make the methodology more
user-friendly.
With regard to simplifying the method of running the analysis, the end users had clear
and specific ideas about the way of addressing this issue. First of all they proposed the
preparation of a booklet as guidance which could explain how to input the data in the
system; how the spatial autocorrelation and the multivariate analysis operate and how
the selection of the number of landscape character types from the cluster analysis
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takes place. The end-users’ suggestion was not a surprise since this study already
assumed that not everybody has got skills in GIS and knowledge about the statistics
applied. Therefore, where the research is applied to a real case study, then the
preparation and release of an explanatory booklet with instructions and advice will
occur.
A second suggestion was to identify the landscape character types with a more
explicit indication such as a short title which would describe the types and provide a
straightforward understanding of them. Currently the landscape character types are
coded with alphabetical letters and numbers because these are the easiest reference
to record data with GIS and MULTISPATI. Hence, it is only through the analysis of the
pie charts associated to the landscape character types that it is possible to know about
the landscape elements composition of each type and consequently describe them with
a text.
The lack of a clearer and unambiguous descriptive identifier for the landscape
character types was already noticed during the implementation of the methodology. To
date, a solution has not been found yet, and it is hard to see how a character type can
be automatically illustrated at the end of the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis. Thus, as
described in chapter 7, at the moment the way of operating is to consult both the pie
charts and the official LCA classification. In case there is an evident similarity between
the GIS types and the LCA types it is recommended to use the official classes of
character types. Otherwise, if the outcomes from the two methodologies are
discrepant, it is necessary to find an appropriate title for the character type.
The end users were very attentive to the aesthetic of the GIS maps and a third
request was made in order to improve the boundaries of the polygons, which provide
an “artificial” and untidy picture of the landscape. This it has been attempted by
smoothing the polygons and figure 8.1 illustrates the results obtained.
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Figure 8.1. First attempt to ameliorate the aesthetic of the GIS map by smoothing the
boundaries of the polygons. The two areas of South Shetland are the detail of the landscape
types in the green square. The smoothing effect seems minimal and requires to be verified by
the end users.

As it emerges from the picture, the map looks slightly improved. The problem of
having polygons with sharp boundaries is not only an aesthetical issue but also
conceptual. In fact sharp lines on thematic maps conventionally represent abrupt
changes of phenomena. Here, since there is uncertainty about the change in the
landscape character types, in terms that it may not occur exactly where the boundaries
are, it would be more appropriate to use fuzzy techniques for representing the
boundaries. Basically the fuzzy logic works in a way that the membership of a
landscape character type is not absolute (yes or no), but ambiguous (possibly yes or
possibly no). For instance if the final maps, which are shape files, are converted into
raster it would be possible to attribute the membership of each pixel to the
correspondent landscape character type with values that range from 0 to 1 and not with
a binary code 0-1. Thus, for future applications, fuzzy techniques are recommended.
The end users showed some perplexity about the discrepancies between the
landscape character types identified in the official LCA maps and those described by
the GIS maps. As mentioned in chapter 7 the degree of similarity/dissimilarity between
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the two maps, and the two methodologies applied, varied from area to area. Some of
the end users wondered whether the use of different scales and datasets could help in
drawing landscape character types more accurately. This point was correct and
highlighted one of the reasons33 why the maps from GIS landscape analysis show
diverse degrees of similarity with the official LCA map. As mentioned in chapter 7,
according to the area of study and the defined scope of the LCA, each landscape
element has a different relevance during the analysis. In other words, there might be
areas where the landforms and the geology are particularly important and others where
the size and the pattern of the fields and the orientation and typology of the settlements
count more. It is clear that if the maps with this kind of relevant information are missing,
then GIS and MULTISPATI identify the boundaries of landscape types on a partial
analysis of the reality and the chances to have a map similar to the official one
decrease.
A possible solution to this problem may be the definition of what elements are
relevant for a correct and complete landscape characterisation of a given area prior to
the start of the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis. Sometimes data can be derived from other
already in use, and in this research the maps about landforms, historic land-uses and
periods, and settlement types provided an example. Nevertheless, as pointed out by
the end users it is necessary to double check the outcomes of the derivation process in
order to be sure that the derived data keeps on being meaningful for practical purposes
and respectful of the content of the original raw data. In the event that the data is
unavailable it is a matter of acknowledging this gap when delivering the results of the
analysis to the end users.
In addition to the GIS dependence on data quality and availability and the costs
related to the data, the end users flagged up the lack of expertise and skills in GIS
which make people afraid of using GIS for their work. As mentioned at the beginning,
33

Another reason that explains the different degrees of equivalence between GIS and LCA map is the
necessity of having landscape elements with simultaneously a strong spatial structure and marked
occurrence/variability.
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this remark was accepted and again it confirmed one of the already known
disadvantages of using GIS. If there is little familiarity with these tools, it is unavoidable
that they look complicated, difficult and unfriendly. Therefore besides having a booklet
that explains how to input the data and how the statistics work and process the data, it
is important to train people and teach them the essential tools and the philosophy of
GIS. Supporting documentation and training courses should be a solution to this issue
along with the idea of persuading the landscape architects to work with GIS analysts
and achieve synergy at work.
The end users had also positive comments on the results retrieved by using
GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology. They pointed out that GIS offer an objective
and consistent analysis of the landscape and minimise the impact that the judgments
and the interpretation due to professional expertise, familiarity and knowledge about a
landscape have on the outputs from the landscape assessment.
In addition GIS received appreciation because they incorporate data from different
sources and specifically the end users with expertise in history were quite pleased to
see the cultural heritage considered as important as the natural heritage and a relevant
element for the landscape characterisation. The recognition that the GIS methodology
carries out the landscape analysis from a holistic point of view was also highly valued.
Moreover the end users acknowledged the capacity of GIS to be easily updatable and
to perform the analyses quite quickly if compared to the current way of performing the
LCA.
The final suggestions and comments collected from the questionnaire were about the
possible uses and applications of the methodology to real projects. The suggestions
from the end users in this case were varied. Some of them clearly stated that an
application of GIS to their current job was far from being feasible because of the
complexity of the tool; however they mentioned other areas and sectors, such as
development planning and development management, where the GIS-based
methodology could find adequate and advantageous application. Others advised on
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trying and seeing the methodology applied either to landscape characterisation within
the local authority boundaries and for specific topics or to a broader scale, such as the
whole Scotland, for more general themes. In both cases it was evident the suggestion
of exploring further how the GIS methodology copes with different scales. Finally some
end users proposed to apply the GIS-based landscape characterisation as a tool for
informing plans for designation areas, for land-use and landscapes policies, and for
selecting landscape objectives in line with the European Landscape Convention.
In general the end users provided constructive feedback and several hopes that this
research can be useful and applied to real case studies in future. The record of the
end-users’ thoughts was the starting point for a series of questions that inevitably come
at the end of any kind of research. Looking back at the last three years we can ask
whether or not the work carried out reached its targets, if the time dedicated to the
investigation contributed positively to the scientific and general community, if the
methodology implemented and developed is innovative and if the results achieved are
meaningful and useful not only within the context of this research but also for a wider
range of people and possible end users. The following chapter is meant to find an
answer to all the questions by trying and summarising the work carried out, by
describing the way it evolved from its beginning to its end, by highlighting strengths of
the methodology and by understanding how to improve the weak point in order to
ensure that this research has got a future.

8.2 The aims achieved after three years

In order to clarify whether or not the research has succeeded in its intent, it can be
helpful to start with a reminder of the aims and reasons of doing this research. As
explained in the first two chapters, landscape is important and matters because it is not
only a natural and cultural resource but also the place where people recognise
themselves and associate their memories and the everyday life. Hence the landscape
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is a physical and abstract entity where the natural elements come together with
colours, sounds, feelings and perceptions. This idea of landscape was formalised in
2000 when 19 European states signed the European Landscape Convention (ELC), a
formal act that intended to promote the protection, management and planning of the
European landscapes.
Previous to the official definition of landscape by the ELC, the landscape was already
taken into account and at the centre of the attention of planners and policy makers. As
illustrated in figure 8.2, it is possible to draw a sort of chronology about the approaches
to the study of the landscape as they evolved and developed throughout the last
century. The 70’s are identified with the period of landscape evaluation during which
the landscape was analysed according to its value and the idea was to consider the
landscape on the basis of its quality, and therefore decide if one landscape was better
or worse than another. However, after more or less a decade, it became evident that
this approach was not fruitful and noticeably restrictive since only few landscapes could
be effectively protected and conserved. Therefore the step forward was to consider the
landscapes on the basis of the unique and distinct traits that differentiate them from
each other. As a consequence the focus of the landscape analyses shifted from the
value of the landscape to its character.

Figure 8.2

In the UK, England and Scotland launched a programme in the mid of the 90’s called
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) which was undertaken by the local authorities
and the national parks. The LCA was born with the intention of being a valid support
tool for the planners, developers, decision and policy makers. The LCA comprises of
two stages: the first is addressed to get people aware of the landscape and of what
makes it different from the surrounding ones. The second stage is centred on the
judgements that are required in order to prescribe landscape management
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recommendations which will guide the future of the landscape towards the
conservation and enhancement of its character.

Figure 8.2. The changes in the way policy makers, planners and landscape practitioners
th
intended and approached the landscape throughout the 20 century.

After being used for more than a decade by local authorities, landscape architects or
private landscape consultants, concerns have risen about the LCA and specifically
about the way the characterisation phase is structured. The most evident weak points
are the lack of consistency and robustness and the fact that the results are not
quantitative. From the LCA reports it is evident that the landscape character types and
areas are basically described to people in a narrative form and inevitably the
descriptions reflect the personal perception that the assessors had about the
landscape. Therefore, the content of the reports appears arguable, subjective and not
sufficiently scientific to face debates or public enquiries about planning issues.
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The main obstacle is that planners and developers deal generally with numbers and
to a certain extent they require to see the landscape from a numeric and quantitative
point of view, so that the impact of proposed plans can be not only described but also
visualised and measured in terms of changes in the character of the landscape.
In addition, this research had to face other conceptual and technical problems
connected not only to finding a solution for the LCA weaknesses but also to the way of
approaching the analysis of the landscape. The main difficulty was due to the fact that
the landscape is such a generic theme that plays a relevant and influential role in many
and diverse disciplines which, from their side, tackle the landscape analysis from
opposite points of view. From the literature reviewed many dichotomies emerged, for
example between ecological and social sciences, between the holistic and reductionist
theories, between the objectivism and subjectivism supporters, to name a few.
The presence of such different multi-approaches to the same topic generated
confusion and made the investigation on the character of the landscape more difficult
and complex than what was expected at the beginning. Moreover this research had
the challenge to verify whether or not the use and application of GIS to the landscape
analysis was feasible and fruitful. GIS were thought to be the solution to the LCA
weaknesses because of the numerous examples of successful applications recorded
from the 90’s, when the use of GIS as mapping and analytical tools started to increase
exponentially.
With the confidence that GIS analytical capacities could be exploited in support of the
LCA a series of points were annotated and worked as starter for the definition of the
aim of the research, that is the development and implementation of a methodology for
landscape characterisation based on the analysis of all the elements that comprise the
landscape through GIS (see figure 8.3).
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Figure 8.3. Some ideas about the way the GIS can help to solve the most evident weaknesses
of the LCA.

The ways GIS can be profitably employed to overcome the main LCA issues
provided the basis on which design the methodology for landscape characterisation.
This was shaped to consider the landscape as a whole, marrying the holistic theory
and to be quantitative and repeatable in order to meet the targets of objectivity and
consistency.
It has to be remembered that during the early 90’s there had been attempts of using
GIS as support tools for the LCA; nevertheless, in every occasion, GIS were employed
either as mapping tools, to show and display the maps of landscape character types
and areas, or as editing tools, to draw the boundaries of the landscape character types
and areas that the landscape architects had designed on paper during or after the field
survey. Therefore, to a certain extent people were aware of GIS and their potential
contribution to LCA and the idea of introducing more GIS into the LCA process was
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already widespread, but the scarce knowledge and familiarity with GIS amongst the
local authority officers and landscape architects, prevented the use of GIS as analytical
tool.
This research intended to demonstrate whether or not GIS could be effectively used
as analytical support tools (thus not only for mapping or editing) for the LCA. As a
consequence here GIS are not required to produce only maps of landscape character
types but primarily they are asked to use official maps in order to detect the character
of the landscape. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 extensively described that the research reached
the definition of an innovative GIS-based methodology for landscape characterisation
after a long process characterised by the use of various techniques of analysis of
spatial data.
Throughout the investigation it became apparent that GIS on their own could not give
a robust analytical support on which develop the methodology but they needed to be
integrated and enhanced by more sophisticated and complex statistics since these
could deal better with the analysis of the landscape elements. The choice of the most
suitable statistical technique was not straightforward and followed an approach
characterised by several attempts whose failures and successes helped to make the
final decision. A summary of the experimentation of the statistics and method of
analysis is summarised in table 8.1
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Table 8.1 Summary of the analytical techniques of landscape characterisation experimented
throughout the PhD. According to the positive and negative aspects, concisely described,
MULTISPATI-PCA was selected as the most suitable technique to meet the aims of this study.

Initially FRAGSTAT and TOSS were tried in order to identify the spatial patterns
which, in statistical terms, correspond to the landscape character types. In both
situations, the techniques were unable to identify the character of the landscape from
all the maps collected. Instead the analysis was possible only on a map at a time which
was not the purpose of the research.
Subsequently the software GeoDa was tested, and this was particularly helpful
because it introduced the concept of spatial autocorrelation but it also showed great
limitations because it was impossible to compare more than two variables at time.
At the end, FRAGSTAT, TOSS and GeoDa remained only experiments and were not
employed for the rest of the research; nevertheless they played an important role
because improved the knowledge about spatial statistics and above all paved the way
to the statistical technique that was finally adopted, which is MULTISPATI-PCA.
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The research challenged the analytical capacities of GIS and discovered the
importance of the statistics as powerful tool able to enhance the analytical capacities of
the GIS. Since the application of spatially constrained multivariate statistics was the
first attempt ever tried in the field of landscape characterisation, it is opportune to clarify
that the methodology developed at the end should not be considered as “the” only
possible solution to the application of GIS to landscape characterisation. Perhaps there
are other ways to apply GIS and statistics to landscape characterisation. Certainly, this
methodology is innovative and introduces effective concepts and a functional approach
to the analysis and identification of the character of the landscape. Therefore,
compared to three years ago, it is undeniable that this research made evident
progresses which are entirely supported by the plausible results obtained. As described
in chapters 6 and 7 the statistics assured the research about the significance and
accuracy of the calculations while the direct assessment of the landscape added to the
positive comments expressed by several experts validated the final maps and allowed
the research to be considered a success.
The question posed at the beginning, “is the use and application of GIS feasible and
fruitful for the landscape characterisation?” has then received a positive answer. The
methodology applied over eleven contrasting Scottish landscapes is illustrated in figure
8.5 and showed that GIS with the integration of spatially constrained multivariate
statistics can be very useful tools because they offer a quantitative, unbiased, and
repeatable analysis of the landscape elements and allow the character of the
landscape to be defined in numeric and descriptive terms. By leaving little space for
subjectivity and personal interpretation about the real landscape the GIS methodology
made the landscape characterisation more objective, dynamic and flexible.
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Figure 8.5. Example of the implementation of the methodology for landscape characterisation,
which starts with the definition of the area of study, continues through the GIS/spatial statistics
analysis, and ends with the map of landscape character types.

An additional strength of the implemented methodology is that it does not alter the
final purpose of the LCA but possibly it enhances it. The idea at the basis of LCA is to
try and ensure that all landscapes are managed sustainably for the future generations
regardless of their location, designation and perceived quality. The LCA is not a tool
against development but, on the contrary, it is a support for a better one which gives
awareness of the character and sensitivity of the landscape. Planning the development
of an area by taking into account the outcomes of the LCA process means essentially
to consider the character of the landscape and that it should not be changed, but rather
strengthened or maintained.
When deciding in favour or against any strategic plan or development policy,
numbers or statistically/scientifically proved figures add robustness and credibility to
the assertions and definitions about the landscape, its character and its importance as
natural and cultural resource. By adopting this methodology it is possible to provide the
planners and policy makers with both descriptions and measures about the landscape
character types. In addition, updating the datasets through GIS is a much quicker
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process and the access to information is available to everyone along with the possibility
to add or delete data from the analysis, which is always feasible and not too lengthy.

8.3 Those weak points that can be improved

Certainly, at the moment the methodology is structured in a way that end users have
to know how GIS and the applied spatial statistics work. As previously mentioned, the
end users were the first to express some concern about the complexity of the
techniques used to develop the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology. The lack of GIS
skills and knowledge about the statistics can be a major problem and might hinder the
application of GIS in the short term. It is recognised that in order to make the
methodology more accessible and familiar to everyone it would be necessary to
automate many procedures and make them more user-friendly by realising an interface
within the software arcGIS and by creating a link with R which would run the code
written for the spatial statistics.
However, even if the GIS-based methodology for landscape characterisation is
automated and can be run through a simple “click” with the mouse, it would be always
necessary to train and teach people about the basic tools of GIS, the theoretical
framework of the methodology and the meaning of the statistics applied. By knowing
how GIS and MULTISPATI perform and what they analyse is a way of reducing the
amount of errors and inaccuracies in the final data.

In the first chapters it was outlined that GIS are powerful tools able to deal with a
large quantity of information and that are able to read many maps by overlapping them
and crossing their geographic data. In contrast to this great advantage is the fact that
the results of GIS analyses depend on the quality and the quantity of the data input
which, in case of gaps or poor level of accuracy, become limiting factors. Nevertheless
as mentioned in chapter 4, the lack of maps may not always be an obstacle to the
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analysis; in fact if criteria, which help to measure and quantify the missed information
from other data sources, are defined then it is feasible to derive maps.
Undoubtedly the process of deriving maps from raw data or other datasets is more
complicated if the aim is to represent qualitative data, such as the aesthetic and
perceptual aspects of the landscape. Thus, contrary to the current LCA and the
advantage of carrying a visual landscape assessment, the GIS-based analysis was
applied only to measurable landscape elements that are ensured to be “mappable”.
Whereas, it was possible to make only attempts in order to map aesthetic aspects of
the landscape, and here the main difficulty encountered was to find the set of criteria
able to describe quantitatively concepts such as openness, texture, balance and
proportion (the appendix provides examples of the attempts made). Since there were
many doubts about the validity and credibility of the maps derived, the outcomes from
the attempts were not used for landscape characterisation, but were a valuable
exercise and evidence of how difficult it can be dealing with landscape characterisation
in the absence of an important means such as our eyes.

If compared to the official LCA maps, the GIS maps looked either similar or dissimilar
according to different areas of study. As explained to the end-users, and described in
chapter 7, the procrustes statistical technique revealed that in fact there was a high
correspondence between the maps, although visually some of them looked remarkably
different. The attempt to quantify the degree of similarity/dissimilarity through statistics
is more scientific than the visual comparison and therefore should be trusted.
In this regard it is worth noting that the visual comparison between LCA and GIS
maps can be misleading because it does not recognise that at the basis of the two
maps there are two different approaches and ways of investigation. First of all different
groups of consultants and landscape practitioners were involved in the LCA
programme and each one followed its own techniques of assessment to meet the
requests made by the local authorities. Hence according to the scope of the LCA either
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only few landscape elements, identified as the key characteristics, contributed to the
identification of the character of the landscape or the entire set of elements was
considered relevant to the definition of character. In contrast, the GIS/MULTISPATIbased methodology always considers all the elements on the maps, without making a
selection, but indeed the quantity of elements analysed depends on the availability of
the maps.
From the GIS/MULTISPATI analysis it clearly emerges that the landscape character
types derived from a well defined spatial structure are always detected and consistently
identified. Thus it appears that the way the input data are correlated to each other and
distributed over the area of study influences the identification of spatial structures within
the data analysed. In fact the results demonstrated that when the landscape elements
formed recognisable and strong spatial clusters, then external effects such as scale,
polygons distribution and shape, new data input and boundaries across the character
type had overall a negligible effect on the identification of the landscape character.
Alternatively, in areas of study where the landscape elements occurred in large variety
and showed a weak correlation to each other, the resulting spatial patterns were less
defined and more influenced by the variation in scale, data entry, and presence of
boundaries and polygons distribution.
Therefore, while comparing the LCA and GIS maps, these relevant details should be
taken into account along with the fact that the landscape character types correspond to
the clusters defined during the cluster analysis where a personal judgement is involved
in the analytical process. As noticed in chapters 6 and 7 the choice about the number
of clusters relies on reading jointly the dendrogram and the associated table of the
similarity and proximity values.
More than once it has been stressed that one of the strength of the GIS methodology
is to support landscape characterisation with an analysis which is quantitatively based
and always repeats the same structure; hence objectivity and consistency are both
achieved. This is entirely true, but throughout the chapters it emerged that the personal
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judgement was sometimes unavoidable and the choice about the number of clusters to
retain is an example. Another case is the definition of the thresholds for the
classification of landforms and settlement types that can be arguable and still modified
according to geographic areas. For instance England or Wales, due to the different
morphology of the terrain, may require other thresholds.
A slightly different situation was described in chapter 5, where the decision about the
rook/queen contiguity model for the neighbourhood analysis and the division of the
areas of study in Thiessen polygons and not regular grid were backed by more
scientific and indisputable reasons.
In conclusion, the methodology shows limits that, if not structural, can be overcome.
For example, it is discouraged to carry out a visual comparison between the LCA and
the GIS maps to assess the quality and credibility of the landscape character types
identified by using GIS and MULTISPATI. Thus, it is suggested either to rely on the
statistics or to validate the map through ground truth and the help of experts. It is
recognised that presently the methodology is not able to analyse the aesthetic and
perceptual elements of the landscape, however the challenge of including these
qualitative aspects in the GIS/MULTISPATI-based methodology is not impossible but
postponed and it may be the topic for another research. Finally, training courses and
an increased availability and quality of the datasets should be achievable in the future
and both should make the methodology more user-friendly and facilitate the access to
information.

8.4 Looking towards the future

On the basis of what has been explained so far, it emerges that the new methodology
introduces technical and conceptual innovations to the entire process of LCA. For the
first time the first law of geography and the theory of spatial autocorrelation are applied
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successfully to landscape characterisation, and GIS are used both as analytical and
mapping tools.
For the future the starting point is the feedback provided by the end users; in fact
from the comments and suggestions received it is possible to visualise the next steps
that should help the methodology to improve and create the conditions for its use in
practical case studies.
First of all the whole process needs to be simplified and made more accessible and
user-friendly. Moreover care should be taken to the way the final maps are presented
and submitted. Secondly it would be beneficial to work closely with the end-users and
shape the methodology according to their needs. For instance it seems important to
know if the key characteristics, instead of all the elements in the landscape, assume a
major role during the landscape characterisation. In fact with this indication it might be
possible to think of criteria able to measure and quantify those elements that count
most in the landscape. Finally attention should be paid to other landscape researches
and see whether this methodology can be integrated to other techniques and improved.
For example it might be interesting to investigate more in the use of voxel model
applied by Pyysalo et al. (2009) and Washtell et al. (2009) in viewshed analysis for the
visualisation and classification of landscapes using respectively airborne laser scanner
data and geomorphometrics.

This research succeeded for two reasons: first of all it was a rewarding learning
process and experience marked by personal improvement in the knowledge about GIS,
statistics and landscape analysis. Secondly it managed to deal with the initial challenge
without losing its track. It concluded by formulating a possible answer: with the results
achieved the research demonstrates that GIS coupled with multivariate statistics can
be used for landscape characterisation.
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